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ABSTRACT

This observational study investigated the process- of mainstreaming

handicapped children into regular education programs. Four objectives were

defined:

To identify instructional practices rebated to thebehavior and-
attitudes of handicapped students;

) 2. To identify program structures and administratve practices
related to effective mainstreaming;

3. Todetermine how well regular educai4on teachers minimize
disruptions and effectively integrate the handicapped student into
classroom instruction;

I
To obtain information useful in increasing teacher awareness of
differences peiween the behavior of handicapped.students and that
of nonhandicapped students, and to determine whether teachers
interact differently with the two types of students.

The sample consisted of thirty-two students enrolled in specialday

classes `and mainstreamed for approximately one hour per day. Systematic

observations were focuse'd in turn on the handicapped student, nonhandicapped

students, and the regular education teacher over a six-Month period.

Additional data were obtained from teacher questionnaires, teacher

interviews, and student interviews.

The findings suggest that.certain .instructional practices are related

to student academic involvement, student social interactions, and student.

attitude toward.the class. The types of instructional practices associated
(

with Student academic involvement reflected'a direct.teaChing'method in

Which the teacher presented information, questioned students, and provided

supportive feedback. liandidapped students reported more positive attitudes

toWard the clasS when they, were more academically invoTVed in the

instructional tasks of the classrooth.



Mainstreaming programs that falitated students' academic involvement

and social integration on the school playground were identified. It was

also concluded -that the effectiveness of a mainstreaming program can be

facilitated when principals provided specified kinds of administrative

support.

Regular education teachers were able to incorpora e the handicapped

student into the class instruction without decreasing't e amount of time°

spent in academic instruction, for when the handicapped tudent was in the

regular education classroom, the teacher and low-achievi students spent

more time in academic tasks than when the handicapped St .ent as not in the

room. Contrary to teacher expectation research indicatin .th t teachers

tend to shun the loWer achieving students andrspend more time with higher /-

achieving studeqs, the teachers in this sample interacted more often with

the handicapped student than with the high- and medium-achieving students.

The findings report instructional practices that willbe helpful to

regular education teachers and principals seeking to improve the

mainstreaming process at their schools. Regular education teachers should

be encouraged by the findings that such teacher% are able to remain task

oriented when the handicapped student is in the room Nand can spend at least

proportionate amounts of time with the handicapped students without

disadvantage to the regular instructional program.
,
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.

Since the enactment of Public Law 94-142; policymakers and educators

have wanted to:know how best to carry out,the manda that all handicapped

children be educated in the least restrictive enviro nt. Depending on the

student's needs, different approachesere used to ,c out the mandate.

This report investigates the effectiveness of one apprOach to implementing

PL 94142--placing handicapped studentS in'reptar education classes for

part of the school day.fmainstreaming). Specifically, this study examines

mainstreaming at the classroom level wild describes instructional practices

A. related to beneficial mainstreaming experiences.

..I
7

INTRODUCTION

c.

. '

Placing handicapped children in regular classrooms for part of the day

.is intended tollenefit.both handicapped arid nonhandicapped students. For
7 ' -

example, peer thfluences are expectedto help the handicapped student

deve.lop appropriate social skills. In addition, the regular teacher is

expected to help the handicapped. Student.aCquire behavior necessary for

learning in large groups. Finally, the nonhandicapped student 4S expected.

to develop an'understanding of, and a positive attitdde toward, handicapped

students%-

These expected benefits assmMe-that the regularclassroom teachers will

have t knowledge .andfskiTls needed to'- implement an effective mainstreaming

In the, lassrooms. Teacher reports suggest otherwise. In a previous SRI

study (Stallings, et al, 1979), regUlar education teacher's reported that-

they felt inadequate when working with mainstreamed handicapped students.
a

These teachers felttheweeded explicit information about instructional

practices condicive to handicapped stuents: desirable classroom behavior

and attitudes.' Teachers often'reported that-much_of the time normally used
.

for academic Instruction was spent in procedural matters such as_explaining

12



of

astignments.and.distributing materiels-mhen the handicapped student 'was in

the room. Thus, nonhandicappeGstUdents received less instructional time.

The-teachers wanted o know how to minimize disruptions of academic

instruction.iniminttrepTjng situation's. ,

- ° A
Also intihe previous study, School principals reported a need'for.

4

information about aciministrative practices appropriate for hawingthe

clastroom teachers provide an effective'mainttreaming environmentl

Princtpalss'exOessed concern about the type of program structure--one that

they could provide.J.-thatwOuld help 614 ciassroom'teachers. They were

sgEdfically concerned with identifying the types of instructional setting?'

tt might help to facilitate mainstreaming. Principals alp needed 4

information about the relationship between classroom characteristics, such

as the number of mainstreamed/.students in the roost, and the teacher's

ability to teach effectively.

Purpose of TRis-S,tudy

,To provide the necessary information for teachers and principals, this
-

project carried out research in mainstreamed classrooms. For teachers, this

research identified instructional practices related to students! behavior

and attitudes andexamined the disruption of pdemic instruction in

'classrooms with nandicappedstudents.' Also, tKe project examined teachers'.

attitudes and the frequency of communication between regUlar and special
,

education teachers... For principals, the project investigated administrative

issues related to_claS!Sroom procesteS, such as. program structure, class

.size,r-end number of naqdicapped students. in the classroom.

Research Objectives and Questions.,

To prOvide the ebo'v'e information to teachers and principals, the

investigators first:identified research objectives and questions related to

each objective. The objectives and questions are 1;:led in Exhibit .1.,

13



Objective 1 ivelates to classroom teachers. Objective 2 relates° to the

'concerns '.of prpCipals. ObjeOttves 3 and 4'relate to differencessbetween

handicapped and nonhindicapped students in the,classroom.

Overview of. the Report

This teport contains four additional chapters:

Chapter II Development of the Research Model

Chapter III Method of Approach.

Chapter IV Analysis and Results /7

Chapter V Summary of Findings and Recommendations

Chapter II reviews related research and presents a conceptual model

that guided this investigation. Chapter III presents the study design,

sample, data collection procedures, and research variables. In Chapter IV

the analysis and results for each research question are presented. Chapter

V presents the summary of findings and.recommendations,for classroom

teachers and principals.

14



Exhibit 1 .

4

OBJECTIVES AND RESEARCH QOESTIONS'

. Objective.

1 To identify instructional
practices related to the
behavior and attitudes
of handicapped students.

2 To identify program
structures and administra-
tive practices related to
effective mainstreaming.

a

'Research Questions

1.1 How do instructional
practices relate to the
handicapped studept's
behavior in the classroom?

1.2 How do instructional
practices relate tO.Ohe
handicapped student's
attitude?

2.1 Is the type of program
structure related to
instructional practices
and student behavior?

2.2 Is the type of program
structure related to,stUdent
attitudes?

2.3 Ls program structure related
to the communication between
regulIr and special educa-
tion teachers?

2.4 Is program structure related
to the teachers' attitudes
toward mainstreaming? '

2.5 Is class size teated to
student behavior?

2.6 Is the number of handicapped
students in the classroom
related to student behavior?

. 15



° Ekhibit 1

To determine how well
regular education teachers
minimize disruptions and
effectively integrate the
handicapped student,into
classroominstruction.

4 To obtain information useful
in increasing teacher aware-
ness of differences between
the behavior of handicapped
students and that of nonhandi-
capped students,,and tO deter-
mine whether teachers interact
differently with.the two
types of students.

concluded)

3.1- Do the instructional
practices that occur when
the handicappediAtudent is
in the regular. classroom
differfeoM those -that occur
when the handicapped studerit
is not in the regular.
classroom?

3.2 .Does nonhandicappe
Students' behavior that

- occurs when the handicapped ,

. student.iS,in the regOlae
classroom differ feomhtbat
which occurs when the
handicapped student is not
in the regular classroom?

4.1 How does the handicapped
students' behavior compare
with that of the regular
education students?

4.2 Does the handicapped
students' behavior in the
regular classroom differ
from that in the special
education class?

4.3 Do teacher's inteeact
differently with
nonhandicapped and
-handicapped students?

4.4 Are teachers' attitudes
related to the instructional
practices that they use with
the handicapped student?
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II RELATED:RESEARCH AND RESEARCH MODEL

B

-40

This chapter"discusses research findings relevant to the study

objectives, and presents a model used to guidecthe research for identifying

effective instructional practices. / I

',..i 7

1> .
.Sa .

"" Relatedtsearch

e, A

.; This discussion is orii0zed'by.the study obSectives, and presents a
4)-

research firiding§:.44tated to each objective.

..1 pdiblppekSturdents. Behavior and Attitudes

We fOund nostudIfesih&Lspecifically related 'instructional practices

`cApp d staderiiiTiAehavior or attitudes; however, on the basis of

f .14str Odtion, we were able to defIT.ne the, appropriate
,

r . "

../Piefltification of Instructional Practices Related

T, practices. Two types of measures are available

11 practices. One type would measure all

jtch the student was exposed, whether on a

bf'a group. The other type would measure only

*tr -he ,handicapped student on a one -to -one basis. The

search, WveVtewedindicates that individual students receive one -to -one

triictiohlifor only a small percentage of class time and receive group

tructi,on for a- much larger percentage of the time. Therefore, the

measure af:group-focused-Instructional practices provides a more appropriate

measure.



Objective 2: Identification of Program Structure and

Administrative,Decisions Related to Effective Mainstreaming

76)
,

,

For this objective, research related to program structure, staff
C.

communicatiOn, and teacher attitudes was identified. .\*

Program Stricture

Guerin and Szathocky (1974) investigated differences in student

behavior and staff communication in four types of mainstreaming programs

established to integrate mildly retarded students into the regular classroom

setting. The four programs were:

Program 1, in which special education students are assigned to a

special day class and are sent to the regular classroom for specific

blocks of time;

Program._2, in which special education studdits are enrolled in small-
sized regular classrooms, and special materials and aides are provided _

to assist the special education students;

Program 3, in which the special education program functions as a formal
resource center, and special education students placed in regular

classrooths enter the resource center for evaluations, prescriptive
planning, and instructions; and

Program 4, in which the special education students are part of the
regular classrodm and are seen by a special education teacher for
supplementary instruction, often of a tutorial nature.

Results indicated that the general behavjor of the special education

pupils in these programs was nearly identical to that of their regular

classmates and that more desirable behavior was-found among pupili placed in

the regular classroom fOrthost of the school day (Program 4).

The study also investigated the relationship between administrative

support and effective mainstreaming. The results' indicate that a strong

positive attitude toward mainstreaming on, the part of the central

't

18



administration is critical to-the creation and maintenance of the program.

Building-level support,from the principal was importaft.and,.in some

instances, essential to the success of themainstreaming'program.

Student integration into the school -environm64 was also 'assessed. The

results indicate that the type of program was related to the students' level

of integration. In the present study, students were, asked to report the -

degree to which they were integrated on the, school playground.

Communication between Special and Regular Educators

A longitudinal study (Stearns, 1980)'utilized case study methodology.to

examine the process of implementing PL 94-142 in 22 lqcal education

agenices. Several factors facilitated mainstreaming of handicapped students

into regular classroom' environment:

. A supportive principal.

A good workinr --lationship between special and regular education..
tel Accs.

. ,Aides and assistances to support regular teachers.

Personnel who work with both special and regular education teachers
to ensure a coordinated program for Individual children.

sults from the second year of the same study (Wright, 1980) indicated'

that Mainstreaming also was facilitated by a number of school-level

strategies for monitoring students' progress in regular classrooms and for

keeping open the channels of communication between special and regular

educators. These monitoring techniques included having notebooks passed

between regular and special teachers to keep track of student progress and

behavior and using individual student assignment sheets..

9
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The results indicated that a certain degree of school-level structure

facilitates communication between special and regular educators, and we

.formulated research questions regarding program structure and communication

to provide additional information about this relationship.

Teacher Attitudes

7 Guerih and Szatlocky (1y4) investigated the relationship between

school-level factors and teachers' attitudes toward mainstreaming. The

attitude of the special education teacher in a school appeared to be a

crucial determiner of"the regular teachers' reactions to mainstreaming.

7

We founAl no research on the class size of the mainstreamed classro or

the number of handicapped students in the room

Objective 3: The Degree to WhiCh teRegulAr Education

Teachers Are Able to Minimize Disruptions.'

We found no studies that compared the amount of class time devoted to

academic instruction when the handicapped student is in the mainstreamed

classroom with that when the student is not in the room..

Objective 4: Identification of Differences between the Behavior

of Handicapped and Nonhandicapped Students and Differences in

Teacher InteractidnS with the Two Types of Students

Several studies investigated the differences' between regular and

special education classrooms. Thus Bryan (1974) investigated differences

between regular and special education students in the mainstreamed

tir

10
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classroom. He found that learning-disabled and regular students did not

differ significantly in the total ,proportion Of time they spent interacting

with teachers in the regular edutation classroom.. But, regular educattrs

were almost three times more likely to respond to the verbal initiations of

,the nonhandicapped.students than to those of the handicapped students.

About one-half of the time spent with the handiCapped students Was devoted

to providing individual/help, but only one-quarter qfthe time-spent with

the nonhandicapped student was used for individual, assistance. The two

groups of students did not differ significantly in the amount of positive

and negative reinforcement received from-the teacher.

,B,,ln (1974) alsotinvestigated.whether the behavior of learning
-

disAbIed children in 'the regular classroom differed from their behavior in

sessions with the learning.disability specialists. For the learning
7

disabled students, the ratio of task-oriented to nontask-oriented behavior,

was higher in the special educatidn setting than in tbe regular elementarY

,classroom.

KaufMan, Agard, and Semmel _(cited in Gottlieb & Leyser, 1981) observed

150special education classes and 400 mainstrxamed classes. Both

similarities and ifferences were found between the instructional patterns -

of the two kinds of cic-Ssrooms. Regular and special education teachers

asked similar'numbers of questions. Pupils in regular classes interacted

with the teacher about as often as did students in self-contained classes

(27.8% and 26.5% of the time, respectively). Regularand special education

students interacted with other students equally often (5.3% and 5.2% of the

observations, respectively). Most likely, the differences between the two

types of classroom environments were' related to the class size. That is,

regular educators taught in large groups more often thafi did special

educators. Regular educators spent 12.0% of their time providing individual

instruction, while special educators spent 26.7% of their time in, this way.

N 11
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An observational study of classroom interactions conducted by Stroud

(1978),yielded results similktp those of Kaufman, et al': (in press). That

is, special and regular education classes 'appeared to be more,alike than

differeet. The study found-few significaTt differences between regularsand

special class instructional Educable mentally retarded students

_in regular classes were treated in about the same way' as regular students.

In,both settings, the classes stayed, on-task over 95% of the time, and most

of the activity t.as learning-oriented rather than wanagerial.

The research reviewed suggefts that when handicapped students, are in

the regular education classroom, their behavior does not differ

significantly from that of the nonhandicapped student. Conflictipg results

are reported regarding the regular education teacher'S interactions with. the

two groups of students. Kaufman, et al. (in press) reported that the two°

groups of students were treated in about the same way, while Bryan (1974)

reported that teachers were more likely to respond to the verbal initiations .

of nonhandicapped students than to those of handicapped students.

One possible explanatio(-n.of these conflicting results is that both
-

`studies neglected to identify t e achievement revel of the nonhandicapped

students. Previous research indicated that teachers often interact

differently with students of different achievementjevels. Therefore,

aggregating nonhandicapped students, regardless of achievement level, may

not be appropriate in addressing this question. In the present study, all

questions related to nonhandicapped students will identify the 'students by

achievement level; that Is, high, medium, and low.

Previous research also revealed differences in the instructional

practices of regular and special education teachers. Most of the

differences would be expected for they are related to the class size of the

two,:kinds of classrooms. The important qUestionis whether differences are

rto-be found between the special education students' academic involvement in

the regular education classroom and in the special education classroom.

This question was investigated in the present study.
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Surmiary of Related Research'

,/,
A review of the literature. did not identify' research on the

relatiOnship between' nstruCtibn practices 'andsthe behavior .of-91e.

handicapped student. The related literature did'reveal, that'the apprOpriate:

measure of instructional practices should, be all-instructional practices of

the teacher whether directed. to individual 'students of group-focused.
4.4-

Researa was identified indicating that prOgram structure might,be

related to student behavior in the classroom and integration into the school

environment. Two studies indicated that teacher attitudes and staff

communication might be influenced by school - level - (.factors. .The'present

research formulated questions'concernipg the relitionshiv,between program-

struture and (a) teacher attitudes, (6)istaff communication, (c) student

I) classroom behavior, (d) student attitudes, aryl(e) instructional practices.
4

.1 ,e

.'No research.was identified on the relationships between, student

behavior, class size, and the number of handicapped students in the:room.

These relationships will be investigated in the present studY.

.*'.

No research compared the instruction of the regular ClassroOm when the

handicapped student was'in the room with tha't which occurred when the

handicapped student was not in the room. Reqular educators Teport,that

mainstreamed handiCapped students disrupt the academic instruction of the

classroom. Research is needed to confirm or refute these grievances of the

regular educators. The present research formulated two questions related to

this issue.

Research on the classroom behavior of handicapped and nonhandicapped

students yielded conflicting results, To obtain more precise information

regarding the nonhandicapped students, this studj, will identify

nonhandicipped students by their achievement level.



\ I

_Several` stukjes revealed differences in the instructional practices
, .

. .

used in regular and special education classroops.' While these results are

interesting, they would be expected since the class size of the two kinds of

classrooms are differe,t. The.research question that should be addriised is

'the degree to which'the special education student is involved inLc1assroom

instruction while#in the cegUlar'classroOm'as;91npared to his.oriher ,-

involvement while in the special education classroom. This lomparison will,'

provide information aboUt the student's ability to adjust to as different

?; classroom, ferent teacher, different students; and

instructional ractices.
ti

The,review of the related ,research,hdlped to identify specific issues

that previous research had not. addressed. ,Identifying these issues helped

us tcjidentrfy the4variables to be irSed in,addressing'the research questions

of this study. 'We next needed to develop a conceptual model that would

guide the investigation Of our research questions.

I

Research Model

Because this study focused on instructional practices occurring in the
ry

classroom, we used the model-developed by Mitzel (1960) that-has guided much

previous classroom research. Mitzel, and later Dunkin and Biddle (1974), .

classified four kinds of variables involved in classroom research: presage,

context,, process and product. Presage variables bear upon certain teacher

characteristics such as age, sex; attitudes, and training experiences.

Context variables identify the context within which instruction takes place,
FA

such as students' entry achfbvement level, class size, and school

characteristics. Process variabl",describe what goes on in the teachinp:

learning environment: the interactions and activities of teachers and

students. Product variables deal with specified outcomes of the teaching-

learning environment, including students' achievement gain and attitudes.

14
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,\).

Research using thi model would attempt to identify the relationship

between a variable in one category and a variable in another category. For

example, one can investigate the 'relationship between teacher high-level

questioning (a process cable) and studentsr gain in problem-solvihg

skills (a produCt variable Another investigation may deal with the
.

relationship between teacher behavior (a,procesS variable) and the class".

size (aclOntext variable). The relationship between variables within one

categor y may also be investigated; such a study would deal with, for 4
examPl-ey the relationship between teacher age and teacher-attitude, both

*
presage varia%les.

. c
o ..

I .1.

For the present .research, after the variables needed to address each

research question had been identified, each was placed into one_of.the,four

categories: presage, context, process, and product.' Figure 1 Shows the

variables in each-category. It should be noted that students' behavior

usually istconsidered a process variable, rat

however, a desired outcome for many

appopriate classroom behavior. Therefore,

er than a product variable;

d students 4A to learn

n this,study, student behavior

was considered an outcome measure: The arrows shown in Figure 1 indicate

the relation.ships to be investigated, as specified in our research questions.
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PROCESS VARIABLES

Teacher ,
instructional

praCtices

5 1,

CONTEXT VARIABLES'

Program structure off mainstreamed class

Comunication between Numbertirf handicapped.
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educators , Maipstreamethclass

ti
3

4'd

PRODUCT VARIABLES

Sfident, attitude

Student claisroi behOrior

Student fntegration

Figure 'Model for Investigating Mainstreamed Classrooms
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III METHOD OF APPROACH

This section describes the design of the study, the sample, data

collection procedures, and the research variables. The instruments used in

the data collection are also described:

Design of the Study

A correlaiqonal study was carried,out to answer the study questjons.

These'research questions investigated some of'the relationships between'the

four kinds of variables identified in the model (see Figure 1): teacher

characteristics, school and class'characteristics, instructional practices,

and student outcomes.

The major data collection effort was devoted to classroom

observations. These observations provided measures of teaching practices

and student behaidors, and were conducted at systematic intervals over a

6-month period. Thirty -two students enrolled in special day Classes/and

mainstreamed for academic instruction for approximately one hour per day

were,idenified for the sample. Over the 6-month period, these students

°were observed in both classroom settings (i.e., special day classes and

regular education classes). Regular education teachers and students also

were observed over the same period, both when the handicapped student was in

the room apd when the student was not in .the room. Regular education

teachers completed questionnaires, and special education teachers were

interviewed. All handicapped students were interviewed.

17
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.

risiThr7Sampl

andicappedStudents a.$

The study sample consisted 0 32- special education dents. All 32

students had placements in learning handicapped (LH) special/day class

settings. In addition, each student spent aportion of the school day

maintreamed into a regular classroom for academic instruction. For the

purpose of the study, we defined academic instruction as classroom

. instruction concerned with reading, mathematicsscience,or social

studies.' Each student was mainstreamed for one class'period of

,approximatefy one hour.

)1'

The special education students were 4th and 5th grade students

according to their chronological age and years in school. There were 8

females and 24 males. The students, selected from two counties in northern

California, represented nine school districts and 13 schools. Table 1 "

describes .the student sample by sex, county, district, school, mainstream

subject, size of special day class, size of regular class, and number of

special education students mainstreamed in the regular classroom. Three

students moved out of theirrespective schod4 districts and, were dropped

from the sample. The demographic characteristics of each schooldistrict

are included in Appendix A.

Teachers

When the sample of handicapped students was identified, the sample of

teachers was self-evident; the teacher sample was,composed of both the

special education teacher and the regular education teacher for each

handicapped student.

I

re
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Student Sex County

01 1

02 M 1

03 M 2

04 M 2

05 F 2

06 M 2

07 M 2

08 M 2

09

10

11

12

13

14

15

16

17**

T8**

19

20

21

22

23

24

25

26**

27

28

29

30

31

32

F 2

F 2

F 1

M 1

1

F 1

F 1

M 2

M 2

M

1

M 1

M 1

M 2

M 2

F 2

M 2

2

M 2

M 2

M 2

M 2=

These numbers inc
class who are mai
attend a resource

**
Moved ***To

irk*
District . School

Table 1

STUDENT SAMPLE

Size Of
Special Size of
Oay Regular

Subject Class Class'

.7k
A A )owell Elem: Math 12 27-

'A Lowell Elm!. Math 12 27

E Woodside Elem. Social Studies/ 13 31

Science

E Woodside Elem. Social Studies/ 13 .36

Science

E ioodside Elem. Social Studies/ 13
Science

E Woodside Elem. Social Studies/ 13
Science

E Woodside Elem.' Social Studies/ 13
Science

E Woodside.;Elem. Social Studies /,. 13 30
Science

F' Math 10 30.

F Math 13 -30

F Science 13' 30

36

Byron

Byron

Byron

Elem.

Elem.

Elem.

a JohnGlenn Mid.

B John Glenn Mid.

B ,john 'Glenn Mid.

B Jffin Glenn Mid.

C HillvieW Elem.

G Longfellow Elem.

G , Longfellow Elem.

0 Payne Elem.

0 Payne Elem.

.Payrne Elem.

0 Payne Elem.

H Steele Elem.

, H Steele Elem.

H , Washington

H, Washington

H Washington

H Sierra

H Madison

I Hillcrest

I Hillcrest

I Hillcrest

Elem.

Elem.

Elem.

4
Reading 13 34

Reading 13 34

Reading ' 13 33

Reading' 13 32

Reading 10 18

Math

Math

Reading

Math

Reading

Reading

Social Studies

Math

Math

Math

Science

Reading(

Math

Reading

Reading

Reading

14

14

13

13

12

12

11

11

12,

11

12

12

12

28

28

29

29

29

31

28

32

28

29

30

30

24

No. of Special
Education Students
in Regular Class*

lude all Special Education students, including those enrolled in a special day
nstreamed for at least one subject and those enrolled in regular education who
room for at least one subject.

assure confidentiality, .fictitious names are, used.

19

30

2

2 '

3

2

2

4

1

5

2

2

3

3

2

1

2

2

2



Nonhandicapped Students.

So that teaching practices directed toward handicapped students could

be compared with practices directed toward nonhandicapped students,

nonhandicapped students also were selected for' observation. These

observations also permitted comparison of the behavior of handicapped and

nonhandicapped students.

Three students were selected from each regular classroom, based on

their level of achievement. The high-, medium-, and low-achieving students

were selected on the basis of their scores on the district's standardized

achievement tests. The'three levels. of achievement were defined as follows:

. Low achievement: ,lower than the 40th percentile rank

. Medium achievement: .between the 40th and 60th percentile rank

High achievement: higher than the 60th percentile rank.

Teachers were asked to select one 'student at random from each of these

three groups for the focus of the observations. These students were to be'"

of the same sex as-the mainstreamed student; that is, if the mainstreamed

student was .a boy, all three nonhandicapped students were boys. Selecting

students of the same sex helped to control for any sex differences in

student behavior or teacher interaction with the student.

Sample Selection- Procedures

The selection process followed a protocol of approaching personnel at

varying administrative levels within the educational system. Each step

involved gaining the support and cooperation of significant individuals

within a specific educational" department. The process began with meetings

with the county special education administrators, followed by meetings with

district special education directors within that county. The last group,

20
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approached included principals and then special and regular education,

teachers at schools within the district. A detailed description of the

sample selection procedures is included in Appendix A.'

Sample Limitation

Our final sample was complete on November 1, 1980. A limitation of the

final 'sample is that it includes only teachers who volunteered to

participate in this study, rather than being selected by random sampling

procedures. On the basis of our discussions with teachers during the

orientation meetings, however, we believe that those teachers who were

willing to participate in our study represented a wide range of attitudes

toward mainstreaming; that is, their attitudes ranged from positive to

negative. In this important sense, at least,,.reliance on volunteers did not

result in a sample of teachers who were excessively homogeneous and

presumably nonrepresentative.

Instruments

To identify the teaching practices occurring in the classroom, the Sill

Observation Instrument was adapted for this study. The same observation

system, with appropriate modifications, also was used to identify individual

'student behaviors.' This instrument provided quantitative data about the

classroom practices and student behaviors.

To assess the attitudes and skills of the regular education teachers, a

teacher questionnaire was developed. Interviews, conducted with all special

education teachers, provided information about the mainstreaming progra at

eachparticipating school. All handicapped students in the sample also were

interviewed and were administered a questionnaire measuring their attit des

toward the regular classroom. and toward their peers. All of the instruments

are presented'in Appendices B and C.
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SRI Observation Instrument

/The SRI Observation Instrumett (SOI) has been used in previous SRI

studies. in day care centers, elementary school classrooms, and secondary,

school classes. To address the research questions in this study, some

modifications were made in the instrument.

The SOI provides a record of instructional and social activities that

occur in the classroom. It records interactions between teachers and

students as well as.between students and other students. The observer

foctes on a specific individual and records all persons with whom he or s

interacts.

The SOI used in this study con ins three sections. The first section

Identification Informatjon, identifiA the schools, teachers, and students.

The second section, Classroom Summary,Informailon, records the numtier'of

students enrolled in the class, the number of hdndicapped students'

mainstreamed into the class, and the number of.adults in thefoom.

The third section, the Five Minute Interaction or, is used to record

the teachers' Or students' verbal interactions and nonverbal behiviors. It

consists of a series of frames in which each behavior interaction is

recorded in the four categories provided: Who, To Whom, What, and How. It

shows WHO initiates an action, TO WHOM; WHAT is the type of action, and HOW

the action is carried out. Consecutive frames can record continuous actions

and interactions. The observer training manual identifies the codes used in

each FMI frame. A copy of the manual is included in Appendix B.

Each ollpervation booklet has one Identification Information and

Classroom Summary Information forM and five FMIs. The FMIs are completed at

equal intervals during a specified time. For example, if the observation

period is 60 minutes, the Observer will record one FMI at each 12-minute

interval throughout the 60 minutes.
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Teacher Questionnaire

The teacher questionnaire was developed to address some of the major

research questions regarding teachers' attitudes and the frequency of

communication between special and regular educators. A copy of the

questionnaire is included in Appendix C.

Teacher Interview

Interviews were conducted with the special4education teacher at each

schabl. These interviews gathered systematilc:data about the mainstreaming

program at each of the participating schools. The topics pursued during th6

interviews included:

. Mainstreaming deci ionmaking process

. Procedures followed to implement mainstreaming

. Follow-up procedures used to monitor and evaluates mainstreaming.'

Interviews were conducted by either the project leader or a research

analyst.

.Student Interviews and Questionnaire

All handicapped students in the sample were interviewed individ lly.

During the interview, the student was asked questions about what he or she

did at recess and lunch time, what activities he or she was involved in, and

with whom he or she spent his.or her time.

Students were-also administered a section of the Purdue Social Attitude

Scale (Cirirelli, 1975). This attitude scale contains fciur subscales:

peers, school, family, and community. Each subscale contains eightjtems.

Students were administered a modified version of the school subscale and

four items from the peer subscale.
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The school' subscale measures the students' attitudes toward various

classroom situations and contains eight pictures, each of which depicts a

specific classroom situation. A projective technique was used, and students

were asked to rate the feelings of the student in the picture. Students

could select one of five faces, ranging from a smiling to a frowning face.

The classroom items were modified for this' stuay. The wqrds "the

teacher" were deleted and the name of the specific teacher was written in

for each student. Students were first shown the items with the name of

their regulareducation teacher;, later in the interview they were shown the

items with the name of thk/special education teacher. A copy of the student

questionnaire interview is included in Appendix C.

Data Collection .4

Observation Training

Seven peOple experienced in working with special education students

were trained, as observers. These people attended a seven-day,training

session conducted at SRI International. The training sessions consieed

of: (1) coding video-tapes of elementary school classrooms; (2) coding in

live elementary school classrooms; and (3) discussingooding problems. ,/

To assess. the trainee's competency in coding, a video-tape test was

administered on the seventh day. During the test, trainees coded two types

gf 'tapes: tapes with freeze-frames inserted and tapes showritat normal

speed. The trainees' coding of the freeze-frame tapes was compared to a

pre-determined criterion coding. The degree to which the trainees agreed

with the criterion coding was used as an assessment of ach trainee's

unde standing of the codes. A table showing each traine proportion

agrement with the criterion coding is shown in Appendix D. An'overall

agreement of 85,percent was expected for each dode.,, This le el of agreement

was not reached for the following four codes: 9, X, G, and NV. Further
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training was provided until the trainees displayed the acceptable level of
0

agreement. ,The trainees' coding of the normal speed tapes was'used as an

assessment of inter-rater agreement. The observers' inter-rater agreement

for the normal speed tapes was acceptable andis shown in Appendix D.

Throughout the data collection period, refresher training sessions were

held at monthly intervals. In March, another coding test was administered,

and the results of this test are shown in Appendix-D. The March testing,

indicated that observers had improved since the testing administered in the

Fall. 0.°

/

Classroom Observations

Collection of observation data began on November 4, 1980. In each

classroom, observations were scheduled for the following individuals: the

regular.education teacher, a handicapped student, and three nonhandicapped'

students (one each of high, medium, and low achievement). The teacher and

each of the nonhandicapped students were observed when the handicapped

student was in the room and when the student was not in the room. The

handicapped student was observed in the mainstreamed class and'in his or her

special day class. Thus, ten types of observations were conducted to

collect all the necessary.daXa. The types of .observations were identified

by the following code numbers:

1.0--Regular education teacher, handicapped student in the room-

2.1--High-achieving student, ,handicapped student in the room

2.2--Medium-achieving student, handicapped student in the room

2.3--Low-achieving student, handicapped student in the room

3.0--Handicapped student, in the regular education classroom

4.0--Regular education teacher, handicapped student not in the room
\.
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5.1 -- High - achieving student, handicapped student not in the room

5.2--Medium-achievittg student, handicapped student not in the rbow

5:3--Low achieving student, handicapped student not in the room

6.0--Handicapped student, in the special da class.
-

0

TO allow .valid comparison of= the observation late collected when the

handicapped 'student was in the room and when the student was not in the
y

room, the teachers were asked to identify a time of day when a type of

academic,instruction was occurring that was similar to the instruction that

occurred when the handicapped student was mainstreamed. All of the

observations were conducted during reading, mathematics, science, or social

miw studies instruction. Observations of the handicapped student in the special

day. class also were conducted during an academic instruction.

Because one of the criteria for sample selection was that the special

student be mainstreamed for approximately 1 hour per day, the observations

of the handicapped student and teacher were usually 1 hour in length. In a

:few situAtions, the student 'vas mainstreamed_ for 45 minutei.- In those

situations; the student could be observed only for that period of time, but

the same number of FMIs were completed avwere completed for,the 1-hour

observations. The observer decreased the time interval between FMIs from

12 minutes to 9 minutes.

The observations for the three nonhandicapped students Combined were

1 hour long,'during which time the observer would complete two FMIs for each

student, observed. Observers were instructed to rotate their focus

systematically among the three students.' That is, they were askedito

complete one FMI on each-Of the three students and then return to the first

student for-the second FMI, and so on. Table 2 shows Vie types of

observations and the length of time for each.
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_Table 2

LENGMOROBSERVATION BY OBSERVATION TYPE,

Observation
Type Length of Observation

1.0 one_ hour

2.1

2.2
2.3

3.0

4.0

5.1

5.2
5.3

6.0

'.one hour combined

one hour

one hour

one hour combined

- one hour

To control for individual students' change in behavior across days, the

two Wes of observations for each student were completed on the same day;.

i.e., the handicapped student was observed in the mainstreamed class and the

special day class on the same day, and nonhandicapped students were observea,

with and without the presenceof the handicapped student on the same
4

.
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Tbe.colifeletion of t etten typesc.lefobservations for one mainstreamed

student ferred to as an observation cycle. Three to four days were

-required to cpmRlete an observation cycle fOr.One student. Observers would

complete a cycle'on all stUdents before.beglbning a new cycle. _Cycles were

scheduled at appfoximately 3-week intervals, frow.November through mid May.

-Seven cycles *ere completed fir most students. In ~a few cases, because of

csitibiliol schedules or teacher illness we were able to complete only six cydles.

tionnatres .

robseryatiOns were comp
.

all participating,vegular-and special

except one regular education teacher

Teacher Interview$

.

I

leted, questionnaires were mailed to

education teachers. All teachers

returned the questionnaires.

I

Duringlate May, ibtetviews were conducted with each of the 13 special

education teachers who participated in the study. The interviews were

conducted by SRI project staff and lasted approximately one hour each.: They

were scheduled attimekconvivient for the teachers and usually took place

'after school "or4dUr$11g the teEher's iwanning.0eriod. The'general topics
-OM

covered in the interviews were discussed in the "Instruments" section of

this chapter:..

student Interviews/Questionnaires

.

Each mainstreamed student was administered a brief questionnaire.
b0-

During the same.sesston individual interviews also were cvducted. The

interview/questionnaire administration Occurred during May 1981 and,. in most

cases took place on the same day as'the teacher interviews. The student

interviews were conducted by the project director and a research analyst,

and lated about 20 minUieseach.
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Research`Variables.

This section
sliturces'of data:

:-e .,

identifies theresearch variables fOrmed from the four
observations., teacher questionnaires,. sttkdent interview-

question ires, and 'teacher interviews.
oit

Observation Variables

Two groups of observation variables were formed: teacher variables and
student variables. 'A list of veer-tables-it shown in Table 3. The teacher
variables %were formed from the data gathered during the teacher-focus
observations (types' 1.0 and 4:0), and reflect the 4-etcher's behavior, and
instructional practices directed toilgroups and to intitvidtls. The student
variables were forted from data gathered during the student-focus
observations (types 2.1, 2.2; 2.3, 3.0,- 5.1, 5.2, 5.3, and 6.0) and reflect.
the student's behavior and i7dividual instruction received from the teacher.

A percentage of total fratnescOded was used as the measu of each
observation variable. .The percentage of total frames was ,calculated'bY
dividing the frequency Om specific variable within an FMI by the total
number ,of frames coded for that FMI. For example, one :FMI might, shown a

total of 70 coded frames and 35 of those frames indicate the same

observation variable, such `as teacher lecturipg. Tile total number of. frames
A

was divided into the number of frames for, the variable. For this example,
the percentage score would 'be. 50 percent:. After the-percentage score for
each-variable within an FMI was calculated, the mean percentade'of.a
specific variable across all FMIs within an obiervation booklet was

Calculated.' Next, themean percentage score Across.all booklets was
calculated by averaging the mean percentage for all booklets fora specific
observation tyPe for that specific focus-person.
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\--\Variable Number

Instructional Practices -.Teacher Observations

1
Teacher interacts with mainstream student, task

2 Teacher interacts with enti re 'cl ass , task
(r-

3 Teacher

Table 3,

OBSERVATION VARIABLES

Variable Name

5,

6

7

interacts with small .group, task

Teacher interacts with full-time student, task,

Teacher asks questions, task
1

Teacher 'offers help

Teacher responds to student's question, task

Sl Teacher lectures or explaiyis, task
_,

9 Teacher provides praise or acknowledgment, task

st
10, Teacher provides supportive corrective feedback, task

11 Teacher provides nonsupportive feedback, task

12 Teacher monitors students' seatwork

13 Teacher -negative -comments

14 - Teacher positive comments

15 Teacher' in classroom organiza'tion with students

16 Teacher socializes with students

17 .
Teacher in classroom organization, without students

18 - Teacher academic instruction

Teacher behavior management

30
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Table 3 (continued)

V

Variable Number Variable Name

Student Behaviors - Teacher Observations'

20-29 No variables specified.

30 Student initiates interactions, task

31 Student responds, task

32 Teacher does not respond, task

33 Student recites, task

.34 . Student does not respond, task

Instructional Practices - Teacher Observations

35 Teacher interacts with individuals, task

.36 Teacher praises for nonacademic behavior

Instructional Practices - Student Observations

e

37 -Adult'asks student question, task'

38 Student receives offers of help from an adult

39 Student receives responses to question from
adult, task

40 Student receives explanation from adult, task

41 Student receives praise or acknowledgement from
adult, task

42 Student receives praise or acknowledgment from
an adult, nontask

43 All praise and,acknowledgment from adult

44 Student receives supportive feedback from
adult,task

45 Student receives supportive feedback from
adult, task



-Table 3 (continued)

Vartabl e Number . Variable Name'

46 I Adul t does. not respond to student question,

47 Student receives negative comment from adult

48 Student receives positive comment from 4dult

49 Student receives social comments from adult

50 Student receives explanations from adult about
classroom organization

51 All academic instruction student receives from adult.

52 . Student i-eceives' behavior corrections from -adult

53 Teacher places student at a desk or table, alone

54 Teacher places student at a table with other students.

55 Teacher places student in a cooperative group

56 . Teacher places studentI a tee her-directed activity

Student Behaviors-Student Observations,

57,

58

59

60

61

62

63

64

65

Student attends to group instruction: task

Student attends: to group instruction or responds
to commands: classroom organization

Student' attend, to group behavior corrections

Student attends to ,group interactions social

Student on -task. seatwork

Studeneresponds to adult. ,Jestion or
request' to recite; task

Studenf.initiates comment to adult, task

Student does not respond to adults questions
or request, task _

Student asks adult for help, task

32
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Table 3 (concluded)

Variable Number Variable Name

66' Student interacts with other student, task

67 Student initiates interaction with other
student, social

68 "Student responds. to or initiates social comment
to adult

69 No variable specified

, .70 No'varia6le specified.

71 All student off-task, noninvolved

72 All interactions with other students ,

73-77 No variables, specified

78 All student responses, comments to adult: task

79 All student makes negative remarks to teachers, or
others; e negative comments student receives
from othe, tudents

80. "A ,,udent makes positive remarks to teachers,
other students; all positive comments student
receives from other students

81 Student does not respond to adult's commands,
requests or corrections:. nontask.

82 'Student gets instructional materials organized: not
,involved'in academic work
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Using percentage and averaging the scores at each "level Of. aggregation,
,

rather thanuing average frequencies helped
A
to control far two factors.

First, observe'r differences in speed wh4n coding the frames would,contribute

to a spurious variance among cligsrooms if frequencies were used. Second,

in a 'dew `situations, becausel.of unanticipated interruptions, the observer

was not able,to complete all FMIs for an observation period. Therefore,

using percentages'provided a more comparable measure of each variable across

classrooms than if frequencies were used.

Teacher Questionnaire Variables

The variables formed from the teacher questionnaire are shown in

Table 4. The last four variables were fonned from rating scales. For these

variables, the mean rating for all appropriate items was used as the measure

of the variable.

Student Questionnaire-Interview Variables

The variables formed 'from the student questionnaire-interview were:

. Attitude toward special education , class

. Attitude toward regular edUcation class

. ,AttitUde toward peers

. Cnmpanions during lunch

. Playmates,on playground.

The first three variables were formed from the Purdue Social Attitudes'

Scale. Eight itemslare used for the first two variables and four items for

the third. The mean rating pf all appropriate items was used as the measure

of each of those three variables.
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The 1 ast two variables were formed from i nformatim obtai ned during the

student interview. Three different responses were identified' for the

variable concerning lunch companions: 4 1) special education students, only;
)

(2) regular education students, only"; and 43) both types Of students. Five

different responses were identified for the variable concerning playmates:

((1)do nothing, aloni; (2) do nothing with other special education students;

(3) playlikvith special education students; (4) play with regular education

student4 and (5)' play with both types of students.

Table 4

TEACHER QUESTIONNAIRE VARIABLES

Variable Name

Years teaching experience

Years mainstreaming experience
0

Total number of special education students
in class

Cl ass size

Attitude toward effect of mainstreaming
on regular education students

Attitude toward effect of fflainstreaming
on special education students

Assessment of communication between regular
and special edUcators

Attitude toward 'entrying skills mainstreamed
student needs,

35
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Questionnaire Item Number

1.3

`"2.2 and "2.3

1.7

2.5

2.6 and 2.7

6.12

2.1U



Teacher Interview Variable

On the basis' of the teacher interviews, we identified, three types cif

program structure, which we termed "subject-based", "student-specific", and

"homeroom" mainstreaming.--,Subject-based mainstreaming refers to

mainstreaming practices driven by a school-level schedule that provides

structure to facilitate the placement of handicapped students in the regular

classroom.. For example, in three participating schools, the student body

organizes into homogeneous skill groups ,for reading on a daily basis.

Special education students, along with regular students, receive their

instruction in a group that corresponds with their sktll level. Often,

special education students' skills are such that they fit into a group made

1-7 Up of predominantly regular students. It should be noted that these special

education students are not necessarily mainstreamed for their academic

strength..

Student-specific mainstreaming refers to mainstreaming that originateS

at the, student level Land i s driven by the individual student's strengths and

social and academic needs. For example, -a teacher begins the mainstreaming

process when she, or he determines: (1) a student is functioning near grade

level in a given area or (2) a Specific social goal can best be accomplished

in'the mainstreamed situation.

homeroom mainstreaming, all special eduCation students are assigned

to a regular class for openihg activities and lunch. This assignment is

made during the summer, and students report to the 'regular class on the

first day ofschool.tAt the beginning of each.day, the special education

students report to the mainstreamed class before going to their special day

class. Some special education students return to the regular class during

the day for academic instruction in social studies or science. They spend

the remainder oftheir day in the special day class.
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It appeared that in schools with subject-based mainstreaming, special
educators are less responsible for initfiting and arranging mainstreaming,
than in schools with atudent\-specific programs. It also appeared igpt in
the subject-based and homeroom programs, regular educators viewed We
special education student as a 0-as's member andnot a visitor, as sometimes
was the case in student-specific programs. In these two programs, the
regular educators were accountable for the students' learning. For these
reasons, we chose to look at the data separately based on these three types
of program structure.
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,IV ANALYSIS & RESULTS

This, chapter presents the. data analysis and ,resutts. The discussion
organized by each of the research questions.

Unit of Analysis

Three students in the sample mord f r0111 their respective school
andour final sample-included 29 handicapred students and 21 ,

regular education teachers. Seven -chers hap more. of . the

handicapped students in the :sample niainstreamed ilto their classes. In six
classrtoms.i, two students ware mainstreame d; in another class, three students
were mainstreamed. In classrooms with, more..than .one student, the two or
three studehts experienced the same teacher and similar classroom-

. '-
environments, and the appropriate unit of analysis is.the class. Therefoxe,
in classes .with more than one student, we aggregated the student data to the

"class level. Three different nonhandicapped studepts were observed` for each
}handicapped student; in classes with more than one handicapped student,
nOnhJndicapped student data were also aggregated to the class 1.evok Using

the Clr s as the unit of analysis reduced the sample size to 21.

Question 1.1 - How do instructional practices relate to the
handicapped student's-behavior in the classroom.

Data from' teacher-focus and student-focus observations were used to
identify relationships between student's behavior and teaching processes.
Both the student and teacher observations were conducted when the
handicapped student was in the regular clssroom. The teacher observation
variables meaSuile teaching -processes- in general, and student observation
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variables_measure the behavior of specific students'. Because teacher and

student observations were conducted at different times, the respective
variables do not measure the same teaching event, but are indicators, of
specific student behavior and general teaching practices always measured on

I

two different occasions.

Teacher-Focus Observation Variables

, ,
The means and standard deviations for the teacher observation variables

are liSted in Table 5. These nieans represent the percentage of total frames

for which that ,variable was coded. Therefore, the means should total to 100
and each variable provides an estimate of the average amount of time that a
teacher was engaged in a' particular instructional practice. The means for

certain variables (identified in Table 5 with an asterisk) indicate the
distrirsutioNef total classroom time. The three student behavior variables
from the adult observations are included to provide an estimate as close to
100% as possible.

Teachers sijent45% of class time in academic instruction (Variable
18). Monitoring students' seatwork (Variable 12) accounted for 5% of the
time. Behavior corrections (Variable 19) and social interaction (Variable
16) accounted for 2% and 1% of the time, respectively. Student academic

talk accounted for 17% (Variables 30, 3t; and 33). The total of student
academic talk An teacher atadeMic :instruction (Variable 18) indicates that
62% of class ti as aevoted to teacher-directed instruction.

Teachers were not involved with students 20% of the time (Variable 17).
The total for teacher monitoring (Variable 1.2) ' and noninvolvement (Variable
17) indicates that 25% of the time teachers were not interacting with
students.
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Table 5

TEACHER-FOCUS OBSERVATION VARIABLES
HANDICAPPED STUDENT. IN THE CLASSROOM

'(N = 21 Teachers)

Variable

INSTRUCTIONAL PRACTICES

01 Teacher interacts with mainstream student, task-
02 Teacher interacts with entire class, task
03 Teacher interacts with small group of students,.task
04 Teacher interacts with full -time students, task
05 Teacher asks questions, task
06 Teacher offers help .

07 Teacher responds to student's question, task
08 Teacher lectures or explains, task
09 Teacher provides praise or acknowledgment, task
10 Teacher provides supportive Corrective feedback, task
11 Teacher provides nonsupportive feedback,:task
12 .Teacher. monitors Students; seatwork
13 Teacher negative Comments (

14 Teacher positive comments
15* Teacher in classroom organization, with students, .,''
16* Teacher spcializes. with 'Students .- ,

17* Teacher in classroom organization, without students
18* leacher academic instruction.
19* Teacher behavior management

k . S.D.

.02 .01

.21 .14

.03 .03
- '.20 .08

.08 .03

.001 .001.

.03 .01

.26 .13

.04 .02

.Q3' .05

.004 '.005

.05 .05

.003 .002

.007 ..01

.10 .04

.008 .007

.20 ..09

.45 .09

.02 .01

35 Teacher interacts with indimidUal, task
36 'Teacher praises for nonacademic behavior ".21 .21,
53, Teacher places student at .a desk or table alone -.16 .14
54 Teacher places student at a table with other students .20 .'40

5 Teacher Olaceststudent in a cooperative grOup situation .02 .03
Teacher lace student in a teacher-directed activity .56 .21

STUDENT BEHAVIORS
,

'361, Studeht initiates interactions, task- .05
31* Student responds, task e .10
33* Student recites, task / ,.02'

.03
. .05

.03

* Variables having an asterisk indicate-t e distribution of class tiMe.
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These figures provide an estimate of how the teachers distributed the.cfass
t imp. That is, 62i was devoted to teacher-directed instruction, 25%' to
teachers not_ interacting with students, and 12% to organizational and social
matters.

To determine the relationship of the teaching process variables with
each other, an intercorrelation matrix was forried and is included in
Appendix E. The intercorrelation.matrix \indicates that several of the
teaching processes were intercorrelated. On the basis of the
intercorrelations of the variables and our conceptual understanding of the
type of event each variable measured, we clustered the variables into three
general .dimensions: Teacher' Di rectness, Placement of Students; and

Classroom Climate. In the analysis, we retained the individual variables,
however; placing the variables into tone of those three clusters helped to
interpret the results of this analysis.

Student-Focus Observation Variables

The, student behavior variables used in this analysis are listed in
Table 6. -These means and standard deviations reflect the percentage of time
,the handicapped studehtwas observed in academic and non-academic behavio'r

while in the regular editcatiori classroom. the means for certain variables
(identified in Table 6-with an asterisk) indicate the total distribution of
classtime. Some variables can not be included in the total of classtime.
Two variables are composite's. Vartable 72 (all interaction with other
students), is ecomtlina4on of Variables 66 and 67 (task and social

interactions, re§pectively). Variable 78, (alp) responses and comments to

adult, task), is a combination of Variables 62 and 63. Variables 79 and 8U

(negative and positiveinteractions) could be ['recorded with. academic,
social, or organizational interactions and cannot be included in A total
distribution of time.

,

. V.
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Table 6

HANDICAPPED STUDENT-FOCUS OBSERVATION VARIABLES,
STUDENT IN MAINSTREAMED CLASSROOM

(N = 21 Classrooms)

Va ri'abl e
I

STUDENT BEHAVIOR \
. \ ,.

57* Student attends to claSs instruction, task
58* Student attends to group instruction, organization

' 59* Student attends to group behavior corrections
60*.'- StOdent attends to 'group interactions, social

. .27
.03
.004
.001

.18

.02

.006

.002
61* Student on -task, seatwork .36 , .16
62- Student 'responds to adult's question, task .02 '.02
63 Student initiates comments to adult, task . .002 :1X12

, .64*,. Student doesnotrespond to adult's questiA, task .01 .02
65* StudOrit asks adult for help,- task .004 .003
66 Student iiiteractsi with other students, task .02 ..02'

,.. 67 , Student initiates interactions with other
student, social >. .04 .03

68* Student comments to adult, social .001 .002.
71* Student off-t'as,k,:hiOninvolved -.16 .1U
72* All interactions with other students .06 .03
78* All responses and comments to adult, task .03 .02
79 Student negatiVe interactions .001 .001
80' Student positive interactions .001 .002
82* Student getting Instructional materials organized. .

.03 .03

INSTRUCTIONAL PRACTICES

51* 'All individual instruction froM an.adult .03 .U2
49* Social 'comments fium an adult .001 .001
52* Individual behavior correction from an adult .001 .02
50* Individual expThnatiOns from adult, organization .003 .003

Variables haVing an asterisk 'indicate' the distribution, of classtiine.
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Erased on the mean Scores, the handicapped students spent approximately

s 27% of tile glass time attending to group instruction; task (Variable 57). .

Th'e teacherAlight Fhaire bee,zkeeturing dr-interacting with other studentS,

-while the -handicapped student was 1 i seeni'ng. The student received= individual

instruction (Variable 51) approXimately 3% of the.time: The sum of, the mean

scores or Variable 61 and yariable.78 (all academic interactions responses

and.cOmments. to ail adults,,task)-, indicates that-student academic.

interactions with the adult accounted for,,6% of the class time.'
An intercorrelational matrix, was fonned;for the student behavior

variables. ThiS matriiijs included in Appendix E. The student variables

were grouped- into Ousters .corresponding to the clusters developed for the

teacher variables. Four clusters.-of student variahlelwere identified:

Involvement in, Academic Instruction

. Social

. zati onal

.. Affect.

The last three clusters- correspond to.;.,:the ClassrOom Climat-e cluster. The

first-cluster corresponds with the Teacher Directness cluster formed with

the-!iathil t-rocus Vari abl es.

:Distribution of Class Time

Although the teachers-and students were observed on different days and

the two groups assume different .roles within the classroom environment, a

comparison& the distribution Vf time for the two groups'reveals tome,.

interesting similarities. The classroom activities could be categorize&

into 'three general 'types of activities!, teaching/learning activities,

classroom management and socializing, and activities not involving people,

or instructional material'. Table -7 shOws the percentage stores, for both

teachers and students.



4

. ,

, ,Table;?

PERCENTAGE .0F_ TIME* SPENT IN TYPES 00 CLASSROOM ACTIVITIES

(N 21 C14SsroOms)

Category Teacher Student

Teaching /learning activities .62 .72

Class room organi zati on and socializing

tbril nvol ved with 'peopl e

or instructional material s

-.12

.h

.11

.16.

Total .99 .99

*
Rounding rasults in totals not equal to 100.

V

The, percentageS -of the 'dtstribution of clasitime indicate that

handicapped students tend -toisPend more time in learning attivitiesthan

teachersspend in teaching activities. Students.' independent seatwor would

account ?dr this difference,:for te4cher:s may be involVed in clastrOom

management activities when students are Working on independent seatWork.

Teachers and students spend: aboUt equal time in organizational social and

be.haVie.r'rrianigement activitiat. -.Teachers are more frequently noninvolved

than are studentt, .
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Relationship Between Instructional Practices and Stud
11.

. ,

A correlational matrix of teach4ng process variables and stud
. ,

behavibr variables'is shown in Tabie.8. Teacher observatipn Variables ar

listed down tht 'left side of the matrix and 'student observation variables

are listed across the -top,- This matrix produced 432:Correlitions,'87of

which reached a level of statistical significance of .05 or lest. Based.on

chance;-we,would expect 22'of'the'correlationcoefficients't6reaCh that

.; ;level 6f-significance. Two factors, other thantrueTelationshiOs fietween

'student and teacher variablet, would contrtbute to thelarge number of

significant correlations; (1) redundant correlations, And (2) composite

variables. 'Seveeal-of the teacher observation variablet.were

intercorrelated and thus, could be measuring the same type of teaching

prOlets. Student Viriables'72 and 78 are-compOsite variables and could be
=

expected to produce ;:similar corrOations as their component variables.

Therefore, the, results must be interpreted with thete factors in mind.

The results are discussed for each of the student clusters listed

across the top,Of Table 8. These clusters'identify student behayiors that

are of Concern-when handicapped studentt are mainttreamed, Regular and

special: educators do not always agree about the importanceof eacn pf thes

behaVirs., For example, some eduCators feel that students should learn to .

_work_1000endently,;while others feel that students' oral participation.ii '

the more important outcome. Rather than make a judgMent aboUt the
C---

4

_importance of each of these behaviors, we will attempt to identiq the

teaching processes that are related to the variables within each cluster.

Academic Behavior

On-task Passive

Students were observed attending to group ipstructicin (Variable 57)

more when the teacherrent more time interacting With, the entire class,
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lecturing',- or explaining (Variables 2 and 8). Although the correlations for

individual interactions are not gnificant, theAphow a tendency for

handicapped students to show less attention when the .teacher seends more

time interacting with individual- students (Variable ,35 ) . When teachers

asked quettions (Variable 05), students showed-more attending'behayier.

Teacher offers of help (Variable 06) and supportive corrective feedback

(Variable 10) also show positive relationships with attending behavior.

These three instructional variables suggest that in classrooms where-

teachers ask questions, offer help,:and prOicle supportive feedback, the

handicapped student attended more to the task.' These teaching processe's

were not necessarily directed to the handicapped student; but could have

been directed to the entire clats or to other students.* In classrooms where

teachers 'spend more time interacting with indidual students, the

handkapped student spent less time attending to group instruction.

Teacher monitoring (Variable 12) and thestudent being at a table .wittV
k-

others for seatwork (Variable 54) indicate nonteacher-directed instructional/-

activities. _The-more ihdependent seatwork assigied, the less opportunity

the student hay.toittend to class instruction, thus a negative Co-FeeTation

is shown for Variab4e-12,and Variable 54. In classrooms where the teacher

provided more nonsupportiire feedback (Variable 11), students showed less

attending behavior.
ti

This correlation suggests that the type of feedback. the

mending

provides to the class, incgeneral, is related to the student's

Itre tiding behavior, for the more supportive feedback teachers provide, the

more attending behavior the student displayed:

In summary, the correlations for the on-task-passive variables indicate

that in clasSrooms where teachers interact with the entire class, ask

questions', ,offer help, and provide supportive feedback, students show more

attending behavior: In classrooms where teachers provided nonsupportive

feedback and behavior corrections, students showed less attending behavior.-
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Oral .ParticipatioN

The oral participation Cluster of-variables indicates the amount of the .-
1

student-1-s verbal involvement in,clats-activitiii. The correl=ation indicatei
less oral' participation by-students when there is more, teacher interaction
with the entire class. In contrast, the individual interaction variables
(Variables 01, 04, and 35) show a positive relationship with student oral-
pahicipation.

._ .

The teaching variables listed under the cluster for direct instruction
all show positive relationshipi With student oral participation. These ..
relationships seem to indicate that the more teachers directed questions to
individual tudents. and more'provided supportive feedback; the mo the

. handicapped student would (Variable 62), initiate task- related
questions (Variable 63),` Ind ask for help (Variable 65). Teacher t,
interactions with groups f students (Variable 04), rather Oan the entire

e ,

i class, also are positivel related to the.student responding toand
initiating task-related 'comments.

ti

Two-of the classroom variabfis were significantly relatedto
student-initiated Comments to adults. The /110"e teachers were involved in

classroom' organization Without students, (Variable 17); the less the
handicapped ,student initiated task-related comments to the adult.' In
contrast, praise for nonacademic behavior (Variable 36) is positively
related to student initiated comments'.

The correlations for student oral participation indicate that,when
teachers, interacted with groups of students rather than the whole class,
asked questions, and provided supportive feedback, the handicapped student
showed more verbal involvement in the class instruction. Student -initiated'
comments ncreased with teacher's praise for both academic and nonacademic'
behayior. When teachers were observed in classrocai.organization without
students, s udents were observed in less oral participation.
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On-Task Independent

. . .

Only 'one correlatien for on-task, seatwork re'ached a level of-

statistical significance:' Teacher interactions.with a group of studentS
. .

..-'

(Variable 03) were positive';y:correlated with student oh-task, seatwork

(VIriable 611. Teacher interactions with entire class (Variable 02) was
_

negatively correlated-with- Variable 61, but this correlation is an artifact

of the class, structure, i.e., i0 classes where teachers devote more

time to instructing- the entire class: students would spend less time in

independent - seatwork:

'

The correlationcorrelation between Variable 61 (on task, seatwork) and Variable 54

(places stu4 dent at'a table with others) was not statistically significant;

however,' the direction watliOsitive and the correlation was stronger than

placing a student at a desk or table alone (Variable 53).

Weak negative cortelations,with on-task behavior were seen for both

VII-riable 12 '(monitors studentSeatwork) and Variable 17.1 lassroom

organization without students). Varidble 35, (interacii' with individual,

task), Showed- a positive relationship. The directions of-these three

.4 correlations suggest that handicapped students tend to. stay on-task more

when the feacher.wilks around the room' :interacting with individual

students. When.teachers nonverbally monitor students' seatwork or work on

organizational tasks without students, the handicapped student showed less

on- task beha0or.

Off-Task Behavior °

The correlations obtained for off-task behavior support the above

interpretation regarding teachers' activities during independent seatwork.

Both monitoring (Variable 12) and classroom Organization without students

( Variable 17) were statistically significant and positively correlated with

student noninvolvement (Variable 71)*Two teaching process variables in the



di rect instruction cluster show negative relatiOnships wi Variable 71:-
Variable 05 (asks questions) and Variable 09 (praise). These relationships
indicate that when teachers are involved witty students, the students tend to
be less noninvolved.

,
A second indicator of) off-task behavior was student's lack of response

to adult's questions (Variable :64). Students were\ onlx recorded as not
responding when the teacher had asked a question. \'611 of the direct
instruction variables show a positive relationship with Variable 64;
however, the more questions that ire asked of the student,' the more.
opportunity the student has both to respond or not 'to respond. Therefore,
these,relationships are indicative'of the class structure. .41 better
indication of the relationship betweln students' lack. of reiponse and
teaching processes is provided by the, teacher monitoring variable (Variable
12-) and several of the classroom climate variables. Teacher monitoring and
,classroom organization without students (Variable 17) are pOsitively
coy-related with occurrences of students not responding (Variable-64).
Therefore, the owe teachers tend to be without students, the more
handicapped students tend not tc respond to the teacher's questions. The

-strongest correlation fn. the matrix was obtained between nonsupportive
feedback (Variable 11) and Variable 64. ,In classet where, teachersluse
nonsupporthe feedback in genefal, the handicapped student showed more
non responding behavior.

4

Teaching processes indicating. time spent in organization at d,
socializing (Variables 15 and 16, respectively) show a posi tit lationship
with students not responding (Variable, 64). A high occurrence of riables
15 and 16 would reflect a class that was not academically focused. P aps

students react to the lack of academic focus,by. feeling they do not have to
.

respond to,the teacher's academic questions.

The negative relationship between the Variable 64 and Variable 36
(praise for nonacademic behavior) is difficult to interpret, for. Variable 36
has two components: (1) nonacademic teaching and (2) praise. In,classrooms
where teach'ers provided more nonacademic praise, students showed less
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nonresponding academic behavior. This. correlation probally indicates that

in cla5srooms where students are given more nonacademic' ulse, less time is

spent-in academic instruction.

Social Behavior

Several instructional practices are related to handicapped students'

socializing in the classroom. As would be expeCted; the more teachers

lecture or explain- (Variable 08), the less studenti socialize;--however,

teacher academic interaction with the mainstreamed student (Variable Al) is

positively correlated with student social interactidn with the adult'

(Variable 68). This result suggests that when teachers interact

academically with handicapped students the student initiates. social comments

to the teacher. Teacher offers help (Variable06) is.positively correlated

. with all student socializing (Variables 67 and 68). This result suggests

;that in claisrooms where teachers offer students help, the mainstreamed

Student feels more in interacting socially with other people ,in

the room.

Supportive feedback, (Varia6te 10) which is a significant variable for

student academic involvement, also is related to student social behavior: .

In classrooms where teachers provide more supportive' feedback, students are

observed in more social interaction with the adult. While several academic

1Yractices are related to Iltudents'. social interactions, it is interesting to

note, however, that teacher's social comments (Variable 16) are not,'

significantly related to any student social behayior. '

Nonsupportive corrective feedback from:the teacher (Variable 11) shows

a- negative /e)ationship \With the handicapped student's -social interaction.

witir.other Students (Variable 67). Non-supportive feedback is negatively

/elated both to student academic and social behavior. The teaiher's

involvement in classroom organization without' studenti (Variable 17) is e--
(

1
positively related to Variable 67. The more teachers are .not involved with

.

students,/ the more students are interacting with each other.
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r.

During our conversations with special epcation teachs, we received a

.

range of reports regarding the teachers' expectations of the mainstream
t 466process.

a

Some'teachers felt-that students' should De mainstreamed for

academic purposes .and, the development of social skills was of secondary

importance. Other teachers emphasizsid the sbcial aspect of being in the

regular educaiion classroom and were not concerned with academic learning.

This. dichotomy, however, may not be necessary. Several instructfonal

ractices are related both 4 students' academic and social behavior.

Teachers flay use instructional practices that will benefit the students- both

academically and socially.

Classroom Management

Two student observation variables indicate the amount of times students

. spend in classroom organizational activities (Variables 58 and 82). A

positive relationship was obtained between Variable '5:1i (student attends.,

organizational explanations) and Variable 15 '(teacher explains assignments,

organization). This'relationship is logical: since the more time teachers

. spend in ekplatning assignments, the mo re'time students would be expected to

attend to the explanationt,

A negative relationship was Obtairied.betweenTVariable 82 (student gets

ready) and Variables 6 and 9-(teadhers offers help and teacher provides.

praise or acknowledgement, task). A negative relationship was' obtained

between Variable 82 and Variable.12 (teacher monitors students' seatwork).

These relationships suggest -that the more teachers ask students if they need
/

help and praise students fo, their academic work, the less time Students

spend in nonacademic activities such as sharpening pencils and organizing;

material s.
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Affect
. *

The significant results In the affect cluster indicate- the relatiOnship

between the teacher' s and student' s affecVve behaviors. Teacher' s° negative ..r

comments (Variable 13) are positively corrb;ated with student negative
interactions with teachers, or other student (Variable 7V.41 Teacher

positive comments (Variable 14) are positiyely correlatetkwith student
,

positive interaction§p.(Variable 80). These correlationsindicate the strong
relationship between the teacher af.feceive behavior and student affective

behavior. The more teachers show positive behavior, the more students show

positive behavior. The same relationship was shown for negative behavior.'

Summary of Student involvement in Academic Inst ruction
; 4

gifftt

'The results of this research question indicate that the same general.
,

types of-i nstructional practices Are related to all four aspects of student

academic' involvement: orb-task passive, oral participation, on-task .

independent, and off-task. The instructional practices related to student
,

,academic involvement reflect teacher-directed instruction. These results

are similar to research results that have investigated the relationship
o

between instructional practices and' student achievement gain (Stallings and

Kaskowitz, 1974; Stallings et al., 1579). The results' of the present study

. indicate that - students attend to class instruction inore when teachers ask

more questions, make. certain the students undetstand, and provide supportive

corrective feedback. The -same types of teaching proceises afire related to

student oral participation; teacher questions and teacher praise are related

to students' responses and requests for help. -Group instruction also is
related to student oral participation.

"S,tudents show more off` task behavior when teachers are not interacting

with students, and leis off-task when teachers ask questions and provide

praise for an academic task. Students tends not to respond to teacher

questions when teachers provide more nonsupportive feedback.

. 54
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The student's placement within the c)4ss is related to students' oral
participation. .When. teachers place students at a table with other styde"nts-,
'the student more frequently tends to respond, -to initiate iriteractiotis more

. _

and to interact with -other- students regarding, the academic' task. GeoUp

instYuction might be amore comf
student. The student being Ica
positive correlation with stu

bl.e environment for,trhe mainstiearaed-..
)".a table with other studerift shOws a

t
t

Sk

The social interactions of the 'fiandicapped student increased when
-

teachers provided a 4UpportiVe instructional: envi ronnient; When teatheri
. - aoffer help and provide supportive corrective feedback, students interact

social ly wi th other students and the_ teacher. The results .suggest -that the
affective tone of the teaches interactions, is related to' the affective,
tone of the student' interactions.,? The more often teaChers interact.
negatively, the more frequently students interact negatively.

.s.

f -e

Question 1.2 - How do instructional practices relate to the
'handicapped students attitude toward the classroom?.

This analysis used data.-n the mainstreamed students attitude`towaed
the regular education classroom and data on students' Classrooni behavior.
The measure of student attitude was the eight items fn the -student ,.

questionnaire asking questions about the regular education class. The°
.

internal consistency reliability test Of the data from this set of items
shOwed an alpha coefficient of .7-3. -The -measure of student behavior was all
variables from the mainstreamed student-focus observations, conducted in the
regular classroom (observation type 3.0). Correlations were computed
between the students' rating and the student-focus observation kfariables.

.The correlations are shown its Table 9.f

Four observation variables show statistically significant negative
correlations With student attitude: Variable 45 (student receives .
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a.

,
nonsupport, ve feedbacli from adult, task) ,.)4a-ri able 52 ( student receivesyes

1.

adultbehavior Corrections from d), Variable 59 6(student attends to group :...,

behavior .corrections).;-and Variable 64 _(studenT does not respond 'td aidul ti!
r_ ..2. --...-- -..

'question or requen, _task). These negative relationth3ps suggest that. 45 . . . .
A 4 c 4 % ."

-.1! studentgido'not,1 classrooms where they receive nonsupportive. feedback.. '-

ppd-class time iv:denoted to behavi-or Management. ..,f0sOz, 'i nraaSSrooms where

. students are asked questions to which- they do nOi respond, students report
more negative.attittides. ,,

b 1

=,Tsoo observation variables that indicate Student invol4ement shoW

,stattsticallY;S*ificant correl4tions with student attitude.:
Variable' .57 -(sititent aitendS to.group instruCtion; task)'and Variable 61

(student on -task, Sea:I-work). These positive relationships suggest that the
frequency of 'app;onriate student behavior is rel-ateeto Student attitudes.

These results suggest-that students have.more positive attitudes when
they .behave,'approOriately and axe involved n the instructional activity.

.

Interestingly, the frequency of so, ial comments and. individual instruction
were not significantly related to student attitude. 'When students are /
placed in an -academic setting, their attitudes toward the class are related'
td the types of ;behaviors_ eipected in that type of instructional setting.

s"These results could be useful to*teacherv:iiho are working withimainstreamed
students. When the instructional 'environment can bestructured in a way

9

=,4, that helps 'the student:be' an active learner, n6t only are the teacher's
objectives achieVed, but the student feels better about the class.

0
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Table 9

CORRELATIONS BETWEEN STUDENT=FOCUS OBSERVATION; VARIABLES
-ANMTUDENT ATTITUDE:TOWARD TWE MAINSTREAMED.CLASS

'IN '= 21. Classes)--

STUDENT-FOCUS OBSERVATION. VARIABLE

37

38

39

40

.

Adult asks student question, task ,1'

,
.17

Student receives offers of held from an adult .08

Student receives responses to question from adult,:task , -.10

. t . .

Student receives explanation from adult, task . .09.

,
Student receives praise or acknowledgement from adult, .13

task

42 Student receives praise or acknowledgment from an
adult, nontask

43 All praise and acknowledgment from adult

44 Student receives supportive feedback frorp
adult, task

.04

.06

45 :. Student receives nonsupportive feedback,from'adulti task -.37*
v .

46 Adult does not respond to student question .17

47. Student receives negative comment adult .00

48' :.Student receives positive comment from adult -.12

49 Student receivei.social comments from adult. .21

,

50 Student receives explanations from adult about, ,05
classroom m-Organizatton ,
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Table. 9' (contirioed)

STUDENT-FOCUS OBSERVATION VARIABLE
r

51 All":.gademic instruction, student. receives from adult .16

,

52 Student. receives behavior corrections from adult -.84**

53 Teacher places student at-a desk or table, alone .39*''

.

54 Teacher places student at a table with other students .05

'55 Teacher places. student in -a cooperative group .11 '

.

56 Teacher places, student in a teacher-directed activity -.34f
57 Student attends to group instruction: task .57**

58 Student attends to group instruction or -' *.10

responds to commands: , classroom organization ,

A

59 Student attends to group behavior corrections -.37*P

60 Student attends to group interactions social .08

61 Student on-task, seatwOrk .57**,

62 Student responds to-adults qUestion or .06

request to recite, task

63. Student initiates commentto.adult, task a
.008

64 Student does not respond to adults' question
or request, task

-.70**

,

65 "Student askS adult- for help, task -.16

66 Student interacts with other .student, task .19

67 Student initiates interaction with other .09

stude -; social

68 Student responds to or initiates social comment
to adult

58
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ly

Table 9 (concluded)

STUDENT-FOCUS OBSERVATIONNARIABLE'
r

71 All student off-task, noninvolved

72 All interactions with other students i.19

78 All student response, comments to adult: task .07

79 All student makes negative remarks to teachers, or .07
,..

others; all,negative,comments student
receives from other students

80 All student makes positive remarks to teachers,
other students; all positive comments
student receives from other students

81 Student does not respond to adult's commands,
requests or_corrections: nontask

82 Student gets instructionAl materials organized: not

involved in academic work

.*

p <,05

* *p <.O1

)4.
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Question 2.1 - Is
OL

the type of program struc,ture .ielated-to,v . ,

instructtonal practices and student behavior? ,

('
student

Fot the schools, participating in the study, 'three types.,of

mainstreaming programs were identified.:

Subject-based

Stuctent-specific

Homeroom.

These three types of program are described in Chapter II of this report.

determine the association between program structure and instructional

practices and student behavior each class was assigned, to one of the three

types of programs. Since the type of program was determined by the school

administration, all classes within a school were assigned to the same

program. 'A one -way, analysis Of variance with three groups was performed on

each of the variables formed from the student-focus observation data. Data

from observations of ,the handicapped student "in the regul ar education class

were used for this analyis (observation" type 3.0).

Table 10 shows the means and standard deviation for each program

group. The ,F ratio for each test also is indicated. We chose to cOns,ider._ .

variables. significant if the F ratio reached arbability level' of .09 or

lower. Because we were. attempting to'identify trends, ir the significant

variables were able to, describe a.certain type of,classroom, we would have_a

degree of confidence in the, results.

The variables that obtained a significant F ratio identifiedthe

subj.ect-based classrooms as the the of classrooms where more interactive

instruction was occurring and subsequently students had more 'opportunity to

actively participate in the academic activity 'of the classroom. Classrooms

in the "subject-based programs showed higher percentage scores on adult asks,

student questions, task (Variable 37); receives offer of 'help (Variable 38);

receives praise from adult, task (Variable 41); receives praise, nontask

f
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Table 10

STUDENT OBSERVATION VARIABLES
BY PROGRAM STRUCTURE

Group 1: ,, Group .2: Group 3:'
Subject-Based Student-Specific Homeroom

IN=10) 0
Variable

0081- , 03)Number Instructional Practice Variables r S.D.
4.

37 Adult asks student question, task .011 (.006)
38

.27Student receives offer of help from adult .002 (.002)
39 Student receives response from adult, task . .004 (.002) .00340 Student receives explanation from adult, task .005 (.003) .11
41 Student receives praise from adult, task .010' (.006) .00442 Student receives praise, nontask .0004 (.001) .000
43 All praise .010 (.01) .003
44 Student receives supportive feedback, task' .01 (.01) .00345 Student receives nonsupportive feedback, task .003 (.004) .004
46 Adult does not respond to student question

(48 1
47

Student receives positive comment from adult
Student receives negative comment from adult a

(.000)

.000

.000

.000
149 ": Student receives social comment from adult .001 (.002) .001

.. -50 ' Student receives explanations in classroom
organization 7 .003 (.003) .003.51. All'acadedic instruction from adult .04 (.02) .03

52 Student receives behavior corrections .001 (.001) .001
53 Teacher places student at desk, alone .16 (.17) .1654 Teacher places student at table with others -32 (.25) .12
55 Teacher places student in a comparative

group k .02
.03 (.02)

56 ' Teacher places student in a. teacher directed
activity. .41 (.17) .65

Student Behavior Variables

57
. Attends to group instruction, task .24 (.1-5) .28

58 Attends to group instruction, classroom
organization .02 (.02) .04

59 '4 Attends to group behavior corrections .006 (.008) .004
)

60 Attends to group interactions, social . .002 (.002) .000
69 On-task, seatwork

, .40 ' (.12) .34
,62

.05' (.02) .02Responds to adult's queltion, task
63

.001. Initiates comment-to addlt, task

.?O(1)(1 (Cr64 Does not respond to-adult's question .019
65 Asks fo'r help, task .005 (.003) .004
66 Interacts with other students, tali, .02 (.02) .02
67 Initiates interactions with other ftudents,

social 2 .05 (.04) .03
68 Social cosi:lents to adult .17

72

71 Off-task, noninvolved
All interactions with other students .10:1

(.06)
.04 (.03) .06

.00079

.001Negative interactions
80 Positive interactions 1011 (..g(032)
81 , .000 (.001)

.001
Does not respond to commands, nontask .002

82 Gets instructional materials organized .03 (.03) .03

*p' < .09
**p < .05 ,

***p < .01
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S.D. .)2 S.O. F

(.007)

(.002)
(.02)
(.004)

.003

.0003

.002

.010

.001 -

(.003)
(.001)
(.002)
(.0041
(.001)

2.73*
3.68**
.53
.69

5.82**
(.000) .000 (.000) 2.63*
(.0b4) :', .000 (.000) 5.23*
(.007) .. .000 (.000) 3.59*
(.006) L.. .004 (.006) .20
(.000) 'ro. .000 (.000) .69
(.000) " .000 (.000) .74
(.000) .001 (.001) .69
(.001) .001 (.000) 1.28

(.003 .004 (.003) .31
(.02) .02 (.01) 2.80*
(.003) .001 (.001) .04 F
(.13) .12 (.10) .10
(.13) (.13)

,

(.14) 2.97*

(.04) .01 (.01) .36

(.18) .68 (.16) 4.99**

(.20) .32 (.20Y .27

(.02) .02 (.01) 4.21**
(.004) .003 (.004) .34
(.001) .000 (.000) 2.40
(.191 .31 (.16) .40
(.02)
(.001)

.01

(.001)
(.004)

(.001)
5.80***
3.42**

(.02) .004 . (.0011 1.25
(.002) .003 1.00r) .96
(.02) .01 (.01) .49

(.02)

(.12)

.03

.20
(.01)

(.13)
1.7b
.87

(.04)
(.000)

.05

.000
(.00)
(.000)

.52

.82
(.001) .003 (.004) 1.45
(.001) .003 .004 1.45
(.002) .000 (.000) 2.96*
(.03) .05 (.07) .59
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(Variable 42); total praise (Variable 434 receives supportive feedback,

atask (Variable 44); all academic- instruction from adOlt (Variable 51);

paced at table, with others (Variable 5:); responds to adult's questions,

task (Variable 62); and initiates 'comments.toadult, task (Variable 63).

Classrroms in the student-specific group showed the highest score in attends

to group instruction, organization (Variable 58); and does not respond to

comments,-nontask, (ariable 81).4

lthoOghs no significant difference,among. the groups were indicated for

on-task seatwork (Vartable,61) the classrooms in the subj,eCt-taged group did

score highestonariable 61. These clasrooms.also ?scored lowest on'

attends to groups instruction, task (.Variable 57). This low score mightbe

caused by the'faCt that thesestudents more frequently were participating in

a recitation activity and 'consequently spent less time in 'listening to -.

others.

These results suggest that in the subject- based progrdins, students were

mare actively involved in. the instructional activity of the 'Classroom. A

description of the nature of these programs contributes to. understanding the ..
,

results of the observation data. In the subject-baSed programs, studgnts

were mainstreamed into a-classroom where,a11 students are homogeneOusly

grouped for academic instruction. 'This type of iiimgramrequires the

cooperation of all teachers of the grade,levels parts sting in the
---.,

.

program. .Each teacher agrees to teach a group of st6dents of a certain

)

achievement level. At a specified time of day, all tudents in thosegrade

levels change classrooms.for academic instruction.',they go-to the classroon

of the teacher who' is teach'ing their achievement lev 1.- At this time, the
..,

.
,

handicapped student is mainstreamed into the appropri te classroom. In this

type of program, the regular education teacher assumes responsibility for

the. student's learning, and often that teacher assigns the'student's report

card grade for the subject being taught.' In the subject -based program, the'

handicapped student-is not.an outsider, entering an established social group;

the classroom. Because all studentsThre*changingclassrooms, the- ,

_ .

handicapped student is as much a member.of that class as any other student,'
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in the room. The teacher's sense of accountability for the student's,

learning and the student's established membership in ,the class might- be-

factors contributing to the handicapped student's active participation in

the classroom instruction.

. We' donsidered .the possibility that the students participating, in the

subject4ased program might be of a higher achfeyement level than students'

in the other two programs. Since we..did not obtain student's standardized

lest scores, we do not have quantitative data to use in response to that

arguillent. Wa did'follow rigorous criteria in our sample selection. All

students had been identified as learning handicapped, were fourth and fifth

graders, and were mainstreamed for an academic subject for approximately one

hour a day. The type of progralli was designated at", the school level, and

individual special education teachers were not implementing more than one of

the three types of programs." Therefore, the special education teachers were

not placipg the higher achieving students,inta subject -based programs and

lower achieVing studers into on,of the other two types of programs. The

special education teachers in the subjectbased program' reported that -it was

easier to identify.appwpriate placement for their students than in, a

student-specific program. In thetormer program, the teacher could more
.

easily fdentify a_class of an appropriate achievement level where the other

seidents were cloSer to the age of .the handicapped student. The,special

education nteachers in the subject-based programs had: as high a percentage of

their students mainstreamed as did teachers in the student-specific

programs. On the bisls of this information, we rejected the possibility

that students in the subject-based program shoWed more active pa5Ocipation

because they were of a ,higher achieveitent level than studenti in the other

two_programs.
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Question 2.2 - Is the type of program structure related

to student attitudes and integration?

To. determine whether program structure is related to student attitudes

-.and integration, attitude scales from the student questionnaire data were
a t

used in the analysis; responses to the two questions from the 'student

interview regarding integration also were used.

The attitude scales formed from the questionnaire data were : (1)

attitude - special' day class; (2) attitude - regular education class; and

(3) attitude -s peers. The reliability tests of internal consistency of

items' showed the following alpha coefficients: (1) attitude - special day

claSs, .79;"' (2) attitude - regular education class, .73; and (3) attitude* -

,peers, .02. The first, two scales showed an acceptable level of reliabil,ity;'

however, the attitude toward peers scale was unreliable and that scale was

. not included in the analysis.

Table 11 shows the means,' standard deviations and F ratios for the two

scales. No significant differences were found for either scale. SEudents

In the homeroom programs tended to rate their special day class higher than

did students in the other two groups., To determine if students showed

significantly different attitudes toward their two ,clasSes, a analysis of

variance was performed on the difference scores for each group. The results

show that stude t 'et* 'not show a si gni ficanS di fference in their attitudes
.

'by program stru tune..

Integration

. ,

To ide ify the,,degree to which the handjcapped students were

integrated into the social life of '.the school, we asked., the students two

question (1) with whorD do-you eat lunch,; and (2) what stlo you do duri,ng
. ,

4
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,Scale

ttitilde-special .day class

,ttitude- regular education class

ifferences
attitudes,
day class
education

between
toward special
and regular
class

Table

V6'
STUDENT, RESPONSES TO ATTITUDE MEASURES,

BY THREE PROGRAM GROUPS

Subject-Based Student-Specific- Homeroom
(N = 11 students) -(N = 11 students) (N =6 students)

X S.D. X S.D. X S.D.

3.57 .61 3.94
14

3.60 .80 4.01

.04 .95 .0

a

.49 4.13 .29

.47 3.63 .65

.40 .50 .60

F

2.74

1.25 .30

1.44 .26-
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recesses and with whom do you play?" Table 12 a d 13 show the frequency of

responses for these two questions. All students i the homeroom program

reported that they ate lunch with regular educati n students (see Table

12). The chi-s9are for this Contingency table reached statistical
signifiCance (p <.01).

This analysis' indicated that students i,n the homeroom program Wgre more

integrated during the lunch time than were students in the other ,two

progran)*s. This result' seems reasonabile considering the structure of the

homerqom program. In that prog-dam, handicapped students were

mainstreamed for 30 minutes before lunch and 30 minutes after lunch. Being

in'the classroom immediately before lunch and immediately after lunch seemed

to facilitate the handicapped Students' socialization with regular education

students.

Students' Playmates

We wanted to assess the degree to which the handicapped student

socialized with nonhandiCapped students during a free-play period. fn most,

elementary school s, these periods usually are less structured than the time

when the students are eating' their lunch therefore, students have more

individual choice about with whom they spend the period.

r g.

The- frequency Qf student responses by categery and-program structure

are shown_in Table 13. The-chi-square did hot reach a level of statistical
,sirificance; hoWever, the results indica a difference among the three-

groups. rogups. All of the students in the homeroom ,groups repo ed that they
.played with regular education students. Only 27 of the subject-
based students reported playing with regular education students. Of the, 11

students in the student - specific, programs, 62% named regular education
i

students when asked to identify their playmates. Although the homeroom

program had,,fewer students than .the other programs, the;high"percentage of/---.

students in that program iiho'layed with the regularilleducation students is
. .

worthy of attention.
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Table 12

STUDENT RESPONSES TO QUESTION CONCERNING
LUNCH.COMPANIONS - BY PROGRAM, STRUCTURE

Special education'
students

Regular education,
students

Both

< .01

- .

Subject-. Student-,
Spectfic Specific , Homeroom

2

61
7 8

-7"

0 ,16

2



Nothing -alone

Table 13

STUDENTS' RESPONSES TO QUESTION CONCERNING
PLAYMATES - Y PROGRAM STRUCTURE

Nothingrspecial
day class students

Play-special
°day class students

Play - regular

education students

Play-both
. students

X2 1,2.44

0,

< .13

ID

Subject- Student-

Specific Specific'

1

1

f

0

3

Homeroom

0 1

4.

11. 6

1

10



The result of the analysis indicate that the homeroord program was most
successful in filleitating. the integration of handicapped student's. The

handicapped students _in this program were ,listed on the class role of the
mainstreamed claSsroom and -reported to that roam at the beginnipg of the
school day. They remained in the.classroom while attendance was 66ng'taken
and -lunch money collected. -, aWhens, these administrative tasks-were completed

they' ent to their special day class. The students returned to the
main am cla-ssroom for academic instruction 30 minutes. befdre:and-30

46tk

minut after lunch. The special reducation teacher reported that the
principal of the school required that all teachers be committed.to.
mainstreaming. The structure of this program and'' the regular- education
teathers' commitment to the program seemed to contribute to the-integration;.
of the handicapped"Student into the social life of the school.

Question 2.3 - Is program structure related to the
communication between regular and special ,education
teac hers?

To determine whether-program structure was related to staff
communication, a one-way analysis of variance was ,perfonned On the data from
selected teacher questionnaire items. The six items related to staff
communication and the six items related to staff collaboration were usethto
for scales of communication and collaboration, "respectively. The

reliability test,of internal consistency showed analpha coefficient of :77
for communication and '.77 for collaboration.

'61

t Table 14 sho rs the means and standard deviations for.the,communication
and collaboration sales by progra-.4m structure:- No differences are shown
among the three groups. - q.

9-1
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Table 14

4'4.
REGULAR-.EDUCATI ON TEACHERS . PERCEPTION OF' STAFF

'CO*MMUNICATION AND COLLABORATIOWBY THREE PROGRAM STRUCTURE GROUPS.'

bfeei-8aSea Student-,Specifte- Homeroom

N .-: 8 teachers) (N =. teachers) (N =.1.3 teachers)

Communication

Collaboration

....'

X - S.D. X S.D. , X

3.65:

3.69

(.59 )

( .80).

S,°.50

'3.-51

'(.61)

:"( .76 )

'.3.55

3.40

I.

1
,

ir
. a

, .

t
I

Question .2.4 - Is program structure- related to eathers'
,

.
attitudes 'toward mai nsteaming %.

"

. "

4,

/S.D.
F R

(.25) .141 :87 It

.22 .80

Data froM the teacher clifeStionnqtre were used as -measures. of teachers'

attitudes: Two scales ivere,delielOkd-fromitems concerning teachers'

altitude .town d: '(1 ) the effect o?% mainstreaming on regular education

students'; and (2) the;effect 9f iliainstreaming on special education

' students. The reliability tests of internal consistency. of i tems showed

alRha -coefficients of .80 for both ,,scaTes.

-,

,

-, .
. . A

A - s

° \4 4 ItOins related,to the.teaciiers,atti.tude toward skills needed by the

mainstreamed students were -analyzed separatelY,, and a Vale was not formed.
,, .. , .

Beuse;the
.

items Identified both social and, cademic skills, we though we

,

TigheObtain more useful informatican. if :each. item' was pialyzed separately,
,

. :-.1;. .

than *forming a composite sca-e or the analysisysis.- A one-way analysis
. _,

6 variace was performed 'fort each measure of 'teicher Otitude-.'

: A y.



Table 1-5 shoWs the-means-and standard deviations for tiie various
measures of:teeate/\'' attitudes..b.i the tniree -program structure groups. The

,threel'groups &fife significantly on only one item. Although the
11+robability level did not reach .05,, the last item concerning mainstreamed
studnt's skills (acceptance from regular educatiin students) shows a
difference in the, responses snong .the three groups. Teachers in the h,

homeroom group rated, this Ski ll hi gherthan did teachers in the other two
groups. Interestingly, students in the homeroom group reported a higher
degree of integration during lunch time than did, students in the other two
groups." These, two "results suggest the homeroom; gram' s emphasis orr

integrating students into the :mainstream of the envi ronment

influenced teachers concern 'regardin,g students. integration and consequently
° the students in that program experienced a higher 'degree of integration.

,,

Question 2.5 - Is class size related to student behavior?

This andlysis,attempted to identify relatiOnsnip between the class size
Of -the mainstream class and student behaVior; the relationship between class'
Size and instructional pr'acticecwas also investigated. 'The average class

,size of the mainstreamed cl'astes in this study was 29.63 with a standa
deviatiqn of 3.98._

Correlations were computed between class size. and the percentage score
tf each variable from- observttions conducted when the handicapped student
was in the mainstream plats. No statistically significant correlations. were

obtained between class. size, and the linstructional practice Variables.- This

lack of relationship indicates that the. - percentage. of time each instruc-
tional

p

practice was observed did not vary_as a funCtion of class size.
:-

Correlatiepns were computed. betwee'm the class 026 ,and the student
Beha,vior variables frdm the htndicapped student "..obS,erVations conducted in

!the-maiiist'reim classroom-- Of the' 41 coOelatio0' Computed, only;:twO
silnificant coiyelations.were obtained .These two variables were

.14o



Yarije
t

Effect.sn regular
educ_aMn students

Effect on special
education students

Skills s Needed :

Focus

Fol 1 ow 'di rectfons

so

.." Organize materials

Refrain from negative
:1" behavior.

Work cooperatively

Table .15.
- .

REGULAR EDUCATIOR TEACHERS' 'ATTITUDES TOWARD
MAINSTREAMING BY THREE PROGRAM STRUCTURE GROUPS

Subject-Based Student-Specific Homeroom
(N = 8 teachers) (N = 9. teachers1 (N = 3 teachers)

S.D. / S.D. X S.U.

3.42 (.39) 3.22 (.6U) 2.67. (.88)

3.87 ; (.36)

44.0

1.90 .18

3.76 (.33) 3.86 A420) .27 77

4.25 (.46) 4.22 .67) 3.67. (:58) 1..23 .32).

4.25 (.71) 3.78 (.67) 4.00 (.00) 1.14 .34

4.00 (.53) 3.67 . 71 ) 3.33 (.58) 1.38 .28

4 (.64) 3.56 .88) - 4.33 (.58) ..- 1.77 .20.

3.43 (.79) 3.44 (1.01) 4.67 (.58) .09 0.92

,. 4 Refrain from excessive , .

y ,sOciaizing , . 4.09 1..76) 3.56 (.138) 4.33 (1.15) 1.10 .36

Participate orally, .,i.-'

_,
a'sk for 'assistance 2.8 83) , 2.44 (.53), 2v:90 (.011) 2.22 ' ..14

.''0 Read :grade level 3.50 ,,:, ('.53)
....

Peiform=arithmetic,
gradelevei °:-:,:p 2.25 (.89), ... ,

.
Writing . 2.50 (1.07).NJ

,,.

'

Work independently 2.8.8 (;83).
4' ._.+V ,

'
Acceptance'. by regul dr

3.33 (.71) 2.67 (.58) , 1..96 ':1,7.,
4it -P. ,,,kr,

A . , . . . ,

, ....56,. (88) 2.67 (58) 39
.-

50 (.93) '2.67 (58)4 ...04 ,,.96,:
, 1._ .

3.22 (.97) 3. OU ( .00 ) .36

education students 3.38 (.92) !_.' 3.44 (.73)

- ..k



tVariable Al (all acaA c- instruction, student frrom an adult)-and

Variabl 61 (student on -task, idependent seat work). Variable_ 51' showed a

negative correlationTr=-.36) and Variable61 shbwed a positiveAtrelatiO/

-(r=.41). These two correlations indicate thillithe larger the.cilass size,:the

more time the handicapped students spent in independent `woricaxid'the leS's

2

time students received individual instruction from the adult.

Quest-lot-1.2.6 - Is the number of handlcappezi tudents

in the classroom -related to student behavior?

This anilysis investigated relationships between the number of special.

4- edycatiOn students sin the class and student - behavior. The relationship

between number of special education students and instructional practices was

also investigated. The measure used for numberof special education

students was the total of students enrolle in Pull-out.programs,a_nd

students enrolled in a special daytlasS. T ble 16 shows the means and

Standard deviitilltfor eacil,the of special education student enrolled in
the participating classrooms.

Table 16

NUMBER OF SPECIAL EDUCATION STUDENTS ENROLLED IN' A PULL-OUT PROGRAM
AND NUMBER ENROLLED IN A SPECIAL DAY CLASS

(N=21 Classes)-

%.

'Special education, students
- enrolled in a pull-out progralp

Special, education) students.
,enrolled in a special day clasi

I

' i / , '. '
*'' ,

I '
*

st
Tot a 1 sped a 'paucatioh 4tudetitsi.

. 1;-
.

L. ,
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Correlations were computed_b*tween total number of special edugation
students in the room ancrthe,per=centage le of each variable from
observations conducted when-the 'handicapped student was trcthe mainstream

class. , The correlations of instruistional-practices yielded-only one
statistically significant correlat)on; Vatiable 17 (teacherIwithcit
students') was Positively correlated (f1/4-- .43) ,w_itlit the total number of .
'special education students'. Because this one signifiiantCO'rrelatinn could

).N .

-*have, occurred by chance, 11)e results must be interpreted with extreme
caution..:,The correlaiioh suggests that the amount- of time teachers are
without stadents increases with the numbei4f special- education students in

c 0the robin.

Correlati 6ns were computed ietween 'the total number of .special
education students and the handicapped student behaVior variables. ; Three
correlations reached a level of statistical significance.' Variable 45

(student receives non supportiVe feedback, task); Variable 66-(student
interacts with other students); and Variable 81 (student does not respond to

i-adult commands, non-task) showed positive qorrelatiOn of .46, .37, and .)1
respectively:

r

.--.7
Becairse of the smell nuniber,tof significant cor'relations,ohttained, the_

-...1

, arlysis-'bf_04ass size .and total. number of special edircViori stUdeints must
be-interpreted with caution. The results suggest that students. 'retilve Tess

0 .,---- sindi4-vi4dual-attention as the class size increases.. The-correlati*".,lor .:.

Tr'total number of special education students in that the,.. hVbe-' a .

maximum number of special education students ho Should .be in a c atone
time.- leachers were without studentsmore as thef-cumber ofAsp ci6.1

I
W - ' ....,el

ucation students increased. -The' handicapped stud'eent received 'more
...-

nonsupportive" feedback and Showed more nonrespondingbehavior. Because''

these- behaildrs usually are considered undesi reable, the results Suggest,:

inappropriate student behavior may vary as a.: function qt. the
,

.

handicapped' ih the r Cl ass.



Differences between the special and regular educators'
-responses to questionnaire items.

The analysis of staff c-ommunicatiorp.and teacher attitudes used dati
froni questionnaires completed by regular education. teachers. Because of the
small e of speciel education teachers, data from questionnaires.
c_omPlete by those teachers were
.however, differences betwe(n ,the

.
teachers were investigated. Tabl

s: 'devia'tions for the two , g roup!of
for eadh' questionnai re va ri

not analyzed icy the threg-program groups;,,
sp?osesitif ,regulrand special education

e 17' Shoiii tile :me:ins and 'standard
teachers:, SeParifiet:teits were Computed

Special education teachers.' attitudes et.044 the benefit or.
mainstreaming for regular educati on. students ve than were
the attitudes reported-by; regular education leachers.. cause special
education teachers are not as -involved with 'regular education; .students, and
have less information upon wilich to lase a4ludgment, they might tend to be
more optinfislic about the benefit ..of 'the program.

-11"
>is

The two groups of teachers also di011red in their percePtion -of, the
staff' communication and col 1 aborati dh 'exAsti ng 'af-thei r schOol . special
'education teachers ,reported more ,negative attitudes,. Thi's differen e may

-reflect %-tpe level of 'involvement foir the two groups of ;teachers. S eCiai
education teachers ,are the agents ,611change ;in the mainstreaming process;
that, i s , they must i ni titatte `; .a re actively involved i n
monitoring 'the PrciggifeItS.:;' I nt ip the implementation, of
the program, could. resiAttf*%" ..c ritticaroa-tt ude.

Spec and regular educebon--tesicherlso showed -differences in.th4r
oexpectatiOris of special: .:education students:'' The special 'education teacher

had .higher expectations': for skills needed by the mainstreamed student. The

special educators. repo r110d hi gher ex$ct6.ior.'s on thetifoflowinig \Skills: '
i I 'it Y '4* 1 i d k '''., `..focus, follow 'di rections; organize materit s,-; part lot t.ora *,.,an ai .

*for- asStstanqe. The s p ial tion .teachersdiCriot k hiigher
I.

,
' 4 ..I. ekpettatiOns 'for %oci al izcng,, po'operationk 46 f Itio.itak'y opt n t . g

st. .

'L.

E

*
A

'.!),

0>



.
:..., . .tVariable

s-
..

Effect of Mdigostreamirg.on regular
-. edUcationbstiidents

Effect "of mainstreaming on , i
.special education '#-udents

-CommuniCation between regular.and
specfal*educators

-% Collaboiation between.regular and
;,i.,' ,.special educatprs .'-

. It ;' . ,.

Skill s Mainstreamed Student. Needs:

,. Focuscus-
.i. .ollowA ,i.rections : .. '...

. Orb'aritze-materfals );
'4" Ref Oa i n',f rOm n4ati Ve "belia vi or '

Itrk in cooperariVelr .i
ef rain c.froM 'eAc&ssiVe. socializing; ,-

ttkciplte :orally '- 4.

ksie*for assitante .'
ReWgliade 16.vel"
Pirro.rit ari)ttithatic grads level .0
Wilting %- ° .

,Work i nctependattly,

;.. 4,

Table 17

REGULAR AND SPECIAL i.DUCATION TEACHERS'
RESPONSES TO QUESTIONNAIRE. VARIABLES

Specia -

Education TeaCher
IN =.11)-:

C14

3..81

3.88,

3.06

2.93

S.D,t

Education.
( N =,110

S.D. X

Ai,
r- 4.58

4.58

.08
0'
2

,JiL
:2.7

( . 46 )

(.46)

(.751

(.77)

---
. .

3.22 (.6014 8.57**

3.82''.- (Th2) .174
kt"

3.57 (.54) 4.987

3.57` (..70) ... t.78* .

.k

(.S1) 4.15
(.51) COO
(.67) .3.75
(.67) 3.90
(".-90) 3.4'7
(.79) ss 4-3.85 ,

(1.03) .2.55
(.75)" ,- 3.30
(,.78) 2'.45

2.52
r (1!03) 3.05

1

t (1.'00) 3.60

j.59)

1.64)
1-.79)
(.844
(.88)
(.69)
(.66)
(.83)
(.0)
(.83:
14381

4.46;*
7.03*
7.90**

. 45
.007-
. 046

4.15*
}4,, 05***

.S38

.196

.1-24
-

r 7'. ,

ide



. 4.

In. summary, these results: indicate that, al though Special .education
teachers are more critical (or ovicerned )' about, the communication and
col 1 abor,lian among regular and special educators, they have a more positive

"-attitude about the benefits qf mainstreaming and have -higher expectations of
their situdents,than do -the .regul a r education' teachers. These rewl ts
indicate that the attitudes of regular and special education teaters differ
and an assessment :of staff attitudeS shead present separate measures for
the two' gl-oups :Of teach'rs.

,

,

:Question 3.1 = How do °instructional 'praCti.ceus that occur when

the handicappedalident is:in the regular class. om differ
from those that .pccur .when the .bandfcaRed student is not
ff4the regul a-r" cl ass rosto?

. 4

To determine di ffe.reinces in the instructional practices that occur..
She KarictiCappecStudent is in the room and practices that occur:when the
student' is not in .,the''room;t,obsernations were conducted under -both

tuati ons (observation types ti .0 and 4..0). .'A cOmparison OfP ttie

teacher-focusE'ojnervations conduCte duri ng both sittialtions would offer an"'
estitgiti on 'or the daree to which the p. sence of the handicapped student
distracted from.-the -acedeMic instructi on. .Tabte °LS stfows the mean and

**** 41........gtanda rd deviation n for -each okthe i ns rocti ona practice va ri ell es for. the ;:ii
.. , ,

two cl ass room situations. A t test of dependent measures was conducted on ''.. .2'.. f
theilieans for eacii:variabl e.' .Th ret t val ueS-. reached a level of statistical' ...:::./ . A I. i
significance: The se. variables we re eteache r' interacts with fgai nstreamed,..* . .

student,:'task. (4a riabl e' 01) ;. teacher i nIcl,aSSrotm. Organization, wi thout :-f '.. .. , - ° % .

students. ( Varia6le 15,) and teachet in 'academic," instrtiction ..(Variatsle, its).
. . ,..,- . ,. 7 - . 4 .:

-,.. . Crib would expect .a di ffie,reite in .the 6/o means. for Variablee 1 ,: bi
' .1 . ' .6--; . ..'. .1 j- . -...11. -

' .. - ,
..

'tit the4taiidic` Apped student was pot :in: 4he,'.:rponi.. duri ng ofd -type observat ti:.
4- ' ' ;:", 11' ,.. :4 : 1 ..J :':1:h4170th.p r two .iVa ria6les Tresercpt..:-'nfoiin(tiiii, tbat-tifs'I.P:re`ti nent 'tti' t/hi' .-.1i. ; -'.;-"`

.;:' th4. "1" It , i 'r , ,'..air .
: A r6 '' t fh '*. 7 resea b question ,. e,m ri$,0 these tWce,ydr-i egg -indicate thiftWhen the;. .

Otude wk. is :,i'n .the ,r4o .
at beet. ,spet,i o 41ine.tym.aqaGient.

7 . ..., ok...: ...,,
.,p,' 4 f , . , pip I . . 4. . 1 ".1- : . "' s.. .. . , - '#,;14 , .1t.0".- T.1, " . i ;W, t

',53.'
7.

-. ' ,1.' ' _.' ,. . . . i .' .? 7. ... ''..".V...,. -4V,' ,.. .4? " ';,,.)!:.- ''' ... ...1 - * ' AA( ,P'111, .,..-10- ' , '-,... ',"! kt ,' . '-.::. :ir7.tt -:'°.,"*.-. '. .. .. 0.11.;

.:. ',1 .4..f Ar- ,..' .- ,.,- '.. rf. ,-, ".-4 -r'' V ,, : II. .: ...":.1 ".' :: :-. -. i: ._4..4.:4::: : t.

nstr9ption.ancr
. -

,r ks. 1/4

f . , ,- .
. 4.

t .or V.
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Variable'

Table 18

INSTgUCTIGOIL-PRACTICE VARIABLES, 08SOVED UNDER-TWO CONDITIONS

Number 6 Instructional- Practice Variables

(N = 21 Teachers)

1. Interacts,withinainstream student, task-.,
2,,-. I,nteracts with entire - class, task
3: -: rnteracts with small group, task
41 ,.'1 Interest with:till-time student, t
5 Asks questions, task
6- Offers help . -1 --

7 _Responds to student's question, task
Lectues, or expl ai ns, task -
Provides praise Or acknowledgement, task
Pi-ovidesupportive.feedback,otask
'Provides' nonsupporti4e feedback, task
'Monitors students steatwafit '''
Negative comments-, '

.Pa9stve comments -

. In classroom organization, with student4
Socializes.; with students ..1 -

In clasvoom anization, without
student litiAcademic. instr on

Behavioryanagement
Student loitiates, interactive, task

=StUdent regliontis, task'
Teacher does-'not respond, task ,

Student recites, task .
Student doe's not, i-espond; task , (

Teacliers interatts with indiyiduals, task
-lecher pili SQ, tiOntask ',.. ..

,8
9

10
it

12..
13

e 16
17

18
19
30
31.32
33

t . . . .

Handicapped' Handicapped
Student Student not-
in Room in Room

X .,- S.D. X S.D.

. 02 (.02)
.21 (.14)
. 03. (.U3r,.
.20 (.08)
:08 - (.03)
.0054(..00,5)
.03 :'(.02)
.26 1.14)
.04_ (.02)
.03 {.05)
.004 (.005).
.05. {.06)
:002 (;002).
.007 (.01)
.09 (.04)

'.01 (.007)

.19 (.09)
(.09)°

.02- (.01)..

.03 (.03)

.09 (.05)
e .000 woo

an.; (.03)
,ol `( .02)
21 (F08)'.
"4901 (-.'001),

t

.00 (LOU) 5:85**
.16 (.11) 1.79
.1)5 (.07) 1.11
.20 (.0-7) .22
;08 _44,ila .01-
.004; '1.50
..03 (.02)2., ..65

'4 4 (.02), - .51
:027- (.02) 1.24
..005 (.004) _31
.06 (.06) .87
.001 .(.002) .51-
. 007 (.01)- .07
.12 -116054) 2.89**
.01 (..009) .54

.21 (.10)
,(.11) I 2.06*

.05 03) .56
.93--

-.000. (000 1.11
(.02) (.02) .79

. 014. (.01) 1.57

.20 (.07) .98
.001-(.001) 90 *

44,
,

- hilta;

.A" "
i`

, . , ,
-,,_ . i ; .'4.'".t,* r ; , '41.4- ,

- ,..,°.,r,,,:r.'" 4:-... .,.,1",;., ,;.. ,..:: .., ,;41. . 1;,,; 4/'.
1. - 1' . -c .. %1./1.7: ''.. , -

. d.;
s

, at if.

4' 1'. -.:.., ".° 1 ,-...;,7, * .-t .".
:-5. , - r

. . -,.:- .\
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../ ., t,
S. time classroom organization. Biobservations. were condu----).

_ .
during academic instruction; therefore :these differences should not be an NFi:
artifact' of the type, of instructiOn.odcurring _when the observations were

..oconducted.' 26 t7tests were:OomOuted, and by chance, We
;would expect 1;3 t .values to reach.a level of statistical significance..
ltherefore,'these results ;must be interpreted with caution;: however; the
results .obtained for Variables 15iand 18 both suggest that more academical
i- nstruction occurs when the handicapped student, is in the claisroom.

sx

. These results suggest that the' regular education teachers who.
participated in this study were able not.only to maintain' theirag_rmai;
amount of academic instruction when the mainstreamed student was preSent,

. but 'they increased-the-time devoted to academic instruction. An argument

cou-ld. be presented that the presence of the observer could have influenced
the teachers' orri:ta`ik behavior during*the observations. The influence of an

4

Aserver is a problem for botiji the physical and social sciences and,
currently; there i si no definitive answer to this question. In this study,
eac observer nducted appiokimately 35 different Observations when the
student was -in the room and 28 observations when the student was not In the
room°. During the classrooth visits, both adult -focus And child-focus

, '_ Zbservations were ;conductedl arid the teacher Was not told who was being
1

observed: If the observations were 'to refleCt the ObserVer's, presence, the
b teacher would have nad to adjust- his

.

or her''behavior Aring- every,
observation period, that "is;the teacher would-have to "behave differently

.
during the 30 observations when t student was in the srtibm. and readjust.'
behavior during the 24 .observati when the student .was not' in the room.

1, . -

,llsual ly, obseevations when the handicappod strident was i ft the room were,t . - . ,

conducted on the same day' as obserOttions when the-stud'ent watPoot in the
: room. Therefore, the teac her ,would need to havejaiijiis ed aiati sted

doing t'per Mme schbol 'day.' , Be-ca-Use-teichlrs. (flint. EiNnd to a,

)
de of

--.._ 'details, It is 14 ghly, improbable _tat' they,.woulb be concentrating o ire,
otsepier ;s :presence to the degree- that , they. c.ould consistentl , ctiange'::theti el., , .'

,/
.4 of e vtor.- ,

p. "If (

s'.
,1

.

41

,,

.; Ir
-

.

Au' ; 7
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Azi- a ,ternirtive, Indi4e like/y, inter
handicapped:S'tudent's!*eseneei rather ..th

retation 'would ,be' that the
n the observer.s presence,-

.

influericed, the behaviOr of the teacher. When the student was in-the room,

the*teactier:
z
was more concerned about' the- use of instruction time and

maintainin§. order in the classroom.-

,. - -s .
-

Question 3:2, -_Does nonhandicapped students' be vior that
_ occurs when the handicapped student is-0 the reo-utar

. i- c- 7
ClaSSrOOM *differ from that which'occurs when the .
Nandi caP_ped 'student i s not in the ivguladolc-1 ass room?

. The Observati:on of the nonhandicapped students offer another way 'cf
.

`deteimihing the differences i the classroom enviro
-

pent when,th*._
mainstreamed-stOdent is present. and when the student is not present. Table

19 presents the-beans and standard 'deviations for'the three achievement
levels of nanhandicapped students. These variables represent the data
,collected _during student observations., Because four-mainstream classes did
not have students valigoolet our criterion for high-achieving students, only 17

0,
classes are represented for the high" achieving group,'
.

,
Separate t: tests were computed for each variribe for each ,the' three

AO

groups of students. Of the 54 t tests, only-one reached a.1evel of )
statistical significance; by chance,- however, we could expect at least three
'signficant t value. Therefore, this result muttbe interpreted with
caution. The low-achieving group of students were more'dften off-task,
noninvolved (Variable 71*when the mainstreamed student. not in the
v.robe. The t varue-for'student atttending to' group instr ,

(Variable 57) reached a level of probabilAty .of ...07; while this is not,
statisti-kallr§ignificant, it does,indicald1 same.geiieral 'trend as
VarziAbie That is, low. ac hi evi ng.tudenti-Orided, to. be off -task more end

to attend-to group.,instfuction 'Tess when 010 handiealliRed st4dents was not in,

f the room. 440:differehces ,in-',the behavior of highilthsl-medium-achieviAl'
students 'are indicated
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4.

NONINICAPPED STUDENTS' BEHAVIOR WHEN THE HANDICAPPED .

. STUDENT 1S li11HE CLASSROOM WARE() WITH

BEHAVIOR WHEW 'THE .1(ANDICAPpill SIUDENT IS NOT .PRESENTr /

'High, Achieving'

; IN c'17 classes).

1micapped Handityped
Student lit Student not

ariabld Roca in ROOM

Humber Student Behavior Variables 1: S.D. k S.D.

5'7

58 Attends to group instruction, class, ,

11

'.)NalitiAchieving
(1 = 21 classes)

Hindicapgd handicapped

Student in Student not

Room i in Room

I 5.1) S.D.I-1 , t*

Attends' o group instruction, tasks .35 (.15) . .27 (.)8) 1.51 .34 1.16) .28 :1.19), 1.15

'room organization . h 4 .04 (.04) .05 (.05 ' 1.03 .02 (.02) .03 (.04). 1.25
Attends to group behavior. .

,

, .
'corrections ' %. .01 (.01) .01 (.01) 1.01, .01 (114 005 (.004) 1:38

60 Attends to group interactions, .. , .
,

sbcial ; i001 ( I .001 (.004)' .01 .001 (.003) (.0021 1.10
61 'On-task, seatwork , . ,.37 ( 6,) .39. (.18) .40 .35 (.14) .40 (.1811,26

Co 62 , Responds to adult's 416t1on, task 102 01) . .02 (.02) .42 .02' (.021' .:.03 (.03) .45
H -t3- Initiates comment to adult, task ., .01 (.02), .003 (405)2 .84 ..01 (.02) .;01, (.004) .66

64 '.' ,,Ooes.not respond to adult's questidn. .Q1 .. (.01) .01, (.01) .81 -.01 (.02), .01 (t01) 1.13
65' .. 'Rs 'for help, ta4 , .004 (.0114 .005 (.01)' 1.03 .004 (.01) .005 (,01) .16

466, In acts with other students, task .02 1.03) .03 1.03) 1.02 .02 (.021 .03 , (J.04) 1.06
67 Inkfates interacctions with other , .

,, ,students," social C ..Q3 .(.02). 104. (.04) 1.20 . 1.0i) ..03 ,A,03) .44
68, Social caciaeres to adult ',000 (.0011' .001 1(.0011' 1.04 .90

qi

1.01ii .000 '1.001) 1.12
71 , Off-task, noninvolved ,10 ,.(.pa) ..10 (,10) .02 .13 (.11'r .12 ,(.10)' .46

72 All interactions with other

studentss

79 Negative interactions .

80 Positive interactions

. 81 Does not respond to comments,

nontask

82 Gets instructional material

organized

Low Achieveving

(N c 21 classes)

Paniicapper indicapped
Student in Student lot

Room in Roca

'S.D. X S.O. t*

.29 41.17) .19 t.13) 1.91t,
. ,

.03 1.03). .05 (a06) .1.24

)
01 1.010 .01 .19

t
.001 (.002)

.37. 1.141

-02 (.02)

.01 (.03).

.01 1.01).

.006. (.01).

.01 1.011

:04 (.03)

.001 (.01)

.13 (.10)

(41) .06 I:06) 1.62 .05 (.03) .06 (.05) 1.49,' .05 (.04
.000 I.001) .000 (.0001 .44 .0001.001) .01 .s (.02) 1.34 -001, (.001)
.001 (.003) .000 (.001) .62 .002 (.003) .002 ('.005) .17 .000 (.001)

.001 (.001) .001 (.003) 1,59 .000 (.001) .001 (.00) 185 .COV (.001)

,.03 (.03) .04 (.04 1.80 .03 (.03 .04 (.03) .30 '.05 (.05)

itt -Values represent t(e comparison of this group mean.with mean'

Ora i .-stkents,
f. tlk

for:

**P < .07 .

. ***P o .05

92

.001 ,1.002) .40

.31 'Jill), .04

.03 1,031 1.11 .

.003 . (.01) .64

.01 1.01) 2.65

.01;`, .01) .38

.02 (.03) 1,00 .` -

.05 (.05) 1.62

.001 (.012) .39

.1ff 1.11) -2.16"**:

.01 ((.06) 1.68

.000 (.001) .34

.001 1.002) 1.42

.001 (.002) .Bi

.05 (.04) .32

s.
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The data for teacher-. oKervation and.`norihmidicappei2jUdent
tion§.(Questions 3.1 'and 3.2fspectivelyi indicate that trip; pis

ridi capped studerktdic not etract from academic instruction..
Rather, the- handicapped student's presence may increase theteacher's
concern fcithe amount of acadenfic i'Vction that -ih. prolyida; for
teachers'.. devote more time tp 4cademic instruction and gess time to
ciattroom.OrgiiiiI4tion when the handicapped 4tudert is Present. The -re is4l_tt

suggest that iow--aehiaing itudents are off -task less and attena to group
tristructi On more' when.'the. handicapped student i s present.

Question 4.1,r How does the handicaPped sttid s ehavior
Zcompare With that, of the regular education student? '

,. 2 '
.

.: ,. ,
. ..

To comp the handicapped sttrdentil behavior with 4,the heh4.viVr; afk:t he
. .

, .. wry,
three group§ of nonhagpiCaPped studekts;.tiiree sparatik t tests_ for .

:independent groups were computed.? 'Pet-Torming a one-way arialysis..of variance
I

would haVe re qui red using a ,test for nonortbogonal: contrasts. -- The .-
1 : - ,

statistical package used for this *analysit:does not include that, type: of
contrast; therefore, separate t teits wer.computed.

,,

table 20 shows that means and:standard deiiations of the observation
4

variables formed from the student obserVations." The mean for-eacb
.-
,,nontiandicapped group Was -compared. to the mean of ttie- handicapped 9roup. ..,

l, .. . None 'of the .t val ues'. reached i level, of,..tatolstipal significanCe,. --althoUgh, - ., .

the- t Values' for7;two variables reached 0 pra;gab;ility level of .118! Social,

comments- to 'adults kVa ri abl e 68) were recorded, niore .fOr..`the" han`di-cipped:*4
, 0

s t ti d dn t s than for the high;and,-medium -achieving,
-studerits; The low akevi,ng

stu*nts and-the handita tudents .showep si ',1ar percenteges ot -
, . - , , Px . ", . . a

soci al i zi pg with .adults iUerencet bet
,

le_ ..pgrcentue of tIme,-
, ..,

Otf.,-titk, noninvotved ( able S1) t: v. the hat i appO'414. t -.0he ! ,-
. ,

hi gh-pc hieving, students reached -0 19- prof:Oil i ty 100 . - .,..

'1

1111111.

j
4

:
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VIOR OF, HyDICAPPED STUDENTS Mt AittD ill'ffiv.

RED,GROUPS:OF-. 110NHAINHCIV,PED STUDENTS -4, . ,

. ). . if,
. lionhandicapped Student .

,

Va-rial3 ,

Number Hai)
tr-7

I S
. 57 ; 0 , 1

58 - Atte s 106'9 4rue4},
A

%

4, I I Oq. itn
.Atterids

cot',

60 Attend nferactions
Y ;soci,a 4ay

" 1 On task; seat
62 Responds to'icluit's
63.,, Initiates tumid toy dult.: tisk

Does not -respond to adult's
,cuestiOri

65

66

.`67

68

.12

7.9,

8Q,,

,Handicapped High ;Fdi um Low

Studeqts , , ; Achieving Achieving

..(11,-41;-,clanass) (N 11 classes) (.N ..21.classes) (N .11 classes)

X .DI
0

'S.D.'
I

".27 ,.(.18). .35. 1.15) 11.52* J .34. 1.16). 1.30 .29 (.11)

.laCa 002)

11;

(.006)..

:401 (.002)

,. 1.161,- T

- (.02)
.002 (4021

.0

i f ,

.0:1 :04). .49 '.02 (.02) 1.74 '.03 ' (.03) .28,
, ,a

.01 (.010 1.45. , .01 ("01) 1.54 .01 I .01 1.02

.6.01 (h,0041 .62 : .001 4:0:31' ; .41 .001 ('002) .12
. 1 Li

37 (.15), .17 t .3' ,;(44f . .39 .37 (.14) .27

.02 .: (.01) 1..23 4";02 ,1.024 .09 :02 (.02) . .50

,01 (.02) 1.16 , Ail . (.021' '''. :1.17 .01 1.03) . .85

.k t ., i , 4 .. '.. '0

al (.01) 1.12 '.01 r.02) i:26 .01. 1.01) v .57

. Ask's: for 'help, task , 14 .004 (.003) .44..(.-005) '.. .00 100 '1.0071',. .44 .006 (.01:0 .93

4 , 1-.

Interacts wittnither itlicieryt3 thi, i .02' (.931 ' .02 (.024 :. i -.42 .02 '4.01,, .29 ., 001 (.017) .93

,.),Initiates, inteloaitio-ni' Othbotheft. , ' ' ..0 , -.."' ' . ' ' ',
A , .' . . . , 1

-..-4students social . A I: -;;'"is ". :, ..04 (.03)1' ,,. .03 1,021 .. 1:74 -:03 ( 02) -- , .83 .04 (.03.)

ocial .COCIDeiltS ect jouffti: ': .,,..,-,,, Ai i.00a) .40 t.00ly.1.08**, ;000 ?All f1,84** .091 (.005) b17

,Oftztask:,.rintnvolvet r'-`. :,''';.4 :,.:.16 (.10) '., .10 l'.'07) :' 1 .131** 43 (.11) .- .80 .l3" (.10) 1.06
Ag interattcons.ifth other,. -; . .ar. ., k l' ,' ;.1

.,

stliderits' -- ' ',. ! ;.''' -' .05 (.031 4. .0V I:03) `.',. ,64-. '.+D5' f '1,03) , ...58 .05 1:04) .43t. %4,,,, ..., 10 -__ .

.Negative iptkraclo .' .%;.',Lw.c .00 °(.001') , . .4)- (.0011 .08 .0E10 '. '.601), :, .39'. 01 (.001) .72
*011

I IPassiie intef.actigns'' : 1 : ,001 .1.002).. .' .11 1.003)' :60 :402 (.003) , .47 4 ( ;WI ) 1.64

Mies' not respond 'tblcoments i .001 (.W111,2 '. 6 (.0ch tilt /7 ,.001 -1.001) . ".,-:64 .001 ().001) .14 " .

82 : stnk,tional material
erganl ied, Q

'.03 1.03), 03 ,1 03) ,k41! 43 (,031 1..05 145) 1.25

; ,8 .
v

.

" 1,, ,
*t4 Values represent: theicepartsoti of OA giciur mean with raeanS.
-7 for,handicapped stddens;-,

d; ?,*P. s 48..

0

)

I A,

.

4. IS; a

q
a
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,A greater difference than indicated would be expepted between off-task

s. One explanation

rding -off-task

behavior. The means for this riable reflect the a erage,laTTent of

off-task behaviOr over an instruc onal period. our 4isits in

oips4i-ooms, we observed that /high - achieving students show different work

patterns than do low-achieving_ students. The former group tend to begin

-behaviors of the handicapped and high-achievyig studen

for-this\small difference is the technique used for

wiring immediately after the teacher has given an assignment, and display a
1/ ..

high level of talk persistence until they have completed the assignment.
.

Once the assignment is completed, high achieving students might wait until

the other students are finished4or the teacher gives another assignment:

Students who are% not as achievement oriented show more sporadic behavior

when working on independent assignments. They tend to be slower in
.0 ..

,
beginning to work on. the assignment and once theyido'begin, they will .

0

fluctuate between working, and stopping. 4s the time draws closer to the endi

of the activity period, however, they usually work quite diligently. By 4
this time, the high achieving student has finished the assignmentwand is

waiting for the teacher to announce the end of the activity period:-

'Therefore, while the total amount of off -task time may be similar for, the

different groups of students, the sequence of'work patterns will:be quite

different. A detailed sequential analysis of student behavior Would be.

needed to investigate the work patterns of the four'groups of students.

Such an analysis was beyond the time and funding constraints of this study.o
Although the t values comparing handicappecLand'nonhandicapped students

,did not reach a probability level of .05, the- mans for the four grodO,s

indicatedifferences'in attending, task (Variable 5); 5qcializing,with

adults (Variables 67 and 68); and. off -task behavior (Variable 71). More

differences are' shown between the handicapped and high-achieving students

than between the medium- or low-achieving students. The data indicate that

when the handicapped student is in the regular classroom, the stadent's

'behavior,is similar to the medi4m- and low-achieving studenti.

84.
96'
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The results regarding the beha

summarized- in Table 21. The handic

academic work than do the nonhan0c

between the handicapped student and,

,

the four s

eht does

nts; ho

hieving

ed stud

activ

class.1'

a 1 -hour instruCtion period):

in noninvolvement, but leis- time i

usually the.kind of activities Ais

Question-4.2 - Does the handica

in the re

speei al education class,

behavior

//,

observati

Ion class we

inhal setti

tOlyed

and different classroom environments, regular.education c

be an appropriate unit of analysis. Therefore, the; sidde

unit of research question and-the sample size was increase, stu.
a

Table 22 shows the average percent score for each of the st ent- dcUs

observation variables. 'Dependent t tests were computed for each variable.

Det fron the handicapped st

speCial y class and in the regulA

the students' behavior under the twa

types 3.0 and 1;.0), Because the obser

Of the 39 variables, 18 of the t values reached t level of Statistical

significance. One could expect a large number of differences between the

two 6 lassrooms. The smaller class size and availability of aides in the

speCial day class allpws the. teacher to organize the classroom differently

from the regular education classroom. The peroentage scores for Variables.

51 and 57 reveal the differences between the class structure of special and

regular education classrooms. Individual inte0actions with the adult

(Variable 51) are significantly higher in the -special day class and the

student spends more time attending to large'group instruction (Variable 57)
.

in the regular education classrdom.

9.7



Table 21

DISTRIBUTION* OF CLASS TIME FOR HANDICAPPED

AND NONHANDICAPPED STUDENTS

I

Handicapped

Student in = Medium Nigh

Special Day Class Handicapped Achieving thieving Achieving

Activity (N=29 students). (N=29 students) (N =29 students) (N=29 students) (N=25 studehts)
"--r7----------

Handicapped Student' in Regular Edfication Class

c6, Academic .69 .70 .72 .74 .16

Non-Academic .19 .12 .14 .14 , .13

,

Noninvolvement .12 .17 .13 .11 .11

e0

.11

Rounding can result in total4 not equal to 100.

a

f
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.Variable
Number

Sap
Table 22

BEHAVIOR OF HANDICAPPED STUDERT IN THE REGULAR EDUCATION
CLASS COMPARED WITH BEHAVIOR IN THE SPECIAL DAY CLASS

( N = 29 students)

Instructional Practite

i7. Adult asks student question,
task

Student receives offer of
help from adult

39 Student receives response
from adult, task

40 Student receives explana-,
tion from adult.,;task

41 Student receives praise
froM adult, task

42 Student receives praise,- t,
nontask

43 All praise
44 Student. receives supportive;

feedback, task
45 Student receives nonsup-

portive feedback, task
46 Adult does not respond to

-. student question
47 Student receives negative

convents from adult
48 Student receives positive.

comment from adult'
49 Student receives social

comment from adult
50 Student receives explana-

tions' classroom organi-
zation

51 All academic instruction
from adult

52 Student receives behavior
corrections ,-

53 Teacher places stUdent at
desk, alone

54 - Tea-cher places student at
table with ;others

55 Teacher 'places astudent in a
c omparati *4-group

56 Teacher %Places ''T.tudent in a
teacher d'ij activity

A

05
**p <.01

Regular. Special
Education Day
Classroom- Class

S.D . X S.D.

. 007 (.006) .02. (.02) 4.87

. 001 (.001) ,.001 (.001) .02

. 003 (.0020 .006 (.001) 4.27*

.009 (.012) .)03 (.04) 3.27*

.006 .(.006) (.01) (.01) 3.59*

.000 (.000) (.001) (.001) 4.11*

. 005 (.006) .015 (.011) 3.99*

. 005 (.009) .008 -( .007), 1.81.

.004 (.007) / .007 (.01) 1.36

.004 (.001) .001 (.001) 2.56*

. 001 (.004) .0010' (.001) .91

.001 (.001). .001 (.001), 79

. 001 (.0010 .D02 (.002) 2.31*

.004 (.006)

.03 ( .021)

.001 (.002)

.16 (.16)

.20 (.19)

.02 .04

.55 (.19)

100

.031

.09

.004

.19

.09

.03

60

(;907) 4.69**

(.05) 5.98**

(.003) 4.04**

(.14 )
.
-85

(.14) 4.04**

r;(.

1.27



Table 22 (concluded)

Variable
Number Student Behavior Variable

57 Attends to group instruction
task

oa

58 Attends to group instruction
clatsrOom organization

59 Attends to group _behavior
corrections

60 Attends to social interactions
61 On-task seatwork
62 Responds to adult's question,

task
63 Inittates.comment to adult,

task
64 Does not respond to adult's

questions
65 Ask for help, task
66 Instructs with other study,

task
67 Initiates interactions with

other students, social
68 Social comments to adult'

. 71 ' Off-task noni nvol Ved
All intellvtions with other
'studekti

79 Negative interactions
80 Positive interactions
81 Does not respond to commands,

nontask
82 Gets -instructional material

organiped

*p <.05

88

Regular Special
Education t Day
Classroom Class

X

. 27

.004

.001
:36

. 002

. 01

.004

.02

..04
.003
.16

.05
. 000
.001

. 001

.03

S.D. X S.D. t

2.-63*.(:17) .17

.404

(.12)

(.04)

(.002)
(.002)

.01

.001.
(.004)

.003
1.25 )1).

.17
(.16) .36 (.15) .11

(.02) .06 (.05) 4.07*

(.003)' .009 (.009) 3.96*

(.01) .004 (.005) 2.99*
(.003) .008 (.0041 5.61*

(.02). .02' (.02) .51

(.03) .03 (.02) ;97
(.002) .005 (.006) 3.63*
(.11) .12 (.08) 2.12*

(.03) .05" (".03) . .40
.001 .001 .001 .28

(.002) .002 (.003) .36

(.001) .001 (.0021 .56

(.03) .04 (.P3) 1.11.

101
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Although the two classrooms differ in these two variables, when the

scores for specific variables are summarized; similarities are apparent

bettieen the two -cl asses. Table .23 shows *the- total percentage of time spent

in interactive instruction., independent seat work, noninvolvement, and

nonacademic activities: The differences in total academic time is only

1% between the two classes; for off-task behavior the difference is 5%.

These figures indicate that although the special education.students spend

more time in noninvolvement in the _regular classroom, they devote a similar

amount of time in academic instruction in the two,classrooms. It appears

that.in the special day class, the student is 'less noninvolved and spends

more time in socializing with adults (Variable 68), getting materials

organized (Variable 82), and receiving behavior corrections (Variable 52).

Therefore; the differences between the two .classrooms seems to reflect what

the students a;re doing when not involved in academic instruction; that is,

whether they are noninvolved when off-tagk or active when off-task.

In. summary, /he amount of time that the handicapped student was

abserved in'academic instruction was similar in both instructional

settings. The main difference observed is in the type of student off-task

behavior. This difference can be important to teachers; a student who is

noninvolved i's'less disruptive to the class than a student.who is off-task

and socfalizing, sharpening pencilS, or moviing materials around.

./. 41,

Question 4.3 -f,do teachers interact differently with

nonhandicapped and .fiandicapped students?

Student observation data were used-to identify differences in teacher

?!"interactions among the four groups of students. The variables listed on

Table 24 indicate interactions that4iwere directed to the focus student, and

do 'not reflect teaching processes directed to the class in general. The

only exception was teacher questions (Variable 57), which reflects questions

directed to the student both individually and as part of a group.

89
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Table 23

DISTRIBUTION OF CLASS TIME.FOR HANDICAPPED STUDENTSN
IN THE REGULAR EDUCATION CLASS AND IN THE SPECIAL DAY CLASS

(N = 29,itudents)

Activity Variable

Interactive 51 Instruction to student ,1_.03

Instruction 'ST:Attends to group instruction .27

62 Responds to adult Oestion, task .02
63 Initiates comment to adult, task .002

Percent of Time in Activity

Regular.EducatiOn
Class

Total. Interactive:Instruction

Independent 61 On-task, seatwork

Noninvolvement 71 Off-task .,16

64 Does not Respond .pi

Total Noninvolvement

Nonacademic 49 Receives comments from
adult, social

50 Receives Oplanation.
organization

52 Receives behavior correction
58 Attends, organization
59 Attends, behavior correction
60 Attends, social
68 Social to adult
72 Interactive, other students
82 Gets materials organized

,

.

Total Nonacademic

Total Time*

Special Day
Class

.

.09
-.17

.06:

.009

:34 : J.
.

.33-

.36 .36

.12
:004

.17 .12

.001 -.001

.004 .011

.001
. .004

.d .04

.004
.

.01

.001 .001

.001 .005,

.05 4. .05

.03 .04

*
Rounding results in totals not equal to 100.

90
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Variable

Number

'Table 24

INSTRUCTIONAL PiACTIC4 USED WITH ItANDICAPPED STUDENTS'

COMPARED WITIHOSE USED WITH NONHANDICAPPED STUDENTS'

NonhandiCa d Student

Handicapped High

Students 'Achieving

(N . 21 classes) (N = 17'classes)

Instructional Practice. Variable S.D.. S.D.- t***

31 Adult asks student questions, task

A Student receives offer of help

i from

39 Student receives response from

from adult, task

40 Student receives explanation from

' adult, task'

41 Student receives praise from

. ),.., adult, task

r42 ' Student receives praise, nontask

r-4,1,., All praise --I. -
44-- Stude receives.supporti ve,

ferdback, task

45 'Student receives nonsupportive

feedback,,taok .

46 Adult doet not respond to student

question . .

47 . Student receives .negative comments

from adult 1

, 48 Student receives positive accents

from adult

49 StUdent receives socill comments

from adult

50k, Student receives explanations.

classroom organization

51 All academic instructions freq.

adult .

52 Student receives behavior

corrections

53 Teacher places student at desk,
,

alone

54 Student places-student at table

with others

55
.4

, Teacher places student in a
, .

copperative group

.56 Teacher places student in a

teacher directed activieyr,

--71/

*p < .05

**p <.01 ,

***t Values represent the comparison of this group mean with mean

for handicapped students. ,
.

,
. e

.007. (.007) .002

.001 (.001) .000

.003 (.002) .002

.009 (.011) .003

.006 (.006) . .003

.000 (.000) .000

.005 (.0435)-± .001

.006 (.009) .Q01

.004 (.005) ' .000

.0009 (.000) .001 .002)

.001 (.003) .000 C. 140)

.0o0 I (.000) .0001 .002)

.001 (.001) .000 (.0b..)

.003 (.003) .003 (.003)

.03 (.022) .01' .006)

.001 (.002) (.001 .002)

.1.6 (.139) :25 .21)

.19 (.20) .I2 (.18)

.02 (.03) .01 (.020

.56 (.21) .56 (.21)

9

Medium Low

'Achieving ' Achieving

(11,.. 21 classes) (N - 17 classes

S.Q. . t***

(.002) 2.78** .004

(.001) .238" .'000

.0021 2.31** .01

.003) 2.29** .01

.003) 2.03** .003

4)00) 1.56 .000

.001) -3.'57** 40.1

.001) 2.79**/4.001

.00) 340** .001

.79 .001

1.06 .000

.22 .000

3.20** ,.0qp

.?8 .002

,4.35** .02

)30 .000

1.51 .21

1.24 .14

8

.95
.

.01
.

10

.58

7- S.D.

.po6 1.29 .006 (.007) . 33

(.001) 2.23* .041 (.002) .11

(.02) .25 .003 (.01) .01

(.02) .25 .003 (.01). 1.95*

(.004) ,1.43 .004 (.003) 1.20

(.000) 1.02 .000 (.001) .29

(.002) 3.17** .002 (.003) 2.43**

(.002) 2.33** .004 (.008) .76

(.001) 2.77** ..000 (.001) 3.02**

(.001) .73 .001 (:0020 .80

(.000) .89 .000 (,.000) 1.06
,

(.001) .40 .000 (.001) .65

(.0010 1:56 .000 (.001) .93

(.004) .46 .003 (.004k: .01

(.02) 1.38 .02 (.02) A.62

(.001) 1.57 .001 .0010 .28

f

(.20)1 .34 .22 .20) 1.14

(.17)
.

.92 : .19 (.19) ).10

(.01) 1.77 .01 .03)_ .62

(.17) .30 .50 (.18) 1.11
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Table 24 presents the means land standard. deviation for each of the ',
1 -

our g'roups of students. Separate 't tests were computed for each of the'
;

three compari -sons. A (-n4-way analysi s of variance- was not performed for.

the same reason as giv4n in the dialysis section ifOsearch question 4.1.
The.t tests indicajte that teacheract,differently with
handicapped and nonhandicapped stkents. Thedifference between the
handicapped and high-achieving students is striking. Of the 20 variables

listed, 10 of the t values reachdd a level of statistical significance:
Teachers tend mote often to ask the handicapped students task questions °

-

(Variable 37);- offer help, (Variable 38); respond to the, student' s question
(Variable:39); provide task explanations (Variable 40); provide praise
(Variables 41 and 43); provide supportive corrective feedback (Veriable 44);
provide nonsupportiye feedback (Variable 45); and socialize with the student
(Variable 49): In general, handicapped students received three times-more
'individual academic ;instruction (Variable 51) than did high-achieving
students. Some differences also were seen between teacher interactions with
the medium- or low-achieving students.

el

These variable means reveal the small percentage of class time that one
st ent 'receives individulal instrucion i from a teacher. Because the meansu,

ind(Icateil forVariable 51 include group questions to the student,
interactions directed specifically to one student would be fewer. Table 23

shows that.during student-focus observations, teachers interacted
individually witti the focus Student between .1, and 3% of the clasitime. ,&,.....
Al though this pecer4age seems small, if the dl ass size is 'taken into", lit
account, it is reasonable.' -If a teacher devotes 2% of class ,time to each
studentin a'class of 30 students, this would account for '60% of the time.
On the average, 24% of class time is devoted to instruction of tfie entire
class ar to groups and 9% is devoted to explaining assignments to the
class. Theis, the total for individual. instruction, class or group .

. ,

instruction, and explanation ofossignments,lwould be 94%;_only 6% would be

left for student responses orCreciftation"., -However, the means from the adult
4 .

observations indicate that on the 'average, student responses, and rec- itation
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:acCount for approximately. 15% of class time,. so ..alloWing only 6% for student

talk would not .be reasonalike. In addition; these figures do not allow for

any time in behavior management, soc41-izing with students, or for classroom

management without students.

Analyzing the class time in this manner helps one to appreciate the

amount of time that, the teachers in .this sample devoted to the handicapped

"student. If the teacher is concerned with providing appropriate instruction

for all students in tie class, it seems these teachers were devoting the

maximum amount of available time to the handicapped student: _As revealed in

Table 23, when the handicapped stucieni is in the room, the teacher tends to

devote less time to individual instrucion with the high- and low-achieving

students. Some of the frustration that the regular_education teachers

express might be caused by feeling that they must devote lesi time to their

other students when the handicapped student is in the room.

Question 4.4 - Are teachers' attitudes-related to the instructional

practices that they use with the handicapped student? '

An analysis was conducted to determine if teachers' attitudes towards

special education students,are-relatea to the teachers' interaction with

those students. The twelve items from the teacher questionnaire measuring

teacher expectations were combined to form a general measure of teacher

attitude toward specialeducaAWStudents. The reliability test of

internal consistency fpr the twelveitems.shOwed an alpha,coefficient of

_.80. The general measure of teacher attitude was correlated with the

teaching processes variables from the observations bf the handicapped

. student (observation type 3.0).' These variables identified teacher

processes directed toward 'the handicapped student specifically. The twenty

correlations cdmputed are shown in Table 25.

z
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Table' 25 ,

,

RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN. TEACHER ATTITUDE
AND .TEACHINGOROCEpES

(N = 29)

nstructional Practice" Vari able

37. ',Adult asks student'quesiion; task 7

s
38 :.StudeVreceivis offers of -held..from an adult

:.139, StUdeilt receives responses to question from adult, 'task

-.16

-.30

-.30

40 Student receives explanation from adult, task -.13

41 ,
Student receives praise or "acknowledgement from

adult:, task -.14.

42 Student receives praise or 'acknowledgment from

an adult, nontask -.16

43 All praise and- acknowledgment from adult -.14

44 Student receives supportive feedback from adult,task -.26

45 Student receives nonsupportl,ve feedback from adult, task .65*

46 Adult does not respond to student question -.11

47 Student-receives negative comment from adult -.07

48 Student receives positive comment from adult -.05

49 Student receives social comments from adu)t -.22

50 Student receives explanations from adult
about organi zati on -.02

51 All academic instruction student receives from adult -.32

52 Student receives behavior corrections from adult -.1.4

'53 Teacher pfaces student at a desk or table, alone -.11

54 Teacher places student at a stab le with other students -.07

55 Teacher places student in a 600perative group
_.,

:86*

56 Teacher places student. in a teacher-directed activity -.05

* .

,p .001
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. Of the twenty torrelattons, two reached d probability level of .001.

The directionsof the,hom2significatit correlation's indicate'that the hi.gher.

the teacher's expectations of speeial-education students the less teachers

'interact with these students:. The two significant torrelations show a

positive relationship: (stutent receives nonsupportive feedback (Variable

454,and student-placed tn a cooperative taska(Variable Theseltwo

correlations indicate that the higher the teacher'siexpecWion, the more

nonsupportiim feedback they prbvided, and althbugh theaftelation was not

sstattWcally significant, teachers provided less supportive feedback

(Variable 44). jeachers with high expectations tend to place the special

education 'student;in a, classroom situation requiring sharing and cooperation

with Other students. In general, these correlations indicate that when

teachers' attitudes or expectations are 'gher-, they tend to interact less

with the special educatioh students and t be less supportive.

.4
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SUMMARY OF FINDINGS AND RECOMMENDATIONS .

Analyses were conducted that addresied the four research objectives of.

this'study, The findings of those analyses are discussed in this chapter.

The research findings are translated into recommendations for teachers and

pri9cipals who are seeking =to improves the mainstreaming program in their

schools. 40

Instructional Practices Related to the Behavior

and Attitudes of Handicapped Students
% -

Major Findin s

T results of these analyses suggest that certain instructional

practiceseare related to: student academic tnvolvement, student social

interactions,,and student attitudes. The types of instructional practices

4,.related to stl4dent academic inVoiverient,reflected-a direct teaching method

th which the teacher pkesented information, questioned students, and

provided supportive feedback. When teachers provided oral instruction and

attempted to involve the students in a question-and-answer activity,-the

handicapped students were more involved in the academic instruction.

During the recitation activity, the teacher did not need to.direct a

disproportionate number of the questions toward the handicapped student, for

the instructional practices directed to the class as a who'ie or to other

students were related to the handicapped students' involvement, in the

'instructional activity.
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In classrooms where teachers provided a more supportive instructional

climate, the handicapped students were more involyed. When teachers helped

students to correct an incorrect response by Probing or rephrasing the

question; the handicapped-students responded more.to the teachers' questions

and attended to group instruction more. When teachers were nonsupportiye

after an incorrect response, that is, did not hclp the student to correct

the answer, handicapped students tended not to respond and attended less to

group instruction. In classrooms where teachers asked students if they

needed help, the handicapped student paid more attention to the group ,

instruction and more often asked for help. When teachers interacted

negatively with students, the handicapped student was involved in more

negative interactions with other students.

Instruction directed to the entire class or to groups of students was
14'

43st

positively related to the handicapped student's involvement. The teacher's

interaction with individual students was not related, either positively or

negatively to the handicapped student's involvement. The percentage of time

teachers were noninvolved with students was positively related to the

students noninvolvement. In classrodes where teachers, assigned more

independent seatwork and were noninvolved with the students, the handicapped

student tended to be noninvolved in the academic' assignment. The

handicappep students in those clasSrooms also showed more nonresponses to

teachers' questions.

In sbrt, the instructional practice's identified in this study as

desirable for students' academic involvement are similar to those emerging

as desirable from previous research with nonhandicapped students on the

relationship between instructional practices and student achievement.

The frequency of the handicapped students' social interactions was also-

related to instructional practices. When teachers offered help and provided

suppOrtive corrective feedback, handicapped students tended to interact

socially with the teacher. The frequency of the teacher's social

interactions was not, however, related to the handicapped students' social

interactions. These results suggest that an appropriate instructional

9a.
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environment will facilitate not only desirable academic. behavior but the

students: social behavior as well. \\

1.

Handicapped.students'AttitudeS..toward theclass'was.related.to their

behavior. In classrooms where handicapped students attended more frequently

to group instruction ang,stayed more on-task, the saw students reported

more positive attitudes. In classrooms where handicapPed studenissdid not

respond to teachers' questions or had `their behavior-corrected, the students

reported'more negativ, attitudes toward the class. 'These results suggest

that handicapped students prefer a classroom where they are active learners

andthe class is structured in a way that will facilitate their desirable

'classroom behavior.

.t-

Recommendations to Teachers

7

Because these findings are based on correlational data, causal

relationships can not be inferred. We can report only that a'certain

student behavior systematically increased or decreased with the frequency of

a certain teacher. behavior. We have translated these ,relationships. into

recommendations for teachers. The assumption underlying these

.recommendatiohs is that as the teacher provides the type of instructional

setting positively related to a-desired student behavior, that student

behavior...will -increase. t'

When the handicapped student is in the room, the regular education

teacher should attempt to:

Direct instruction to the entire class or groups of students.

Involve all'students in.the instruction by asking questions, and
providing praise and'feedback that is both corrective and supportive.

Occasionally ask students whether they understand the lesson or need

help.'

99-
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. MikimizeOthe amount of time spent in classroom organization,
provide concise instructions about the activity.

. Avoid nonsupportive feedback. L

Minimize being away from the students in the classroom.

Minimize the amount. of time spent in nonverbal monitoring.

Avoid negative comments and make positive comments.

but:

,

. Keep interactions short when they occur with individual students.

C i

_Reduce the need for behavior corrections by using the instructional

practices associated with desirable student behavior.

Pry(,

9rtm Structure '.,

Majo r Findings',

, A'd

ainsVeating prog'ram's can
t

ic-Ahvglvement and social

es Hof ogram structure were
,

.iiograms resulted in more involvement

i

.04A. 0
t I academic nsliction. Teachers in such programs

,t.V Sty0otional practices.' (b). On the other
a.

%reported a higher degree of socializing with regular

nts: (c) Student-specific programs seemed to be unassociated

be establ)shed that facilitate students'

integration, on-the school playground. .Thred

identified in this study. (a) Subject-based

of the handicapped student in the

used more of the identified

hand, students in the

c or social outcomes. ,

rt,

m.-;dations to Principals

.An''effective mainstreaming program requires the commitment of all

. teachers in the school. To ensure this commitment, the principal needs to

provide the necessary administrative support for organizing the program. The

types of programs that showed effective results in this study required a

schdolwide schedule that ,ccommodated the schedule of the student's main

streaming.' Administrative sdivort was necessary to establish such a, schedule.

100,
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'Teachers in' the subject-based program; associated with greater academic

involvement of,the handicapped student, were accountable for the students'

learning and often astigned the students' report card grades. In the

homeroom program, associated with greater social integration of the

handicapped students, such students were included in the class roll for the

regular classroom, and were considered part of that class for social

functions, field trips°, or school assemblies. In this kind of program, the

handicapped students had their own desks in the regular classrooms. Two

special education teachers in the student-specific programs reported that

their students were not given a desk to sit at when they were in the regular

education classroom

The-special education teachers should not be expected to "knock on

classroom doors" and have to negdtiate-favors for;every student` who Is

accepted into a regular education classroom. SomA e of the special education

.teabhers in student-specific programs reported that they were expected to

perform clerical duties for the regular education teacher in exchange for the

handicapped. student being accepted intlithe regular classroom. That type of

situation militates against the professionalism of both types. of'teachers.

The effectiveness of a mainstreaming program can be facilitated when

principals provide specified kinds o administrative,support. -The

principal's involvement can increase the professional commitment of the

regular education teacher to the education of the handicapped_ student.

ti

The Degree to Which the Handicapped Students'

Presence Distracts from Academic Instruction

The results of this study suggest that the presence'of handicapped

students does not distract from the amount of time spent in academic

instruction. In fact, regular education teachers spent more time in academic

instruction and less time in classroom organization when the handicapped

student was present. Low-achievin students showed more on-task behavior

When the handicapped student was present.
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The results of this study are contrary to regular education teachers'

reports that the presence of the handicapped,student distracts from the time

spentin academic instruction. Perhaps the toresence of the handicapped

student increases the teacher's awareness df how the class time is spent,

and, consequently, the teacher fs more task-oriented when the handicapped

student is in'the room.

Differences between the Behavior of Handicapped

and Nonhandicapped Students

Few differences were identified between the behavior of hanorIcapped

students and nonhandicapped students. Some differences were observed between

the behavior of high-achieving and handicapped students. The handicapped

student's behavior was similar to the low- and medium-achieving student's.

Interestingly, little difference in academic involvement was found among

the four groUps ,of students. We had expected to identify diff -nces-in the

amount of involvement for students of various chiev,

.

'roposed that perhaps the work ptterns of the various group.s

of students were different while the total amount of involved time was'

similar. . 0

When the handicapped student was in the mainstreamed classroom, the

teacher tended to interact less witil the high-achieving students, and spent

more time interacting with medium- and low-achieving students and the

handicapped student. These results suggest that teachers accommodated for

the, time they spent with the handicapped student by spending less time with

high-achieving students. Teachers could equalize. the time spent with all

group?of students by instructing groups of students or the entire class.
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Summary ,

The findings,of this study revealed that certain instructional practicei

are related to student's academic involvement. Those handicapped students

who were more academically involved also reported more positive attitudes

toward the class.

Mainstreaming programs that facilitated students' academic involvement

and social integration on the school playground were identified. It was also

concluded that the effectiveness of a mainstreaming program can be

facilitated when principals provided specific kinds of administrative support.

Regular education teachers are able to incorporate the handicapped

stuent into the class instruction without decreasing the amount of time

spent in academic instruction, for whe° the handicapped student was in the

regular education classroom, the teacher and the low - achieving student spent

more time in academic tasks than when the handicapped student was in the

room. Contrary to teacher expectation research i /dicating that teachers tend

to shun the lower achieving students and spend more time with higher

achieving students, the teachers in this sample interaFted more often with

the handicapped student than with the high- and medium-achieving students.

-& The findings report instructional practices that will be helpful to

regular education teachers and principals seekingto improve the

mainstreamirig process at thei r schools. Regular education teachers should be

encouraged by the findings that such teachers are, able to remain task

oriented when the handicapped student is in the room and can spend at least

propprtionate amounts of time with the handicapped students without

disadvantage to the regular instructional program.
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County District

1 A**

B

D**'

2 E

2

F **

H**

I

Characteritics of School Districts
a

Total " Spec.
-

Nir
Grades Student MinOrty Education of special Sample
Ser4ed Population Population Population Day Class's School Students

K-12 9,380 ' Small 110* 1 Elementary
(K-8) 6,488). Hispanic

K-8 943 15-20%
primarily

23* 3 1 Middle .

Hispanic

K78 1,991 1% Black 303 3 1 ElemgntryNI

0(42 13,749 12% Asian-, r 1,284 13 1 Elementary 4
XIC-8) (8,207) Black and

Hispanic

K-8 ° 13,099 9% Asian 1,93011 54 1 Elementary 6.
4% Hispanic
2% Black

K-12
(K-6)

8,256
'(5,231

18% Hispanic,
10% Black

669 16 2 Elematary

6% Filipino
5% Asfilh

2% Am.Ind.

K-12 9,671 14% incl. 850 18 1 Eiemehtary 7
(K-6), (5,896) Asian,

Hispanic
and Black
students

K-12 14,820 17% Hispanic 943 30 4 Elemelta
(K-8) (9.399) 9% Asian

2% Black
1% Am.Ind.

K-8 5,530 21% Hispanic 669 8 1 Elementary 3

*
This number does not reflect the total
served outside 'of the district through

.*UnifiedUnified school district--Top row (K-12
grades and population,

9% Asian
' 5% Black

4% Filipino
1% Am.Ind.

V
special education'population. A significant number of studebti are
county services.

) ,shows total student population; second row shows elementary school

A-3-
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SAMPLE SELECTIONTROCEDURE.

The selection proceSs,followeOt protocol of approaching perponnel at

varying administrative levels within,. the educational system. .Each ,step

involved gainihg the suppprt and cOloperation of significant Individuals

Within a specific' educational department. The process began with meetings

with the county special education directors; followed by meetings with

district,s0ecial education directors Within that county. The last group

approached included principals and then special and regular education.'
,

teachers at schools within the district.

/'
if cooperation was not obtained at the first or second level, the

process was'terbinated within that particular agency. The county directors.,

of Oath counties-in which we had hoped to work were cooperative. One

district special education director within one of these counties was not

willing to commiehis distilct to participate in the study.. In several

districts, the district special education director was interested In the

study, but the special education or regular education teachers Could not

give approval for the study. The selection process is discussed in detail

below.

County Level

Meetings were held with the county special education directors of two

counties. At these meetings,the objectives of the study were described, as

well as the SRI observation system and the time frame of the study: Both

county directors agreed to support the research effort, and'agreed to

, recommend possible school districts for participation. These

recommendations were made after the county special education directors

A-5
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dis'cus'sed the study with district-level speci directors. Both

county directors were interested in the practiCal in nnation the studY

might provide 1for regular education teachers.

D-istrict Level

Individual meetings were also conducted at-the district level vith-

special education directors, who hld expressed an interest in the study. The

go'al's of the study were described, ,as well as the SRI observation system and

project time frame.

The sample selection criteria were discussed: -The original sample

selpction criteria sought to identify.-32 third-grade* special education

students placed in LH special day classes who were also mainstreamed for

approximately one period a day for academ.ic .instructfon. Students°in LH

classes in Cal-ifornia usually are of average or near average intelligence,

but are at least 2 years behind their expected grade level in key academic.

areas and need the structure of the special day clasS.

The 'district special education directors did not anticipate any

difficulty in identifying students- who met our sample criteria. After the

district director had contacted elementary school principals, we received

the names of schools and special education teachers that were most likely to

be willing to participate in the study and that were also likely to have

students meeting our sample selection criteria.

*We originally wanted our sample to consist of third-grade stridents because
a large body of data from 150 third-grade classrooms, withwhiCh to
compare the classroom process data from the mainstream classroom's, was
readily available at SRI.

A -6
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`School Level

Our final 'step in securing the study sample involved meeting with special
and retjul ar teachers (and principals, whe "they chose to be invoIved) -

described the goals of udy,the SRI Iobservati ori)ystem, the timetinei of
the study,. the number of seoations that ,wotild takingplace, and the ,

studefit sample, selection process. It was at this leVrel that we faced the
greatest difficulty in,securing otir study sample.

To include a MaInstritamed,student in our , we needed approval from
,--/

both, the special educatylmr ttA and the , eacher, as well as the
building r2c i s fak,.:6ach stbden inc ed in the sample, we
requi red consent f se ei1141. fferent professional sit Obtaining this consent
was a) time-contumt d in some instances, consent was not obtained.

There were gtwiNnaln lOries of teachers who were unable to provide us
with studesntS appropriate falf.2yr:t -ample.' Some teachers were willing to be
involved inothe study but digc.",hothave students that met our specifications;
others were unwip, 01:ivtiiiiVed in the study.

's,r :1/4441'4 S'

In the first ca egorif,VweA ncountered difficulties in finding students of
the.,age specified in ur sanIple selection criteria. When "we began meeting

with teachers and discussimg,our sample selection criteria we were unable to
obtain an adequate..sample of third-grade students. Kainstreaming for academic
classroom instruction is not frequent for special education students of this
age. One explanation for this, infrequency is that many students in special
day classet are not placgd,-fnito'special education classes until the second or
thi rckgrade. Acadeq&gOnstreaming often .does not occur until a student has
been in special eddcation long enough for some academic progress to be made.
Thus, third-'gragldrs were often jtist beginning to be mainstreamed for
nonacademic claSses (e.g., physical education or art) or were not being
mainstreamed at a41. After, several weeks of unsuccessful attempts, to identify,
an adequate number of-mainstreameed third graders, we altered the sample
criterion to include fourth-;and fifth-grade students. This adjustment

. ,

Ifed us to completeAkour study sample.-

A-7
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Some teacheeJold us they were planning to get mainstreaming under way
t

eventually*t.presenty chad no students mainstreaffied and thus could not

participate -AethestuAy'. Id several other instances, we foun4. th4t less

academic meiistreaMing was taking place than district,special educhters had

. led us to believe. For example, on- several, occasions when we met with

special e#ators whohad been recommended because of their reputation for .

successful mainstreaming, we learned that mainstreaming was only taking.

place for physical education2or was being used on a short7terp basis` or a

'Special unit that might only. last 3 to 6 weeks. Neither of these situations

'met the needs of our study. Thus,'among-teachers who were willing to

particip

following

..
A

te:but had-no student who met the sample selection criteria, the

factors interfered with the sample selection process.:

ecof the mainstreameeitudent

Timing .of the mainstreaming.'

Amount of academic mainstreaming.,

Only a: small minority of the teachers were unwilling to participate in
,

our study.
4
Nonetheless, we encountered bop special education and regular

teachers who refused to participate. Several special education teachers

felt they were afready,Uurdening the regul$r teachers by asking them ,to take

mainstreamed student& into their classrooms, while others expressed a lack

of interest in .'research: Still others were already feelAng overburdened by

r the' -

demands of their, job and said that if participation was voluntary thei

;tD%:

#

. .
chose not to participate.
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SRI CLASSROOM OBSERVATION INSTRUMENT

I OVERVIEW

, -

The SRI Classroom Observation Instrument (COI) provides a record

of activities.that occur In the classrbom and the interactions between

teachers and students. The instrument was design d to be sen&ltive to

different instructional methods, interpersonal i

environments.

eractions, and class-
.

room nvironments. When using the observation instrument, the observer

focuses on only one individual at a time and records all the interactions

of that perSon. Either the teacher or a student may be the focus, and

observations may bealterpated between the teacher and individual students.

The observation instrument assesses the educational processes, which

include teacher behaviors, interactions between teachers and students,

and the groupingsof teachers and students that occur during classroom
4

activities.

The observation instrument contains two sections: Identification

and Classrooth Information, and Five-Minute Interactions.

Classroom information is recorded in all of these sections, and each sec-

tion will be described inzde'tail in Section. II of this manual, "Explanation

of Coding Procedures."

The first section, Identification-and Classroom Information, provides

identification information necessary for data'processing and analysis, and

records the number of adults and students regularly in the classroom and the

duration of the class.

B-7
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The second section is the.Five-Minute Interaction: (FMI). The Five-

Minute Interaction can be usedto observe teachers. in group interactions

or working alone. It consists 6f a series of frames in which each be-
,

havior/interactionis recorded in the four categories provided:_ who,

to whom, What, and how. Seieral frames that folliow each other record the

entire interaction, or, for single individuals, describe "the observable

interaction:

At the beginning of each observation booklet there is one set,Of each

of the Identification and Classroom Information section. .Subsequent pages'

contain five sets of the Classroom Snapshot and Five-Minute Interaction

frames. The Identification and Classroom Information section is coded only

once during the class period; the FMI are coded five times per class

period.

The observation may be used for observing either teachers or students.

The cover page of the obserTation booklet provides, grids for identifying the

target person whom is being observed. SeVeral of the obserVation codes

used for both-student and teacher observations; while other codes are used

ditty IOreither teacher obserVations or student observations. The specific

use of each code is described in Section C of this manual.

B-8 4.2;
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II EXPLANATION OF CODING PROCEDURES

Information is recorded on the SRI Classroom Observation Instrument

(COI) by filling in appropriate boxes and marking appropriate circles.

A. Identification and Classroom Information

The Identification Information section is on the first' page of tfie

COI. The coding of each of its sections is explained in the following

subsections.

1. Focus Person Number'

Each tdacher observed has an identification number. Each

booklet should only contain observations for the teacher identified in.

the Focus Person Number grid. To record the teacher number all six
1

boxes at the top provided should be filled in and the corresponding,

circle marked. A teacher identification number of 1342 would be recorded

as shown below.

FOCUS PERSON
NUMBER

0101115141z

.B -9



2. Grade Level

The boxes in this cp1 section are used to identify the range in

or grade-levels of thip students in the classroom. The school years re-
.

cordell are those of the lowest and highest grade levels in the classroom.

Usually, students in the class will all be of the same grade level. If

that is the case,- code the same grade, level in the From and To columns.

'3. Observer Number

Each observer has an identificaVon number. 'An Observer's

number is recorded on every booklet that he or she uses, as -shown below.:

GRA
LEV
on,

0 141

DE
EL
T .

I I
. cr:

2
3.,3

;71',

0 0

0
1/4."1,

i

ti

OBSERVER
NUMBER

OIo(213

B-10
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4. Observation No.

The observation period number identifies the chronological order

of booklets used for observations on a specific individual. Teachers and

students will each be observed for eight hours. Observation period 1)

through 8 will be. represented by eight different booklets.- The second

observation period for a specific teacher would be recorded as'shown

below:

5. Date

OEtS.

NO.

0

-
-2 9.

9,
11111

4..

In coding the date, all six boxes. provided must be filled in'.
,

The correct method for recording June 9, 1977 is 060977;'as Shown below.

DATE
MO. DAYj YR.

0 6 011 117

ci ..1)e (i) ri*
`;:i)(1 ',i) (2... . i) ',2 !
-'1.) LI

(i), Cr!

1-;..;
471) ',F.

:iCi,
.74"). Z

.7:.... r 1 .." :::.,

(F.)li i.i(i. o.)....
,i)iii ills ::)(a.,
2: * ..

B-11
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6.. Bookie Number

'The booklet number recorded in thp grid is a unique number for
. .

each booklet. Booklet number 1079 would be recorded as shown below:

Ic

BOOKLET
NUMBER

,1101111
: 0 Ili. o 0

4..1
i

i: 3 1 3

4.

.5 s s

.

7

a a a, s

s

4

7. Subject Identifier 7
This grid -identifies_ the subject that is taught during the

observation period.
)

SUBJECT IDENTIFIER

.-,
READING .,..., *

MATH CD

ENGLISH 0
SOC. SCI.
SCIENCE (D

FINE ART ,-- ,
...d

CAREER ED. n....

'VOC. ED. n
OTHER ....

B1 2
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8. No. of Students Enrolled

The booklets provide grids to record the number of male and
. -

female students enrolled. For the purpose of this study the student

enrollment will not be distinguished by sex: The A section (No. o Male

Students Enrolled) will' be used to record the number of students who are

enrolled in the class for at least 50 percent of the school day. The B

section.will be used to record the number of student's who are in the class

for less than 50 percent of ,the day.

ti

2
B

2.
0 i0,
is ( I

0)

A. No. of
Male
students
enrolled

B. No. of
Female
students
enrolled

9. Focus Person Identification*

Information for this subsection's, four lines is written in,
as shown below..

Teacher

School

City CPr

Ja1t46/rk/Observer

B - 13
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10.. No. of Adults in Classroom

substFtion is used to record the numbet'ag teachers and

aides that regularly work in the clam/Maim and the number of voluntaers

and visitors present on the day of observation. Teachers must be asked

the information about number of teachers and tides.

to)*:i):?.(4 Number of teachers-that regularly
work in the Classroom

o ) .:1; Number of aides that regularly
work in the classroom

0 (7) Number of volunteers present
i; Number of parents/visitors present

11. Group by ability within class

This information will notbe recorded.

12. Total Class Duration
, .

The length of time that the mainstreamed student is schedule)d

to be in the regular classroom isTecorded in this Oction. If the

student is scheduled to ke iri the room for 55 minues, the time is recorded

Total Class Duration
Ai

20 minutes
0 25 minutes
0 30-minutes
0 35 minutes
040 minutes
0 45 minutes
0 50 minutes

B-14

55 minutes
60 minutes-,
70 minutes
80 minutes
90 minutes

100 minutes
0 110 minutes

120 minutes
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B. The Five-Minute Interaction (FMI)

F.

.Three differtint sorts of information are recorded in the CCU FMI

section. First, information is recorded about the focus person, the

activity engaged in,'and whether there. has been a change in theac-

tivityiduring the FMI. Second, the chronological order or the particu-

lar 4 being coded - (there are five FHIs in each obserVation booklet)

and the starting and stopping time of each FMI are indicated. Third,
.

the interactions and activities of the focus person are recorded:.

1. Focus Person Number

The focus person has a unique identification number. That

number is coded in the appropriate boxes-at the beginning of each COI

An example is shown below.

V

Focus
Person I.D.

0(111

2. FMI Sequence Number

In order to keep the observation within a booklet in chrono-

logical order during the data processing,, each FMI in the booklet has

been assigned a sequential number. For example, the second FMI in the

booklet would becoded asshown below..

B -15
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3. Aptivity Started

Wctivity.in wlphthe focus is engaged at the start\

the Fit tsecorded.i144this SOl section. The number of the activity

or may not be the same as that indicated for the focus person in-the

C1,904rdom Snapshot, If the focus person is involved in Activity 07 (as

defined' in Section III of this manual) at-the beginning of the FMI, the

..

coding would be as shown below.

l

1

Act.
Start

oil
gle °

1 ,

2 :21
.3

4.

41; 4etiviti' Stopped

Mayo the FMI is completed, record the activity in which the

focus person is involved. If he/she is engaged in am activity other

-than that which has been recorded at the beginning of the FMI, the

L:

new lactfikty is.-114porde.d is the ActiVity Stop Section.
.

°.

5, Time Started

Activity Stapiood

O ',171 1,3) 41 5 111 7

O 5 .3 5' 111 .7

oe, A. clock- r watch should be checked before Time Started is

recorded.knd the FMI is begun. In coding the time, the SOI boxes

indicating the hour and minute must be filled in accurately. The 1.1:501r

and Minute sections are divided as sh wn below. Below is shown the

c\1correct coding for 9:124, 1

B-16



6. Time Stopped

recorded

important

important

at 9:17,

At the end'of live min tes, Coding is stopped and the time is

in the Time Stopped box at the end of the FMI. Although it is

that the observation be completed in five minutes, it-is more

to show the actual times started and stopped. If coding stops

correct coding of that time *oUld be as shown below.

Time
Started

Hn1/4

4: .3
el 4

I

Time Stopped

Hour Minute

,0 .;;. 14,
_ .

.1 2 3 4 3 6 7_ . _ 1
6, 3 4 ,..6-,

.0 4,

'ff;

7. Interaction Frames

Interactions 19 the classroom as -well as student and adult

'behavior are recorded in the COT EMI sectionwhich.conststs of identical-

interaction frames, such as the one,shown below.

2

NE

R

Cs

Who

1) R. V'
F-, '. S..

t . 1' Ci

To Whom

:T.! A. -,
'..F,.: :44 A,

,i.. tE .0'

What

. I. IP. 'It 20 ;1

42. il; J :i... S

HoW'.
'T-:;'i) 1...1./K

194 .6.; 4.,',., O. t oF
i.- iii ..II It 177: ii".ii, i ) ci wi

o



Each 'frame has five columns! The narrow column on the far left

contains the thi.ee codes, Non-English (Ne), Repeat (R) and Cancel (Ca).

These circles are marked to indicate that a language other than Ehglish'
A

is being used (Ne), that the frame should'be repeats:id., (R) , Cr that the

frpe should be cancelled (Ca).

The othez%four columns can be strung together to fOrm an in.-

teraction sentence: Who,' To Whom, What, and How.

The Who columncontains ninecodes that refer to a person or a

group of persons. These codes identify the initiator of the action. In

the sentence, methaphor, the 'Who codes: are the subject tof the sentence.

The next column, the To Whom colUkn,-contains the same nine

codes as the Who column. In the interaction sentence; the codes in this

cdlumn are the object of the action--the personto whom a statement or

-action is directed.' One code:is marked in the Who column and one code
.

in-the To Whom column.of each frame; no more.than one code may be recorded

in each column

.4t The What column cpntains 14 codes which are categories/13f actions

or behaviors. Some examples are Questions, Responses', and Praise. These

codes are the verbs, of the interaction sentence. Only one of the What

Codes' is coded inifach frame. In addition to these 14 codes, one other

code appears in the What Column This is Movement (X) and is coded when

movement-,occurs with the appropriate Whit code.

1 The How, column contains 15 codes., These codes are considered modifiers

of the''interaction sentence andsthe number of codes marked in a frame

depends upon the interaction being recorded. The various types of inter=

actions which may be recorded will be'discussed at the training session.

A complete interaction sequence will take two or more frames

and will show at least thei.ftitiation of the interaction and the response

or lack of.esponie to that Initiation. An example of an interaction

sequence is shown beloim. (Definitions of the codes are included in

Se,4Ion tV-Of, this mantial) .

___/
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1. Teacher: "Shut the door."

3 -, tv"ho To Whom What : How ...:

NE 0; .1 :v. 1 : i : .V; *.10) ,2-.., 2:0"; ,7 -r 'E,f1::, 14,, i:.

R 1- R9 9 e? "! S .1, S ) 'sti ',/ ,.. Fifa c....w; 41, 9

Ca : I., , E 0 i .E 0 S, 10.''11) 12 rt.. I:"; ; :S. f/ NV

,T

2. J hn: -Walks to the door and shuts it.
9

4 Who TO Whoch What
. ,

How

NE T ' A : V - 40'4 V. ...172 ii2) (il 24) o .:T.; t F. (i cF:; Is:
A F S' $ NI. S; ,I)',.4... k S i ii. ; . 1 REMI LC/ Ili, f, it T

C l E C , : E , a' :i. JO. I_ '1, E R. I.:.. e.- l ., S 1,P 7"

3. Teacher: "Thank you, John."

5 Who To Whom What- How

NE 41111,1 A:, , V :T) .A 'v) 4)11 ,..1,) '1111;1 ;1:5',F) (I.D t p7: (1
A F . M E ri, 0 .5; '1. i .9") ( i : 0 -I I* (A);,/7.):;i T;

Ca l E 0 l ' : E ' 0 ' 9s, l'10) 1-1'. ( 1 4 r 9 7 1 1 , ' i t i 4.) '..P Ny

Operational definitions of the Who, To Whom, and How Codes

are given in Section IV of this manual:. ,Udder each What and How,'

definitiod.appear several typical examples of that code activity that

an observer might encounter in a\classroom.,

B-19
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IV DEFINITIONS FOR FIVE-MINUTE. INTERACTION CODES

A. The Ne, R, and CA Codes

Coded Ne, R, and Ca circled give the computer general instructions

about processing interaction frames. Table :3 presents these codes.

Table 3

THE Ne, R AND Ca CODES

Code Item Description

Ne' Non-English If the interaction being observed is carried on. in
ajanguage other than English, Ne is coded in the
left-hand-column of each-appropriate frame.

R Repeat Code R in an'interaction frame indicates that the
interaction in the.:frame above is repeated. If the'
interaction or activity being observed continues
without change, nnft. R is used in theA.eft-hand
column for all .1..cames following the initial coding
until the activity stops of changes. Only RA.s
entered; no other coding ienecessary.

A

C4 Cancel When a mistake is made in.codingan interaction
code 'Ca is marked in the,left-hand column of die'

N. 0.

)aiscoded frame, and the observer then continues
coding in the following frame.

h.

B-20
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B. The WhdColumn

The Who column indicates who.is doing the talking or performing the

action.

Code

Table 4 presents these. cydes.

Item

T Teacher_

A /Adult/Aide

V. Visitor

Regular
Stpdents

Mainstreamed
Student

Small Group

Large uroup

E Everyone

0 -Object 4

Table 4

CODES FOR THE WHO COLUMN

Code Usage (Description)

The .one person who ultimately-is responsible for
the everyday conduct of.the classrOom--also called.
the focus teacher, for the purpose of this study.

-Any/adult in the classroom other than the.focus
teacher.

Ahy outside person who enters a classroom and inter-
'-rupts a teacher with call slips, messages, and the
like.

All students in the class other than the focus
mainstreamed student.

the mainstreamed student who is the focus of the
study.,

to. six

tt.lcher.'

students interacting withlhe focus

Minimum of 7 students and up to the total class
minus one, interacting with the focus teacher.

A3,1 students present in the classroom (regardless
of number) interacting with the focus teacher.

An instructional machine or audio visual equip-
ment.

B-21
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The To Whom Column,-'

,

The To Whom oblumnA.Ildiodtes the or gi7oUp talked to or intel.-

acted with or the studends' materials used. The codes used in this
. . .

column :e the sable as the codes for the Who column and are given in

Table 4 .

D: .'The What Column

The What column indicates categories of observed actions or behaviors.

. The What colUmn coden are given in Table 5 1

a



Table 5

CODES FOR THE WHAT COLUMN

CODE ITEM USAGE

I Command Code 1 is recorded for an order or requept
that asks for a response free of argumedt.
The command is related to classrqom organiza-
tion.

Examples

..,

"Jim, please shut the curtains so we °.
can get started." (T F 1 0) .

"Turn your desks around:" (T E 1,04)

IQ
_

Direct Question

./

.

.
-

.

Code 1Q is recorded for the teacher's request
for direct recall of previously learned mate-
rial. A yes /no,answer or some other type of,
specific response (such as a qtatement of
facts, itemization, classification, or a
definition) or an action is anticipated.
This code, s also used.when.the student aSks
for help or information.

-Example's

"Do..you know this word?" (T F 1Q R/M)

"How many problems do we have to do?"
(M T 1Q R/M)

"What is wrong with problem,number
t three ?" (T E J.Q R/M)

2 Offering Help ,

,... .,......0..

,

. .,_
Code 2 is recorded pr. Ain offer of help.

,.

TW*Ode may be -fted when teachers offer.
help to students or when another student
offers help to the focus student. The offer
may be in question, imperative or declaratite
form.

Examples

"Do you need help?" (T F 2 1,M,

"Let me help you." (T F 2 R/M)
...

"I would like tii help you." (T F 2 R/M)

2Q

(

,

Open-Ended Question

,ideaS"and

i
.

Code 2Q is recorded for a question which
allows the respondent a free expression of

opinions. This code is alsO used
for questions about an individual's feelings..

-

Examples

"Who was your favorite character in the
story ?" (T M 2Q R/M)

"Don't you feel good today?" (T M 2Q C)

B-23
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Table 5 (Continued)

CODE ITEM USAGE

3 Response

...,

..,..,

i

,

.

Code 3 is recorded for .compliance (verbal'or
nonverbal) with a command (Code 1), to a
question (Codes 1Q, 2, 2Q), Qto support/
acknowledgment (Code 7), to praise (Code 8),
or to a correction (Code 9).. Code 3 is not

recorded automatically after a question. If

a student refuses a request, Code lON is used

If he or she does. not respond, Code lONV is

recorded. If a student, states that he or she
does not know the answer, Code 10 is entered.

4 .

Examples
.

.

Student answers the teacher's question.
(F T 3 R/M)

Student stops combing her hair on request
(F T 3 B)

4 Instruction/Explanation

u

-

Code 4 is used for students reading aloud to
teacher, for teacher instruction, and for
students working.

Examples
a-

Teacher giving information verbally to
others; fOr example, reviewing lessons
and lecturing. (T E 4 R/M)

Student reading aloudto the .teacher.
(F T 4 R/M)

Teacher demonstrating an activity non-
verbally. (T E 4 R/M NV)

Teacher discussing a student's completed
assignments. (T F 4 R/M)

StudeuL working on seatwolk.
(F Lek/MF NV)

Teacher describing-the agenda for the
class period to the class. (T E 4 0)

5°

,

Tangible Feedback Coda 5 is used wh,(In the teacher used tangible
feedback for a reward. Tangible feedback
includes candy, tokens and prizes. The

teacher ma3;Or may not talk when giving the

reward.
-,

Examples

Teacher says "Johnny, your paper is per-
fect," and gives the student a token.
(T F 5 R/M) .

Teacher gives student who is working a i

token. (T F 5 R/M NV)

B-24
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Table 5 (&ntinued)

CODE ITEM USAGE

6

,

Student Statement or 0'.

Activity Related Action
\
r

,

Code
!,

6 is used for student commerits. For
actiVittes connected with classrooM'instruc-
tion, 6NV is recorded. Code.6N0 if a student
complains about an assignit or activity.

f
Examples til

Teacher has been lecturing and student
comments. (F T.6 R/M)

.
,

The teacher is passing out students'
papers. Student comments on the section
of the story that he or she just read.
(F T 6 R/N)

Teacher is setting up materials for

studestudents' use. (T T 6 0 NV)nts'

Student says, "Miss Smith, I don't like
this assignment. It'sdumb." (F 'r 6 0 N)

7 Support/Acknowledge

,

,

.

Code 7 is used for statements that are
,.,

supportive or show recognition, for example,
an indication that a response, product, or
behavior is recogniAd or agreed with, or for'
repeating another individual's statement
'immediately, as a form of acknowledgment.

Examples
..

Teacher.repeats a 'student's ahswer as an
ackipwledgment. (T F 7 R/M)

Teacher says to student, "That's aldif-
ficult word, but try to sound it out,"*
(T F 7 R/M P) .

'1

8

..

Praise

-
.

.

Code 8 is used for verhaor nonverbal
approval or praise directed to responses,
products, or behaviors. No tangible. feedback
is giVen.

..'. .

Examples
,

f
Teacher says to class, "The results of
your tests are superb. I'm very

pleased. "' (T E 8 R/m)

After class settles down as a resulttof
teacher's request, he or she says,
"That's better. Thank yonc." (T E 8 B)

*
Warm and encouraging support is coded P.

B-25
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Table 5 (Continued) '

CODE ITEM - USAGE

9

,

,

Correction

r ,

.

.

.

Code 9 is recorded for attempts by the
teacher to inform'student(s) that a response
is not correct or that behavior is unaccept-
able,

Examples-

,Tea her asks, student to her

,
hair, (T M 9 B)

1-

Student has responded incorrectly to the
teacher's request to spell a word.
Teacher says, "No, that's not right."

t,

(T M 9 R/M)
.

.

10

.

No Response/Don't Know Code 10 is used for verbal and nonverbal
(for instance, shoulder shrugging) indica-
tions thatilltindividuel does not know the
answer to a cii-_,,..,e,7tion. If.the respondent says

nothing and does not acknowledge the question,
lONV is coded. If the student verbalizes a
refusa2 ,'comply. ode 10N.. .

-4
Examples

-r--

.
-

:

-

t
fhe teacher has asked the student-a
question to which the student replies,
"I don't. understand." (M T 10 R/M)

Student does not respond when asked to
pass out the books;.,. (M T 10 R/M NV),

Teacher asks a student to read aloud and
the student refuses. (M T 10 R/M N)

11

....

.

_

idgeting/Acting Out
.

it

-

.

.

_assigned

.

. .

Code 21 is used fot student off-task behavior.
When the student is not involved in the

activity, and is fidgeting or day-

dreaming, use Code 11. If the student
displays negative behavior, code 11N.

Examples

Student is flipping'pages in the book,

and not working on-the assignment.
, (M M 11 R/M)

e

Student has beelloworking but becomes
upset and throws a pencil on the floor.
(M M 11 R/M N)

_B-i6
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Table 5 (Concluded)

CODE ITEM USAGE too

12

.

Observing/Listening

e

Code 12 is used for an adult or stud t who
is listening to others. The use of his codq,
reflects on-task activities. The ,focus per-
son is listening to conversation related to
classroom activities,.e.g.,'not social
interactions. The code-is also used when the
teacher is monitoring students at work.

Examples ...

Teacher is listening po a small group bf
students prepare a debate. (T S 12-T)

Teacher observes class reading silently:
(T E 12 R/M) , .

tOcus student is listening to the teacher
instruct another, student. (M T 12 T)

X Movement Code X is used when the Who of the inter-
Action moves from one location to another.
X can be recorded with any What code.

.Examples

As the teacher is instructing, he or she
is walking back and forth in the front
of the clasStoom. (T E 4'T X)

A student walks over to the teacher. while
askingfahout the meaning of a word.
(M T 1Q T X)
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E. The How Column

The How column gives information about the action, describing its

content or effect. Table 6 details the codes for the How column.

os

,4*

01!

.1



Table 6 =

-CODES FOR THE HOW COLUMN

CODE ITEM. USAGE ,

T Non-Academic Task
.

. .

The T code is used for interactions related '4'
to classroom activities that are not academic
For an activity to be defined as non-academic,
no instru on in reading, math, social
studies or cience is occuring., The T code
involves activities such as.art, music and .

non-academic games.
,

.

Examples

Teacher explains Ehe procedures for an .

art lesson. (T EA T).

.Students are playing a non-academic game
and the focus student makes a comment: -.
(4 T 6 T)

R/M Academic Task Code R/M is used for interactions concerned
with academik activities. Academic activi-
ties are defined as reading, math, social'
studies, and,science.

$ ,

EXamples

Teacher tells student, "You read that
paragraph-Very well, Jim." (T F 8 R/M)

Teacher tells student, "I know that's a
, difficult word but try to sound it out."

(T F 7 R/M P)

Teacher asks `.,class., "What''s the 'answer to

the fifth'prOblem?" (T E 1Q R/M)
.,

°

'B

.

.

Behavior

.

.

.

f
A

...

,

B is entered for interacti'bns related to .

classroom behavior (deportment),,for example,
correction of a student's unacceptable
behavior. When'a,teacher is explaining rules
of conduct, Code B is used with aide 4 in
the What section.

t
.

Example's

Teacher says to a small group, "Everyone
olease be cluiet so we can hear. Janie
read." (T S 9'B)

Teacher says to?student, "Mary, if you
4bon't stop talking I'll have to ask yoV
to leave the cladt."-(T F 9 B N)

Teacher says to cless,.:"I want to thank
all of you for being so courted-us-to our
visitor yesterday." (T E,8 B)'

B-29
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Table 6 (Continued)

CODE ITEM USAGE

C Conversation .

.

r

..

,

-

i

f The conversation code is used for interac- '

tions that are social and not. related to the
classroom activity. These_interactions

greetings and aOsonal compliMents.
-70

Examples

"Good morning, Mary. It's nice to see
you." (T F 6 C)
,"How are you today?" (T F 2 C)

G

,

1

,

.Guide

\

/

The.G.code is used any timea teacher is
'attempting to modify a student's behavior
or academic response by guiding them to
another solution, or by,adding a little more/
information or by asking a probing question.

. 4.4.......-71
.

-

Examples
.

"Are you sure that Macbeth is the right
answer?" (T M 9 C R)

"No, the play I'm thinking of_is a story
of two young 'people who are, in love but.
4theierfamilies are enemies." (T M 9 G II)

"Everyone sit down and, stop. talking."
(T E 9 G B)

(NOTE; 9G,is always accompanied by a T,
R/M, or a B in the How column.) .

.

. ,

Lateral Work

.

.

.

'''

. .

This code is one of three codes that identi-
fies the focus student's physical placement
in, the class. These three codes identify
whether the student is 'working. alone (S),
working along side others (L), or-working in
a group cooperative task (W). the L code is
used when the focus student is working along
side others and each student is working on
his or her own assignment.

The code:mill usually be used when the stu-
dent is sitting at a table working with other
children. The code is used in addition to'
the appropriate Who, To Whom, Whit, and How

codes.

B-36,
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Table 6(dontinued)

7

CODE. ITEM . USAGE

41-

.

.

.

.

.

. .

.. ;

°I

L':Lateral Work. (Continued)

E xmpes
t.

a l .

. Focus student is working on.avritten
assignment* a table With other students

0
F . 4

!Another student asks thefoCus student if
she deeds-help with the assignment.
.(F.M 2 R/M L) _.

. ...

1,7

s

%

.

. _
, . kf

Working with Others.
,

- .

.

- ,

.

This Code'isUseh when the focussstUdent.ia
.

invo ed in a group task-or a task that
req4 res sharing Matirtals or waiting for

,each personro have ,a turn. -

.
. . tcamples ./.

.

iEpcus students turns,waiting for his tun
a,group sharing task. {P1 S.12 R/M U) 1

Focus student -asks another -atudeht to
passthe-ereser. Of r 1 0 w) ,

.

.

.

AP

,

Solitary

_ .

.

.

.

CC

.

,in

This. code is use&wh he focus. stddenr.is
working at hisor he k, notat a table.:
With other students. e stUderittis involved

a task thid does require any group
sharing of Materials.or-taking turns.

_

.
.

Rxamples ,. i'....

Fotus stUclent'issitting at her desk,;
working on,a Written assignment:

,

(1.1 M 4 R/M NW-, _ .

Focus styclent is.sieting at his dest,
fidgeting with papers. (M M-11 N V)

'

.. :-
,

,

. ,

Organizing
.

. .

.
. .

Organizing is used when the'teacheris trying
to get the claWstarted. This includes ,

making arinouncem4itO, passing papers or':hoop,
making aSsighments, explaining the schedule;
and when activities''. stop` and,seart, defining
quality and quantityot woriL It also .:

includes grading psPers, cleaning the'clialk-
board, straightenihgshelvera, or dismantling
necessary materials

J 2B731.t.
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'.Table 6 (Co inued)

CODE USAGE

.

.

.

.

.

.

. ,

,

.

.

.

*

,

. .
. .

0 .'brianizing-(COntitiued)
' .

) - Examples
.

Teacher telling students to clear their
desks. (T.E 1 0)

. -

Teacher pasbes.worksheets. ( T E L 6) '.

Teacher telling students exactlyJiow to
organize and seuence wOrk for .the.day.
(T E 4. 0) ..

.
.

. .

P

,
.

..,

.

PositiVe
e

,

,
---

..

..

.

.

.

,

-

,

.

f

,

.

,

Code P is used when there.dre obvious
expressions-Of happiness,'sual.aa laughing
Or smiling, or when teacher or student(s)
with whom the focus teacher is interacting
verbally express(es), directly or indirectly,
eagerness and interest in the activity.

. .:

.

-
Examples . ,

.

..Studentlslaughing at teacher's comment.
(M' T 6 L)" .

.

Teacher displays # great deai of enthusi-
asm-by laughing about a particular part '
of a stdry.. (T EA L)

N

,

''

.

.

.

Negative

.

.

.

,

. .
.

.

'fille.N code; is used for any sarcastic or
/

demeaning statements by. the teacher,-and
for overt displays of; anger. Ylle code alto ,

is for student coMplaintsabot&the assign=
ment, ahout'other stildentt, or for student

hostile' behavior. If the teacher punishes a

student, the N'code_is-used.!1*--
-

.

,Examples
4
Student has answered incorrectly, and
another student says, "What a stupid
answer:" (T M-9 R/M N) '=

Teacher threatens to keep, a student in
from recess. (T U 9 t r)

,

.
. -

11.

B-32
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Table 6 (Concluded

CODE ITEM -'USAGEI"--".
.,.;_

.-

,Ideas"

.

-

.

.

.

The I code is- used when-rheteaCher e ce-

yates on:a student's idea. .-111A teache may
elaborate by:addina,information or by iiking'il

for more inf6iMation froth the student
-, , .-...v

.,

, .-

..

Examples 7

.

Student has toldrhe teacher about a
- television program he watcftech .The-

"teacher asks the student for more
' information. (T M 1Q S I)

Student tells the teacher about a .

character in a story and the teacher
.addssome information..(T M 4 R/M I) .

.
,

Touch

.

.

-

'

.

,

Whenever, the focus person touched,the indi-
.

widual with whom he or she is interacting,
T. is used along with ihe other rele-Vant What
code. - .

- 0.------- -----

,
Example

.

..

Teacher touches the shoulder of a student
as he or she asks a question.(T.M 1Q T T)

NV

o.

.

Nonverbal.

.

.

.

.

When the action being coded is not . accom-
paniad.by words, NV is entered. the WhdC
column together with the.othet relevant What
code.

..

. .

L..

.e

Example
'

.? Teacher nods to student's answer.
(T M 3 T NV) .

;13*-

.

MoVement
.

_,..

.,,

.

.

.

.

)

, . .

The X, code is used to indicp)te movement from
one location to another.. Simply moving the .

arms-or torso is not considered movement-.-% :

This code is used to indicate movement ty the
individual who is .coded in the Who section.°

..c;
.

1...
.

-

Examples.:

TeachermoveS acrOssfthe room while
Ilecturing:'(T.E:4 R/M X):

.Student walksto the teacher's desk in
responde to the teacher's command.

.

(M T 3 0 NV X) :t--

R -33
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APPENDIX C

QUESTIONNAIRES
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STUDENT QUESTIONNAIRE

a,

STUDENT IDENTIFICAT'IO'N NUMBER

SCHOOL

C -3

154-,



MARK IS WORKING IN

CLASSROOM..

THE TEACHER COMES OVER.

SHE LOOKS AT MARK'S WORK. C- 5 WHICH ONE IS THE TEACHERS FACE?

155



4

ABC'

THE TEACHER IS TALKING TO THE

CLASS

a

THE TEACHER SAYS, "WE WILL HAVE FUN

TODAY, AND WORK-HARD TOO." C-6
WHICH FACE IS MARY'S?



JULIE IS IN

CLASSROOM,

EACWCHILD IS TELLING ABOUT

SOMETHING HE DID.

TH EACHER CALLS ON JULIE. C- 7
WHICH ONE IS JULIE'S FACE?

157



O

SAYS, "CLASS,'LET'S KATHY RAISES HER HAND.

PUT OUR CHAIRS TOGETHER IN A CIRCLE.

'KATHY ASKS TO SIT NEXT TO
C-3

WHICH ONE IS THE TEACHER'S FACE?

153



GAYS, "MY CLASSROOM

WILL BE OPEN ON SATURDAY. YOU CAN

COME TO READ, PLAY GAMES, OR TO

MAKE THINGS.'"

-J

SHEY-LOOKS AT. JANE. C -9

4

TO COME?"

SAYS, "DO YOU WANT

WHICH ONE IS JAN'S FACE?

159



r

BOBBY-IS ON HIS WAY TO SCHOOL. HE GETS TO SCHOOL;
5

HE OPENS THE DOOR TO

CLASSROOM AND GOES INSIDE. C-10

'qv

WHICH ONE IS BOBBY'S FACE?

16
,r-



RAY IS DRAWING IN

CLASSROOM.

HE 'SEES THE TEACHER COMING OVER

K

HE SP I LLS_:H I S CRAYONS ON THE FLOCR .

4

WHICH ONE IS THE TEACHERS FACE?

161



L

i...-

JEFF IS, WORKING IN; .*

; ...

CLASSROOM.' , ..

-.-r

ro

THE TEACHER IS WALKING AROUND

THE ROOM.

SHE STOPS AT JEFF'S DESK. C-12 WHICH ONE IS THE TEACHER'S FACE?



-

MINIM
ION

H 41

INE

JANET iS-OMING UP THE WALK TOWARD,.
SCHOOL.

t .S

A-%

0

Slit SEES SOME CHILDREN IN

HER. CLASS.,

4

JANET SEETS THEM LOOKING AT HER.
C-13

WHICH ONE IS JANET'S FACC?

2163



O

ALICE HAS MADE A PICTURE AT

SCHOOL.

THE TEACHER TtLLSLICE IT IS A

GOOD PICTURE.

ALICE SHOWS IT TO THE OTHER.

CHILDREN AFTER SCHOOL. C -14

HOW DO THEIR FACES LOOK?,
V



JOHN IS ON-THE,PLAYGROUND. HE SEES A GROUP OF CHILDREN

PLAYING A GAME.

JOHN ASKS THE BOYS IF HE CAN

PLAY WITH THEM,

HOW I50 THE BOYS LOOK?



SOME BOYS BEGIN TO PLAY

A GAME.

.

-0 0

TIM HAS NOT BEEN CHOSEN YET.

THEY ARE CHOOSING SWES4

6

WHICH ONE IS TIM1S FACE? /-
C-16
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,INTERVIEW. UEStIONS

What do you-dO,at recess? ,(Piob'd for Which..studebts this,,stUderit spends'

Student Name

.

his' Or her time.)

Who do you eat lunch with?

. .

What do you do at lunchtime? (Again, probe for which Students this

student spends his or her time? )

When you are at school, what is youifavorite time of day?

(Probe for classroom activities; intervieWet.-Will need to know the

subject tha' is being taught when the handicapped Child'is in the

regularciassroom.)

What timedo you like least?
r.

C-17
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MAINSTREAMING STUDY

TEACHELQUESTIONNAIRE

Teacher Name

School :

School District

C=l-9

168

Return to:

Margaret Needels
SRI Interylational
333 Ravenswood Avenue
Menlo Park, CA 94025

D



'TEACHER QUESTIONNAIRE

This questionnaire is part of SRI's study of. the mainstreaming

process for. students whd are enrolled in special day 'classes. To
-TJ -

gather information, we have been observing in your classroom and.,

'Also ask that you complete this queStionnaire.. All responses will

be held in strict.confidence: No names of school districts, schools,
.., .

'teachers or students will. be reported.
( 'd

v ,
t

Upon receipt.of your completed questionnaire, we will be please

to provide ybu with a $15 honorarium. Please provide.the infOrmation

for the ,honorarium'payment and return your completed questionnaire in
.

.

the enclosed envelope., T
.

If you have any questions, call Margaret Needeis at SRT (859-3603

r
For Honorarium Pairment:

Name
First

Home Address

Last

Sodial Security No.

C-23.`
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I BACKGROUND AND EXPERIENCE

Please answer the following questions regarding your educational

background and professional experience.

1.1 What is the highest degree you-hold? (check One)

Bachelorrs degree

Master's degree

Doctoral degree

Other

(please specify)

1.2 Which credential(s) do you hold? (check all that apply)

EleMe4ary 1

Secondary .
2

1

2

3

4

. .. ... .. .

Counselling- 3

16Learning handicapped k;, . .

Severely handicapped

Adminitratitre 6,

Other

(please'specify)

Number of Yeers
(including thiyear)

1.3

1.5 How many years. have you been teaching at this
school full-time/

How many years have you been teaching full-time'i

1.4 How many years have you been teaching in this
dis/rict full -time?

176 How many years 1.1: you been teaching the grade level(a)
that you are teach ng this year?

1.7 Wha.N.4s,your class size this year?

(number of.regular
students)



II, SPECIAL ED ATION STUDENTS

2.1' Including this year, how many years havI you mainstreamed students

into your class from a Special day class?

2.2 During this school year, how many

and pulled out on S regular basis

instruction?

213 During this

special day

a week?'

(number of students)

1 mber of years)

students are enr led in your class

to,receive,special es ucation

o.

school year, how many students whovare enrolled in a

class are mainstreamed into your class for a few hours

(number of students

2.4 Please indicate the extent to which you have needed to modify your

regular classroom procedures to accommodate the special day class

students in your classroom this school year (circle one answer for

eachNitem).

Modifications

a. Physical classroom
arrangement

b. Instructional
grouping

c. 'Use of aides or,
student tutors

d. USe of different
1Vmaterials

',Modifying the

`f.

regular Curriculum.

Scheduling activi-
ties and/or lessons

Behavior management
strategies

h. Other:

None A Little Some
Quite
a Bit

Completely
Modified

1 2 4

1 3 4- - 5

4 5

2 3 4

1 5

4,

*
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2.5 When special day class- students e placed in regular classrooms for

at least part of the:day? what ef ects do you think this placement

has on most of the regularectucation students in'the classroom in

terms of the following: ,(circle-one answer for each item)

a. What effect does. placement
in a re' ular classroom have
on the.; e ular education
students in terms of their
educa ional experiences?

b. What effect does it have on
the regular education sttidents
in terns of their social
experierices?

c. What effect does it have on
the regular education students
in terms of their attitudes
toward special education
students?,,

ti

e.

Very Somewhat Somewhat Very .

Negative Negative No Positive itive
Effect Effea Effect Effect. Effect

6

1 2 3 4

1 2

1 .2, 3 4.°

a,



PLEASE ANSWER QUESTIONS .2.6 and 2.7 SEPARATELY FOR EACH SPECIAL DAY CLASS

STUDENT IN YOUR C1IASS WHOM WE HAVE BEEN OBSERVING. WE HAVE PROVIDED THREE

SETS OF THESE QUESTIONS: USE ONE SET FOR EACH SPECIAL DAY CLASS STUDENT.

STUDENT 1:

2.6 What effect doss placement in the regular classroom have on the

special education student? Circle one answer for each

Very Somewhat Somewhat Very

Negative Negative) No Positiye Positive

Effect Effect Effect Effect Effect.

a. What effect does place-
, ment in the regular

classroom have on th"e
special education student
in terms of his or her
educational experiences? 1

b. What effect does place-
ment in the regular
classroom have on the ,

special education student
in terms of his or her
social experiences? 1 2 3 4

2.7 What changes in the student's-attitude have you observed during this

school year? (Circle one answer for each item.) ",

2. 3 4 5

a. Attitude toway'
Sear

-b. Attitude toward
special educatio
program and
,services

Became Became Some-
Much More what More

Negative Negative

2

c. Attitude toward,
the regular edu-
cation students 1

d. Attitude toward
his orsher self

e.' AttitI-taward
you as tNacher

2

C-26
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No
Change

Became Some-
what More
Positive

BeCame
Much More
Positive

3 4

3 4 5

3 4 5

3 4 5

3 4 5

4



PLEASE ANSWER,QUESTIONS 2.6 and 2.7 SEPARATELY FOR EACH SPECIAL DAY CLASS
STUDENT IN,WIR CLASS WHOM WE HAVE BEEN OBSERVING. WE HAVE PROVIDED THREE '

SETS OF THESE QUESTIONS: USE ONE SET FOR EACH SPECIAL DAY CLASS STUDENT:

STUDENT 2:
4: e '

,,2.6 , what effect does placethent in the regulariclasatoapkhaVe an the
special education student? (Circle onenswer for each item.)

Very Somewhat Somewhat Very
Negative Negative No Positive Positive
Effect Effect Effect Effect Effect

What effect does place-

/
...

mentin the regular
Classroom have,on the
special education student
in terms of his or her '

educational 44iperiences? 1- 2 3 4 5

b. What effect does place-
ment in the regular
classroom have on the
special education student
in'terms of.hisnrher
social. experiences? 1 2 3 4

2.7 4hat changes in-the" student's attitude'have you observed 'during this
school year? (Circle oneanswer for each item.)

a.' Attitude toward
.school

b. Attitude toward
Hs, special education-

program and
services

c. :,Attitude toward
_ the regular edmd

CationstUdentr

d. Attitude toward
his or her" self

e. Attitude toward'
. you as-teacher

Became Became Some- Became Same Became
MuCh More what More No what More Much More.
Negative Negative ',Change Positive Positive

C -27
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, 3.

1.74

3

3

4 1%

5
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PLEASE ANSWER QUESTIONS 2.6 and 2.7 SEPARAtELY FOR.EACH SPECIAL DAY CLASS
STUDENT IN YOUR CLASS .WHOM WE HAVE BEEN OBSERVING. WEHAVE PROVIDED THREE
SETS'OF THESE QUESTIONS: USE ONE SET FOR EACH SPECIAL DAY CLASS STUDENT.

:STUDENT .1:

2'.6 What effect does placement ih the rekuPtr Classroom have on the
special education student? (Circle one Answer for each item.)

Very Somewhat Somewhat Very

Negative Negative 4.0- Positive Positive

Effect Effect Effect Effect Effect

a. What effect does place-
ment in the ,xagular
classroom haVe on the
special education studeht
in terms of his or her
educational experiences? 1 2 3 4

b. What effect does place-
ment in the regular
claSsroom have on the
special education student
in terms of his .or her
Social xperienceq? 1 2 3

4

2.7 What changes in the student's attitude have` you observed duri this

schboi year? (Circlel-one answer\for each item.)

.',Became Became Some - ,, Became Some- Became

MUch"More what More No what More" Much More

Negative Negative Change Positive Positive

b.

Attitude toward
school

5

1 . 2 3 4

Attitude toward"
2.ducation

program and
services .1

Attitude toward
the regular -edu-
cation students

d. Attitude toward
hisror her self

Attitude toward
You as teacher

2

3

3

2. 3 d



2.8
V

In your opinion, was one or more of the special Aay class students

in your classroom this year inappropriately placed? (check one)

Yes
.

4
-' Nb

(If " ea", please answer Question 2.4)

2 (If "no", skip to Question 3.1).'

2.9 a. Of the special day, clasi students to my- classroom,
(total number)

were inappropriately placed.
(number)

b, Why 'do you feel each of the students were inappropriately placed?

(Check all tlitat apply for each student.whom.yon feel was
inappropriately placed.)

Thestudept(s) needed more
Vlp than I could give ,

The student(s)'could have
benefited more socially
from a different -Place-
ment

The student(slIkbuld have
benefited more educationally
from adifferent placement'

The student(p) could have
benefited more bath educa-
tionally and socially from
adifferent placement .

Other
(please specify)

fj,

Student 1 Student 2

5

C12 9 -

6

Student 3

3 3



2..16 Indicate *e imp

to a day class s

each

, a.

.,

Ability to
fociis' on

imined,iate

classroom
tasks

'Ability to
folloW r.

directions

1;111. A. ty to
organize
materials.
and remain
On-task during.
seatwork.

Ability to-
,. refrain; :from

negative
.behaviors

e

ortahce of the following educational and social skills

tudent's mainstreaming

Alpt,
Important Important

-;

Success.

ImPortant

)

..
Ability to'
work at a co-*.
operative task°
with other

3

.

.Abiiiti. to

refrain froth
P
excessive
socializing.
during aca
dethicwOrk'

Ability to
participate.;
in oral
classroom
discussions:

.10:

ask 'for

assistance
appropriately,

is

(Circle one answer 'for

2 ^

`,

Very ' Altogether

4

4.

4

4

5

5

5

.



. Ability to
read at
'classroom
grade level.

'

j. Ability to
perform
arithmetic
tasks at

. grade levpl,

k. Ability to
write (print

. or cursive)

with minimal
- -assistance

Ability. to
work without.
major teacher
supervision-

Acceptance
froi regular
education
students

1

3 5

3

4

2 5



In this section, we wbUld like you to indicate yourJamiliarity

the various aspects of the special education program ih ypur distritt.-

ICI 'I iE SPECIAL EDUCAT4bN PROGRAM

(Circle one answer for each item.)

+ .

'63.1 How familiar are you with the following laws and criteria?

-if =

Not at All Vaguely Somewhat Very

Familiar Familiar Familiar Familiar Familiar

Z 1 3 4 5
a. Public:Law 94-142 . 1

b. The California State
Mtster Plan'for
Special Education

c. Your District's
criteria for identi-
fi.cation and placement 1

I

3 5

3 4

3.2 How famikiar
.

are you with the following procedures for ideitifying,.,
'-.. ,

assessimg, and placing students in special educatiOn in your district?

Very

IndiVidu'al.Educa-
'tional Prspam(TEP) 1

Not at All VtigUely Somewhat

Familiar Familiar Familiar Familiar Familiar

b.. Due P 1,toce-
renta'

1 2

.Referral:procedur,e'.

d. Assegsmeht proced s

Screening procedures

Placement procedures

3



tot

IV 1N-SERVICE TRAINING

4110.1. Within the last four years, have you had the op ortuniey t he involved-
,

in-any formal training thaOaddress 'special education

issues?
:. /

,-- .
Yes (If "yes", answer Questions' 4.2 through 4.6)

No (If "no", skip to Question' .1)

4.2 Approximately haw many hours of workshaps(ormini-courses, etc.) nave
you attended? (total:number of hours)

4.3 Approximately how many formal college courses (extending over

or quarter) have You ,compgeted in. special eAucation training?'

(number of courses)

a semester

F.

'4.4 Indicate the approximate percentage of your in- service training that was-

Provided.byeach.of the folloWing; (Please make the total equal 100%.)

School. .' . ./ .. . ..... .. -. . %

.
.

%,

c. County
, %

.d. College (regular-curriculdM) . % ,5

e: College extensioncoursei
',..:_

, %,"
4 41..

f. Other
. ,... . .... %---- .(please specify)

Total 1.



-
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V. SPECIAL EDUCATION-TEACHING SKILLS

.

Hoyt skilled,ukall'YoWLs
'N.

abswex for--each'item.)

. 4

u are in the following areas: (Circle one
A .

q . Minimally Somewhat J434ve / Very
Skilled '. Skilled_ Skilled _Average Skilled

,-.:'Screening students for _

special edbAtiOn7

Referringtstudents for
assessment for special
gducation

c. Yrocedures for assess-
..."inethe educational.

needs of- specia0. edu6a--
.

tion students - v

d:0,ProcedVres lor'assess-
. .ing the social need's of

. specialeducation.
;students

e, Using "observations for
assessing the needs: of
special education
students 1 2

f.. Developing Individual.' t

Education ProgiamS
for special educaticin
students

Using IE;'s for inStruc-
.tional 'purposes

Instructing special
education students in
academic,areis

Socially integrating .

special education stedents
into'the regUlar

- :1' . 2.

e

.S

2

2

, 4

room.

Coordinating rescturces
and seilices foe.,special
education students

,

:korki.ng with other
educational perSonrel
-in-providing services too

educatiab*
.

students



VI COMMUNICATION

%.1 Do you attend fornial, regularly spheduled meetings with the
education staff?

- Yes

No

(If "yes", answer Question 6.2 and 6.3)

(If "no", skip. to question 6.4)
\. . 4 :'

It,, , 1- ,, . .,6.2. How often a these:meeiinis--scheduleti?
_..,.. ....Less than . .... -".2-3titnei .

' once a Month -..'l ptice a Month per 'Month Once
...

., It -

.

6.3 Who attends these meetings? (e
gsa

Parents. .;. . . . . . .

Regular Education, TeaChers . . .

Principal. . . .

eek

special

, District Special,Education Staff Member- . .

Other ,

(please specify)

-,

N-lit

"..-. ;,,.

. . .

Spetial EdUcatiomjeachers 3

4

More than
once. a Week

DO. you. have access to die special day student:S IEP.?

, (It 'ryes", 'answer Question 6.5)'-
No

kf-' , .::(IT,"no", skip to Question '6 -.7)" `: ,-

, , ,,'s-',..',-,,,.-..t.
-,;:'-

,6.5
4,..'\''-'1;1.);

= Doi iitlu. feltsT4-4 uttieirt,vAVitillP --

. "4(1' , ,..,:. : 7. ',.. ,- ' t.6:s. ' '4 ,.

Yea.* 1,:''' (If -,9ye41 answer Question 6 6)
*,

Question
143 . !, . (I,f "no".,'".sfip to Question -6.7)

....,.. .,

Yes

,
0.

r

..*6.,6 When _ybu refhr to the IEP, how, helPful
Aletstreaminglbactivities ? ';'t (Circle 'One . ),

tly Soiewhat
ful He

Not
Helpf-p

it Irn assis.t.4.ng you in main-,

Elstrtmely
iuI, . Helpful

YpC

4,

, ° ". .-
.' -. t`

9,...;
s

75

4

-01

.,1,:ff, r



t+,

. r.

. ,
6.7 How often do' you and thet.-ipeolal education' stiff talk -infbrmally

"5.E.,, -

other than regular, 'fornal Mee'tings) about the mainstreaming proc
(Circle one.)..

About Once 2-3 Times About Otc-ce - TiMeS . Every
a month 'a month ' a week a week' day

1 2 4- 5 .

` 16.8 On the average, how often. do you talk with tht*,4t$tal.Yeducation staff
about mainstreamed .students.'- instructional neectsf, (Cirtle-one .')

About Once- 2-3.Times. About Once 2-5 ' /Every
a month a.morith a week a we

. 1, 2 3 5
'Alt

0/6

6.9 On the, average, how often do you -talk with the ,special .educatig.n staff
about mainstreamed students' social needs?,, (Circle one;.).

/ . 4,,

About Once 2-3, Times About Once .2-5 Times Every
,a,ita month ,month. . a Week Or

A
a week day -

.
. .

, .,,...-
2 3

i.,,

f. 44
ft

6.1a How' available i eeded) is the sgicial education staff to assist the
kg.

1 . 4

regular teachinkst. ff.l.m mainstreaming activities? (Circle one.)
: -.;it '-, ,:

Almost Nt*Ve Selx
A.vailablit

..4 . 4' :

1 ..,
.5. 3 4 4

-,.i
. 5

..,

.5;

m Usually Always
ble -; Often Available, Available

6.11When.you, tdik .5.4.1.-th, the ap;cial
assisting you in inaiinstrearning'..i414zities (circle

ucation staff, how helpful are they, in

Helpful: Helpful:
Auite Itxr5emely ''.-'
Helpful .'"Helpftliti -,i.'

... t . , .. ..

1

.'''' 'I.:7; ...

% 5_,C!:36 .. ° :! 1°.'
_

1.1 ' ',4''' ,, ''.11. ' ..':ti-V. f .,,6 A. :,1 ''' '1, 40, .,e, 404# ....,' 4 '''f '4: t
... 1,:i...i : a.'" ' 4.: ,- '', -.,?, .: 7-tlik. '0.. ;;';;: :. ,:, .1 iw..., -

, . ,...".r....! -":. ,,- .1 r' i .. ' '1, ' .;:,*'' IIP . 'i ' . ,' : X ': '..01, `4,'",''..

.. ' 4,- ., 183 4., .. , ,,.. . , ..., ...4,7,
.

,.. i ... 'i : .r, r4.. . .' .
.

, id



6-.12 In gepreral,,wfiat 'do you -think is the quality of the communication ,

do they talktogethergexchange information),between the following
.

of role groups.? :-(Circle onakanswer fo'r each item.)

a. Communication between
district, 4pecial educa-,
tion'staff and the

,:special education

Poor Fair Go d .Excellent Have No Idea

teachers in your'
school , !

CommUnication'b pen
district spelp- educa-
tion office and your'
.schoolpxincipal' I -'

,

ommUnickationbet*een..-
district special educa-

anand the
re far teachers in
ypur school 1

*

Communication between
your school principal
and the special educa-'

;;..tiOn teagher in your
. school

CommuniCation be ten
hool principal an

regular teachers- 1 2

.7,
Communication beewer A;
the'speciaiWucation:-
teacher and he regu-.

ry

.114i

s

.
-4%-k

T

3 4 5

"

lar,teachprsZ inyout
school .1 . 1

4

1-

of .

,-
_

. .

Alt.., Fe-.; . - -,
- ?

A .

4.41$40,.; r.E4
k''' *

`e 06'
N-41 p . .koc

' ...



6.13 In general, -what do you think. is the quality,of the. collaboration (derined

as worYing together) between the following pairs of role groups?
, , ,

..
_

(Circle. one answer far each item.)
,

.

a. Collaboration between
',- district special edu-

cation office and the
special education
teacher- in your
Sdhool

b.';Zbllaboration betc.;b11
speciAl edudation,,,,

Iflbffice and your,school
principal 1

L

c. Collaboration ketween,
distt4ct special edul.
eatiOn ofpceimand the
regUlarteachers in

,_yolir school . % 1 2

Have
No

Poor ,Fair Gtod Excellent Idea

d. CoIlabokation.i2etween
our schoOl principal
d the special edINA-

ion teacher in yodr
school. 1- 2 3

e. dollaboration between
the special education
teacher amthe regu-
lar teachers.in;yourl
schtol

3

a

A

N

5

1,-

o

5.

.. ,
tr,

a
' .,',:s '1, ,,. ' .1...

0.,
, , , , , ,,,.i, Y 4 4;14' ,

'4 !' 4" '...' '

'._

k".,, " , :.! : -... -"'
! .4

;' '' # : 4. .3%:. .. (. :o i. . ' ....,-
" 4'.14. . ' '.,....... , ,k, . . Z

n' :. '''' ; . . 4 if. . S'
. ,...,;?..,,.: '' 7.f ,,.t. '-fAe ., - . - ,, .4.,

, . . , 4 . . t t., - r,,:: NE'

1 41 , ' - e, c 4. ,, ,, .

. .T; 1
. .

a 1. , 4t ; , ,.i
15C. 1. .

P. ; 7.4 4
,. 0

', ,. 1: ill: i, , 4 .
40,:irs

. i. :.,,a;4 ./ ii ., '..: II, ,..,,% !"*" .4' iji..- - i t .:4;:!':.-:4.; ., -I ,', :2' ..,.. 4°

-.,;. .4 !''. 4,, .:r;',.' i 1 :.'
.1..V'' is: 44 ' ,- -: :'4, t: ,:. .1. .c.s:

'. d.. . .. f . .

" 4.'. J1.4' %. .: . .i
.. ..,

,..'

ti

# " ti
' t'

,V"

. .

it.' ' a ic gta6;4.

1,;
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APPENDIX D

, Observer Accuracyser
and Interrater Agreement



C4.1

...Frequency',
of Code,

Crilerion s.
Codts Coding T , 2 3

PERCENT AGREEMENT, WITH .CRITERION CODING

:11
. ,

Individua) "Observer9

Who: -1 51 .100 100 100

E

16,-. 100 100 100'
30 100. 100 ,- '100

2. 100 100 ,ioo

bs. s
4 . 5

100

100

100

100

.100

100

100

s.

7 i SD.

98 100 99.7 ,75
100 100 100" 0

110, 100 loo 0

To Whom; T 50 100 100 ' 100 ' 100 '96. .10 99.4 '1.5
,F 25 100. 100 1*. 100 )- 100 .4 1 DO 100. 100 . . 0.
M ', 11 ". 100 , 100 100 100 100 100,, 100 ' 0

E ' ' 11 . 100 100 100 100- 100 1 00 100 100 0

, % , , ,
.

What: 1,1Q : _22 . 100 100 - 9 77 17 82 100 82 88.1' 11.154
., 2 ,-.4: .. 50 ....1 50 100,, 100 100 '' 100. 75' 82.1 23',.78

3 ',! 24 92 . 100 100 100 100 ' 87 '83 94.6. #' 7.25.',
4 10 , 80, . 100 100 80 80 .90 , 90.0 10.00,

CODE NOT D' IN OBSERV,ATIONS I
-.% 6 . 1 . 67 100 . t e 100 " 100 100 100 81.0 47.77.

;7 1?: ,, 49t '.431 100 75 ,h 100 ' 100 92 91.7 " 9.67.
.4 8. .

1 CODE NOT USED IN OBSERVATIONS

9 9 100 . 44 . 12 67 6,7 '100 Y8, 4, 28.41
10' 1 100 ',", 100. 100 100 -, 100 ., 100 ,./.00:.,.. ' 0

..
t . ,I1

1 , .100 .'-, 100 .:4,...100 100 if loo, I no! T '. 0
12; T.:14 100 , ' . 43 . 100 100 180' 10 100 99.0'; 2.64-..
x 2 50 r 100 0 100 100 . 100 , 100 ,78.6 39.34

Mow: T CODE NOT USED IN OBSERVATIONS

73 i 97 97 100 100 100 100.

10 100 , 100 100 0 ioo 100 loo

R/M

B

C 2 100 100 100 100 100

G :." 6 . .50 0 ., 50 0 '.: , 50..
0 ,

14 ' * 93 100 78 100 1 100
L 12 ..1/4; 92 83 92 100 75

N.
1

0
t ,,

, 2 TOD 100 100 100 ','100
S .17 a i ,..85 100 85 .. 85 - 100

. N 4 100 50 100 100 100

o' 33 97 100 100 . 100 .. 100

P ,.
I

-'i:1 loci. 160 100 loci.; 1 100;I CODE NOT USED IN 'OBSERVATIONS' .

T r
6

44' CODE .NOT USED IN .OBSERVATIONS, .
.

. NV 100 83' 33 100 . 33 , 0 ' )3 .54.6 39..39
4 r4 *I

Agreement
%

7,, 91.7 89,3 ,s."? 84.3 13.53 93.12 93.48 93.0 88.72 ' '-
S.D. ,16.40 24.00 31:72 20.25 16.29 18.88 14.07 , 20.35

-100

83

100

83

'100

71

100

97 98.7 ,,,1.60
'100 100 0

100 100 9
83 45.1 34.19

93 84.9 33.16
.92 88.1 8.18
100 100 0-

85. 87.3 10:08
100 t, 100 .0'

97 -99.1 Ilk
100 -100

14.



Codes-

.Who: :

F

L. 4
pfictmjig* OF faxlEs"4 AO EACH CODE, RECORDED

(Posttrainm Testing)

I ndi vidUel Observers Range

. * .. Obs. ilbs. Obs-'. , "Ohs. . 0bs.. . , abs, Obs. ' for .All
Trainer 1 2 . 3. 4 .5. r 6 " 7 , Observers. .,..___.

'.
.57 .55' .54' .59' .53* , .56- .i.4:1'.5f -.55 ..53 - .56

, .

.24 .21 .28 .25 .2.4 .25 .24 .22 ' .21 - .28
.17 .18 .14 .12 .18 ..12 .15 .17 . .12 7 .18 '

, E . .02 .06 .04 .04 .04 `.07 .04 .06 .02 - .07
" l I ,1

("Whale 's 1 I
, .48, .51 .46 -.48 .53 .45 ,45. .46 .45 - .5i

'F .42 .41 .44' .42 .39 .43 .45 ,.42
..

.39.- .45
H ''..07 .05 .07 .07 .05 .08 .05 .07 .05 - .08
E .03 ` .03 .03' .03 .03 ....03 .05' ,05 .03 - .05 ,

. , . . , ,.
What: 1.1Q. .29 .26 4.26. .28 .30 ' .30 .30 .29 .26 -' .30

2 0 0 0 .. 0 0 0 0- '0 0- 0
3 , . .27 .27 i t' .30 .28 .29 .27 .29 :29 .27 -1.30
4' '-.17 .17 all .17 .17. .15 .16 :16 .15 - .17
5 ' CODE NOT USED OBSERVATIONS,
6 :04 ' .06'' ;03 .0 .04 v,...05- .03 .05 .03 - .D6.

1 .11 -- f -.10 .11 .o .19 .10 .09 7 .12i 1 .11 1.11
8 ,CODE' NOT USED IN OBSERVATIONS.' ,

P. .07 ,-, .05 .. .06 .07 . ..06 .05, .07. 4 ;06, .05-' .07
%TO. , .02 .04 0 .03 .02 .01 ',01 .03 0 - .p4

4 r 11 0 0' o '.01 0 0 .0) q o - .01
12 ` 0 0 0 0 0 .03 0 %01 0 - .03
x ".02 0 ' , .03. 0 .01 0 '9 o - .03

, .), N I
How: , T .. . CODE 'NOT, USED IN OBSERATIONS

R/M .90 .9.0:' .93 ' .91 .90 -. .91 .89
8 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

, . .0 0 ,Q.. 0 0 0 0- b
G .07 .05 .06 .'.07 *.05 .05 06

'0 .10 .10, .08 .07 .10 .09 .11
L 0 -0 0 o 0'o' o -0
w o o o. 0 0 o o

Is o 0 0 o, o, o 0
ti

o . 0 0 o 0. , o 0
D .34 .33 JO .32 .32 , .34 .36

. ,P .03' 0 0 ,,_0 0 - 4%01 0
II CODE,NOT USED IN OBSERVATIONS

4

-44: ,,7. CODE NOT, USED IN OBSERVATIONS '. , ; --#
'''' 'NV '-...::'-':' 4 °N, ..05 .05 .03 '' .05. L.. .03. .08 , .94"' .03 '- .08

-t( .,

.92

.0
0

06

.08

.89 - .93
0 - 0

0

.05 -.07
.07 - .11

o D - 0
o , o - o
0 0 -0
0 0.0

.34 K .30 - .36
.02 - .02

TotaliNumber :
of Frames / '90. 78 69 :6 -77 88

183

84 87 69 - 90



r ' V u

fit

ye

PERCENTAGE OF F IN W1IICH:EA;R CODE WAS RECORDED

'S? ,

4
h Teit093)1, t

,
, ir .

.- -I, - ,. .4

. .
if

. 4 individual Observers .
Range

. 1 Ms. Obs. Obs. Obs. ...pbs. , . 'Obs. for All
Odes Trainer 1 2 4 .,i 5 7 . Obsgrvers

Who

Whom:

.

What:

How:

T .51 ,..,'
F .29
M .15

1E .05

T. '.20 -

F -.38

M .27
E ' . %

'.15

1,1Q .2'5

2 '.01
31 .23
.4 .26
5

6 . .08
7, -.06-
8

9 .05
10 , .02

11 0
,

12 .04
x 0 ,.

T

R/M .93
1 .02

\Ei .01.
G .::08

''''
.49 '.51.- :50- !Si '.50 49 .49 P 1 .51

.30 .28 .29
. 9, , -.

.28 -'.28 28 - .30
.14 416 , .1,5 .-.16 .15 .16 .14 '-,..16

is

.07 '. 1,05 .06 .05 ,. .06 .06 -.05 .07

.21 .21 .22 -/N.21 .22 , . .22' .20 - .22

:41 '- .32 .40 .,' .39 i .37 .38 ;..37 - .41

,.26:-- , .28 .26 ..27 .26 . :25 .25 - .28

..12 .14 .12' -;13. . .15 '' .15 .12,- .15

.. . ,

.23 .24
,

.23 , .25 .24 ,.25 , - .23 I.:25.

.01 .01 .01 .01 -.01.01 . , .01 - .01

'.22' .24 .24 ...22 -.24 .22 , .22 - .24 .

.,

.27 .26 , .27 .27 .28 0.26 4..26 - :28', 7 '-4'.

° CODE MOT USED IN OBSERVATIONS ) .

.09 . .1O .08 .09 .10, .08 .08 - .1D
,.,

.08 .06 ' .07 .07 ,..07 , .06 .064- ,:o8

CODE NOT USED IN OBSERVATIONS .
,

.06 05 .05 .05
.

_.05 .05 - .06.
.02." .02 .02 ',?'. .or .02 .03 EU - .03
0 04, 0 0 '- .0 0 0 -y0 - 0
.02 '.02 .03 .02 .01 -,.04
'0 . . 0 i 0 "0 0 0 ., '. 0 -, 0..'

7 .4441

CODE NOT USED IN OBSERVATIONS e

la
.92 .92 .91- ..91 .93 .91 - .93

.02 .02 .02 , .02 ..it,, .02 .02 - .02 -.

.01 '°r01 .01 .01 .O1'- .01 .01 - .01

.06 .07 .08 .08 $ .,08 .06 .06 .08
-..,. f

0 ..04 . 0 5 , .06 .05 .04 -4 .06. ,..:,..05 .04 - .06

''r. L ' 0 0-, . 0 . '0' b 0 . 0 . ..0- 0 -
t W 0 b o ., 0 0 -.0 ; : .t Q. 0 - 0

S .02 .03 .03 .02. .02 ...02 -., ,, ..02 .02 - .03

N .01 .01 , .01 .01 .01. , :.01 .' ..01 .01 - .01 ,

-0 .28 .27 Y .29 t ,.2B :27 .28 ''.299 ' .27 - .24
P .03' .03 ,.., .03 .03 .03' .03 .03 , .03 - '.03

9 CODE NOT USED IN..0B$ERVATIONS
,

4,

-, CODE NOT' USED IN OBSERVATIONS . . -` .

In , ,..jit.

.08
,

.07 ° :08 ". .06 j-'''' .09 .08'i .07

196 192 191

. .09

Ai; Sk
190

.
""z 199 201 '1 w98 192" - 201



EA

Intircorrention Matrices.'
of,Observation War:tables



!.,.

.. , t 4 .-

r " *z.

INTERCORRELAI10NS.OF TEACHING PROCESiSiAilABLES
fi_ t ,., c r

"NO0'c

. th,
. . .,

t. ,: r.t , A e'

4 4 , " , 14. '''.1.
. laihtr Directness - Acadilmic 'Task ;',:; ,1,.,Placement.of Students Classroom t1imate

, ,t ., ''r

Tegher directittiicadeViiTA1( ,. A'
u8

Al 4.35
D5 li6 .... 09 10

12.
U7 0 56 U3 55 .53 lie is

14 15 16- 17 \ 19 36
... *a I '

k

0

I

- ' *k `''',.
e; G!,..w 4.Inttriletions ; A

I -'r ,
erac Ni ire ' I

class , thii if -. i '
. 3 -.31 -.63 -.62 .26' -.69 -.53 -.56-.11 ,-.49 -.58 .47 -.48-.06 -.19 ..05 -.23 '-.09 -.2'5 -.25 -.14 -.57 -.29

.

_ ..._ ,
08 NI..e'cta o xpiniiii, I r I. . . t 1 7. , t

-.36" .(15'-.54L..42 t.i/r:65 -.65..07'-.39" .63 ' .Si .42 -.16 :14 -.31 -.41 -.09 7.37 - -.I.4 -.60 -.18:la

v 111,,i
eras mainstream

udintYIAsk:
acfs'Ci 4!

blot

terattivf mktrUc on

s %esti optr
41(f 141el,"..; :.
,Or 061 praise, ,ack.::, -,- . .

:ini141*(Ignit; fast
10.. "Prottilei)Supportivt cb,r

reliv fetINck., tas... rt inp
'NoncTirecta lnstiue/tIon;" ".

12.'' Monitors stuTents1 seat-
.. .1441i, 'task

:01 Responds tuents" V
. .0

tag
", , `r 4.,

Placement Of4tu'deras. ,.. 'V., '
46: Places "studgniat tab),

," with ctligr :ii t7
56.:' Pr4ces istg0ht 11;:teac,`,.."..)(d.,

, keirs a irgieci Icitivi ti;,..4
.

:03',',Interacisewitlilsma31. -, ,,
.1 ' 'group; ,taSk 1 ''.

.. '5'5. p/bc's is'4erit'; ''. coprti.v
.kra,tiv'ireuti Oration'

53. Places stent atlekic
or, fable)fonei; 11 , '

ii.:1 .7.
Cl7srootn:Climete , ' 0

'14,, -Pro6des nonSuppqrtiit
, , .:: feedbaC,
T3;iegative44 peits ,

14. posi tiye'c its ,

t 515i : .xplains ignmO t's

: ., ,; organ4aitfon, ,...:
16; pecial.izevwtth (..?'.

4' I stbdients. .i'
11: Oi riVo1 vet*Itti. 6 . ''

'! 0 IsItident, J'', 'i
19. 'Behavior, maiagemept i' i ,.,k

'36. Praists-for4nonactdIni6,i. i I!

. ttehdvi,or ''., c"). '`.
,. t,'

,..
t , ,,

Note - Underl,filing 1ndicii,,et ?, c ',05.
, . . t

' ' k 2 0) .

.24. .4b .40' .48 .51 .61 '-.1.13 r.81 -.32 ;IA -.14 -,05 '-.05 .U6 .10 .17 .11 -.31 -.06' .3b

.98 .37 j..63 .62 .61 .a6,' - :23 .u5* -.09 .d .02 .14 -.25 .6 .04,-;

:68 .69i .72 -.45', .-52 .51 ..12.-.09 .34 .15 -:01 .09 -.25 -..35 .U4b

/17
r.

S

.16 .66 :41.-.46, X16 .1t -.07 .26 ,18 -.19. .12 .15 .24' .42 .14 -.57 .08 -.13
.75 .43 .794.70 '27 r .18 .14 -.22 .13,-.06 -.D2 .08 -.7 -.63 .18'

69 -46 '20 56 -.48' i6 07 12 15 .U5 .22 .42 .14 -.44 .15 -.02
re 3 /

.63 ?Si r--

.05 -.15 '.07,-.4 ,2.34 .21 -.?0 -:23, .05 .28 .24 -.27

7.31 -..47 '-.05 -.16 -AU' .29 .u8 x.11 .U5't.52 .05 .52 -.1U'
V 0

.28..11 -.46 -..38 -.25. -.07 .01. ,,08
t

-.25 -.31 -.12 .U3 .U4 °.U7' :02 -.19 .52 -Aka

-.U8 .U3 -.25..19 ..05 .U2 I.U2 -.U2 .24 .074

-.20'.-.13 .29 -.DU) .14 .08 -.10

P

.25 .02 -.07 -.15 -.15 -012 .10

;

T..713 .28

.47 f29,-.35 -.08
ti

,

"6..

,.4.

I

II` .4. -.°20

"0 ,

: -.22 .14 -.02



INTERCORRELATIONS OF STUDENT BEHAVIOR7ORIABLES

Involvement in Academic Instruction . Social Organizational ! Affect

Involvement in Academic Instruction 62 63 66 66. 78

'On-Task, Passive:.

.09 -.05

.31

-.40-.27

.33 -.22

.64 -.02

.08

-.10

.99

.38

.36

'-.21

57 Attends to class instruction, task

, v

Oral Participation Task

. , .,

62 Responds tOidults' questions, task

63' Initiates comment to adult, task

65 Adis for help, task

66 fInteiiets with other students, task

'61 64 71 60 67 '68 72 58 82 59 79' :

-.83 .69 -.31 -.16 -.64 -.58 .01' -.03 :15 -.20

-.15, .18 -.27, ' .--.14 .15 .26 -.04 .07 -.02 -.14 -.26 -.19

.05 -J8 -.16 .27 -.04 .28 7.09 -.12 .11 ..12 .10 .24:

.17 -.16 .05 -.01 .38 a/ .35 -.10 .19 -.09 -:13 -.63.

'.,2 -.16 -.29 7.03 -.01-.27 .57 -.08 .05 -.19 .003 -.03.

78 All responses and comments_ to adult, task
.

-.15, .17 7.27, '' .19 -.21 .26 -.96 -.34 -.02 -.14 -,26 -.18-

On,Taak - Independent

M6,1
..On -task seatwoh

o

Off-Jask

g

64 Does not respond to adults' questions, task

71 Uninvolved

;Octal

60 Attends to group interactions, social

67. Initiates interaction with other students, social

68 Interacts with adults, social

72 All interactions with other students

) rganizational.

58 Attends to group instruction, organization

82 Gets instructional materials organized

ffect

59 .Attends to group behavior corrections

79 ,Negative interactions

80 Positive interactions

tote - Underlining indicates p (.05.,

/

-.60 -.17 .26 .35 .04' .51 .07 -.

192

-.30 -:07-.43 -.17 -.44 I 109 -.12

-.20+.14 '.32 -.04 -.02 -.14

4°.

-,t3 .22 31

.06 -.07 -.0/ 05 -.09,

.63 .80 -.28

.36 -,05

-.24 .06

-.19 .02 -.03 .08

-.19 - .001 -.10

.0
.77 :49


